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Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 06/29/1998

To: Phoenix
From: Squad 13/ Lakeside RA

Attn: Squad 16

Approved By: 
Drafted By: 

Case ID #: (Pending)

Title: WILLIAM COOPER; AOT/DT

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: To open new case.


Details: William Cooper, a resident of Eagar, Arizona, is a right wing "patriot", who is nationally known in the militia movement for his controversial broadcasts by means of short wave radio. Cooper was interviewed a couple of times during the fall of 1997 by the Lakeside Resident Agent (SA [Redacted]) because he had made allegations pertaining to Tim McVeigh and the bombing of the Oklahoma City federal building in 1995.

On 6/19/98 a US Deputy Marshal [Redacted] attempted to serve a criminal summons on Cooper, but Cooper refused to accept the summons, and he ordered [Redacted] off his land. The summons was issued as a result of an IRS tax evasion case against Cooper, for which he has been indicted. It is extremely unlikely that Cooper will show up in federal district court in Phoenix as required on July 1. Indeed, Cooper seems to be relishing the role he has created for himself in defying the IRS and federal government. He has written a long explanation entitled "Cooper family targeted by Feds", which has been released on the Internet.

Since the unsuccessful attempt to serve Cooper, SA [Redacted] has been communicating with several agencies concerning the situation, mostly to "educate" them about Cooper's political beliefs and the risks involved if he is to be arrested. Most importantly, the US Marshals Service is now aware of Cooper's profile, something they did not know when the summons was issued.
To: Phoenix
From: [Redacted]
Re: [Redacted] 06/29/1998

While the US Marshals will probably end up with the unpleasant task of apprehending Cooper, SA [Redacted] and the Phoenix Division will most likely be involved in one way or another. Therefore, it is recommended a preliminary inquiry be opened.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
Cooper family targeted by Feds

(Under Construction)

Please be patient and check back often.

We (William and Annie Cooper) have been targeted for imprisonment or extermination by the federal government and the Anti Defamation League (ADL) for documenting and sourcing the truth about the tyranny and despotism of the Illuminati's coming socialist totalitarian new world order. We have worked feverishly since 1988 documenting and sourcing the facts of the treason being brought about by the Illuminati's socialist change agents in government, and through the activities of Secret Societies and organizations such as the subversive Anti Defamation League. They picked on the wrong People. We are not afraid. We will not run and hide. We will continue to oppose evil whenever and wherever we find it. We will stand and fight whomever or whatever assault they may mount against us.

I first learned of the treason taking place in this country (and around the world) when I discovered the plan named "MAJESTYTWELVE" while a member of the Intelligence Briefing Team and Petty officer of the watch in the command center of Admiral Bernard Clarey who at that time was the Commander in Chief of the Pacific Fleet. The plan outlined the implementation of all of the planks of the Communist Manifesto which began with the graduated so-called Income Tax administered by the fiction known as the Internal Revenue Service, the disarmament of the American People through laws instigated by a series of "terrorist" acts, the formation of a world police force made up of the United Nations force known as NATO combined with the military forces of the United States and the members of the United Nations force known as the "Warsaw Pact" which plan is outlined in State Department Publication 7277. It documented the intent to demonize and target Patriots and so-called "tax protesters" through "Project Trojan Horse"... and much much more.

We have been documenting and sourcing the facts of this plan since 1988 through my book "Behold A Pale Horse", my radio broadcast "Hour Of The Time," in our full size national newspaper "VERITAS", "Oklahoma City: Day One," and in lectures and speaking engagements throughout the nation and the world. I have made over 150 predictions of coming major world events since 1988 based upon the above information supplemented by many years of research and have only been wrong once.

The Illuminati socialist President of the United States of America, William Jefferson Clinton, wrote in a White House memo that, "William Cooper is the most dangerous radio host in America." The Illuminati's Rush Limbaugh read the memo on his so-called Excellence In Broadcasting Network in 1995 following the bombing of the
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma in an cowardly effort to redirect the socialist attack on so-called "right wing" radio hosts away from himself and onto me while touting himself as "the most dangerous radio host in America."

My FBI record, which was initiated by the investigation required by my Secret security clearance while in the U.S. Air Force, and my Top Secret Q (SI) security clearance while in the U.S. Navy, was one of those found in possession of the White House during the scandal known as "Filegate". President Clinton ordered that all agencies of government begin an investigation naming us enemies of the administration and "domestic terrorists`. Since when is telling the truth terrorism in this country?

After 14 issues of VERITAS which exposed, documented, and sourced the facts of the treason and the fraud of the so-called income tax administered by the so-called IRS, a series of 8 broadcasts exposing the Anti Defamation League as a criminal and subversive organization, and our publication of the scathing expose "Oklahoma City: Day One" by Michele Marie Moore, the government and the ADL ordered their puppets to go after us with the intent of shutting us up for good. U.S. Attorney Janet Reno, the butcher of Waco, ordered the Nazi Gestapo to go after us which immediately launched investigations by the FBI, IRS, Financial Crimes Network, and many others. Reno also ordered her Phoenix based puppet U.S. Attorney Janet Napolitano to shut us up. Our investigation demonstrates that Janet Reno, Phoenix based United States Attorney Janet Napolitano, Assistant United States Attorney Winerip and Special Agent Frank Shupnik, and possibly Judge Irwin are members of the ADL. Shupnik and Winerip have been the most persistent and subversive of the Law in their relentless persecution of this family.

When the government began its investigation (persecution) of this family we began a series of Freedom Of Information Requests (FOIA) which, along with our and other's legal research, revealed that they had no authority whatsoever to conduct such an investigation. In fact it once again confirmed that the federal government has no authority or federal jurisdiction within the territorial boundaries of any state of the union whatsoever except on property purchased by the government where jurisdiction has been ceded to the federal government by the state's legislature and over only those specific crimes enumerated in the Constitution for the united States of America. There is only one exception and that is extraterritorial jurisdiction brought about by treaties with foreign nations such as the Crown of England. We are not citizens of any foreign government. We are not subjects of the Crown of England or Great Britain. We are not subjects of the Queen of England or Great Britain. If you think this is far fetched be forewarned that these people are noted in the Internal Revenue Manual as being subject to the Tax.

My research was confirmed when I found the following quote by Supreme Court Justice Fields:

"The power of the United States to tax is limited to persons, property, and business within their jurisdiction, as much as that of a state is limited to the same subjects within its jurisdiction."
Years ago I discovered that the Internal Revenue Service is NOT an agency of the Department of the Treasury or the federal government. It is not listed as required by law in the United States Code under the organization of the Department of the Treasury nor is the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, or the Secret Service, nor are any of these bogus agencies listed in the United States Code as agencies of any other branch of government. These agencies are in fact fictions.

And then I discovered the reason why. The United States Supreme Court in Brushaber v. Union Pacific Railroad Company had already ruled the federal income tax VOID because Congress had unconstitutionally delegated legislative power to the Secretary of the Treasury to write the Law concerning the administrative and enforcement procedures. It was a blatant and unconstitutional breach of the separation of powers and in any case the Constitution does not grant Congress the ability to delegate its powers to anyone or anything or any entity. That is why there are so many lies and so much subterfuge involved in the administration and enforcement of the tax by the so-called Internal Revenue Service.

We published several stories revealing the results of our research into the history of, and the Law concerning, the IRS. We also published a lawful "Public Notice" in issues #14, 15, and 16 of VERITAS national newspaper which enumerated certain facts discovered in Dan Meador's and my research. The law allows us to presume the content of the Public Notice to be "presumed facts" since neither IRS or the United States government has ever denied any of the facts thus presented.

In light of the above we filed FOIA requests asking the IRS for specific documents which specifically require us to file and pay the so-called income tax... they could not and did not produce any such documentation but sent me a copy of an old 1040 which I had filed before I mustered the guts to stop filing based upon the information I had seen in MAJESTYTWELVE and from my research which verified that the tax is a criminal fraud. The implication was that the 1040s which I had filed in the past was their only authority. In other words I had signed the form stating that I was a "taxpayer". The interpretation of the IRS was that since I had filed previously it was an admission that I was required to file. Hitler would have loved their reasoning.

We also filed FOIA requests asking the IRS for specific documents which gave the IRS the authority to conduct an investigation of a Citizen of Arizona. The IRS could not, and did not, produce any such documentation. We noticed Special Agent Shupnik and Assistant U.S. Attorney Winerip to produce their credentials and documentation of their authority to conduct such an investigation... they refused because they could not as no such documents exists.

We learned of an secret agreement between the individual states of the union and the IRS. We obtained an unredacted copy and found that it is an agreement granting jurisdiction to the IRS to require federal employees who are state Citizens and residents of the states to file and pay the so-called federal income tax. No cession of jurisdiction over these people was granted by the state legislature as required by Law. If the so-called Internal Revenue Service has the jurisdiction and authority to
require Citizens and residents of the states to file and pay the so-called income tax why do they have to have an special secret agreement between the IRS and the states to tax their federal employees who live and work outside the jurisdiction and authority of the United States government?

We filed suit against the United States government, the IRS, Attorney General Janet Reno, U.S. Attorney for the District of Arizona Janet Napolitano, and others, demanding the court simply order the defendants to either produce the documentation that allows the IRS to tax and/or investigate a Citizen of any state of the union or admit that no such documentation exists, and several other points of Law. The suit has been active for almost three years and the federal judge has refused to order the defendants to obey the law and produce their authority or admit that it does not exist. The attorney for defendants, Katz (another ADL member) has slipped up and admitted in documents that he/she filed in this case that no such documentation (thus no such authority) exists in the Phoenix District. This suit is still awaiting adjudication in United States District Court in Phoenix, Arizona. The government and the ADL wants us in prison or dead before the judge is forced to rule in our favor as he must if he obeys the Law. Recent experience tells us that the courts have been corrupted and the law is frequently ignored. Pro Se litigants are all but ignored by federal judges who pass the cases to clerks to handle.

We have not committed any crime; but on June 18, 1998 a United States Marshal came to the Trust Headquarters in Eagar, Arizona to serve a summons for criminal trial in U.S. District Court in Phoenix. Arizona on "legal fictions". We told him that we are not the legal fictions named in the summons and ordered him off the Trust property. I told him he was trespassing and that he had no federal jurisdiction or authority within the territorial boundaries of the state of Arizona. He knew I was right and obeyed me without serving the papers. If he had authority and/or jurisdiction why did he not serve the papers and why did he obey my order that he get off Trust property immediately?

Since no service was made the Court can take no action if the Court obeys the Law. As we discovered with Waco, Ruby Ridge, and other federal atrocities the federal Courts seldom obey the Law. The Marshall told me that if we did not appear in federal Court in Phoenix, Arizona on July 1, 1998 a warrant will be issued for our arrest. We will not appear as the court has no jurisdiction or authority over us as Citizens of Arizona and we will not allow an arrest to occur. We will stand and fight their Gestapo with all the means at our disposal any assault which may be mounted upon our property or persons.

Our children will remain with us. They are not shields, as our enemies will claim, any more than children have been shields for families which have been attacked by despotism throughout history. Allowing our children to disappear into the immoral and destructive government child care and foster home industry run by the mind controlling bogus Psychology profession only to be abused and sexually assaulted for many years is a fate worse than death, and we simply will not allow such a thing to happen to our precious little girls.

These people are morally bankrupt and in fact are Nazi jack booted thugs of the
Family targeted by Feds

worst SS Hitler storm trooper type. They have no ethics, morals, or respect for life, property, religion, or the Law. The Nazis were socialists and socialists are Nazis. Socialists are in complete control of the government of the united States of America today.

Please remember that we are not anti-government, radical, fundamentalist, crazy, suicidal, or anything else we may be called. We are intelligent law abiding reasonable People who have drawn our line in the sand. Our enemy will attempt to demonize us in order to obtain the public's permission to murder our whole family just as they did the Weaver family and the Branch Davidians at Waco, Texas. I never thought I would hear so-called Christians whose ancestors fled the old world to escape religious persecution say, "The Branch Davidians deserved what they got... they were just a bunch of religious fanatics," but I heard so-called Christians say it over and over again.

We are not criminals or child molesters, or bank robbers, or child abusers, or wife beaters, or husband beaters, or any other label that may be applied. If we are found dead it will never be because we committed suicide... it will be cold blooded murder... just as they have done in the past... just as they did at Ruby Ridge, The World Trade Center, Waco, and Oklahoma City.

We are pro-government, lawful government, lawful Constitutional Republican government as guaranteed to us in the Constitution for the United States of America. We know what the government is and what it is not. We know that the Constitution for the united States of America constitutes the lawful government and anything or anyone outside its strictures, limits, and powers is operating unlawfully and are in fact outlaws.

We know that the Constitution was not penned by a bunch of dottering old men who did not understand the complexities of the modern age over two hundred years ago. The Constitution was produced by the greatest collection of geniuses who have ever lived. It is the LIVING Supreme Law of our country. It provides within the document itself the provisions for us to make any changes that we may deem necessary. Only a very few changes (Amendments) have ever been made. Those changes or deletions wished for by the socialist/communist Illuminati have been rejected by the American People. That last fact necessitates the demonization of the Constitution and all who support it.

I have served my government all my life. I have been a member of the United States Air Force and the United States Navy. I am a combat veteran of the Vietnam war. I fought as a River Patrol Boat Captain in Vietnam earning medals with the "V" for Valor. I took an Oath to, "support and defend the Constitution for the united States of America against all enemies foreign and DOMESTIC." I intend to fulfill that Oath until the day I die... and after, If that is possible.

What we have included here is by no means the entirety of our legal position. It is barely the beginning, only a few facts and questions that should get you thinking. We will attempt to include much more through links from our WebPages.
We hope to win this battle although the odds and history tell us that we won't. If we win then all America wins... if we lose the subversive Illuminati socialists in government and the ADL will LOSE big time. We are not afraid. I have engaged and fought better troops than any of the techno-spoiled brats they can or will ever field against us. In any case whatever happens we as a family will be Free... and due to the sheer volume of our work that is in public hands we will never be forgotten. It makes me very sad to know that all of you will still be enslaved by tyrants and despotism in a totalitarian socialist new world odor (really stinks)... unless you also draw your line and take your stand to fight the last battle for Liberty and Freedom.

Oh... I almost forgot. If they need a negotiator to resolve the situation send Lieutenant Colonel James "Bo" Gritz... I would love to see him coming up the hill to talk us down. Please... oh please... send Gritz.

Please pray for us and keep coming back to our WebPages http://harvest-trust.org/targeted.htm. We will keep it updated adding information, documenting, and sourcing our position within the Law, and the corrupted Illuminati puppets despotic and tyrannical disregard and contempt for the Law. Who knows... you may even become awakened and join the fight for Liberty and Freedom for all People regardless of race, religion, or place of ancestral origin.
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Update, Eagar, Arizona - Bill Cooper

Newsgroups: misc.activism.militia
Subject: Update: Eagar, Arizona - Bill Cooper
From: dmsn@liberty.com
Thu, 2 Jul 98 15:35:04 GMT

Cooper Family Targeted by Feds

Update Page

Today July 1, 1998, U. S. District Court Judge Irwin (ADL) issued a bench warrant for the arrest of Bill and Annie Cooper for not appearing in "his" court on a summons which was NEVER served. The United States has no jurisdiction or venue within the territorial boundaries of the State of Arizona except over land that was ceded to the United States by the Legislature of the State of Arizona.

WARNING ! Any attempt by the federal government or anyone else to execute the unconstitutional and unlawful arrest warrants issued by Judge Irwin will be met with armed resistance. Any person who attempts to kidnap our children will be shot on sight.

We are, and have always been, formed as the Constitutional and lawful unorganized Militia of the State of Arizona. We will be Free under the Constitutional Republican government guaranteed to us by the Constitution for the United States of America or we will be dead. We have drawn our line in the sand. Cross it at your own risk.

Sources within local "policing agencies" have informed us that the Federal Bureau of Investigation has been put on notice by several ranking local law enforcement personnel that "We will absolutely not allow another Rub Ri o to occur in Apache County, Arizona" Glenn Jacobs, owner.
Update; Eagar, Arizona - Bill Cooper

and publisher of the Round Valley Paper, spoke personally last night
to the
Apache County Sheriff. The Sheriff told Glenn, "I have put the FBI
on
notice that they are not welcome to come into this County and harass
the
Cooper family."
To: FLAGSTAFF

Name of Office:  

Facsimile Number:

Attn: Name Room Telephone

From: PY- DT 5016

Name of Office:

Subject: William Cooper

AOT/DT

Special Handling Instructions:

Originator's Name: ___________________________ Telephone: ___________________________

Originator's Facsimile Number: ___________________________

Approved: ___________________________

Brief Description of Communication Faxed: *Internet Newsgroup

misc.activism.militia: Cooper threats

Armed resistance

WARNING

Information attached to the cover sheet is U.S. Government Property. If you are not the intended recipient of this information, disclosure, reproduction, distribution, or use of this information is prohibited (18.USC, § 641). Please notify the originator or local FBI Office immediately to arrange for proper disposition.
Militiaman refuses to recognize warrant

By Jerry Kammer
The Arizona Republic

An eastern Arizona militiaman is vowing to defy an arrest warrant issued in Phoenix on Wednesday after he failed to appear in federal court on charges that he evaded income taxes and defrauded a bank.

William Cooper, 54, a media-savvy foe of the federal government who claims to belong to the "Second Continental Army of the Republic," posted a defiant message in big red letters Thursday on his Internet site:

"WARNING!! Any attempt by the federal government or anyone else to execute the unconstitutional and unlawful arrest warrants will be met with armed resistance."

Federal authorities in Phoenix are responding with calculated calm to Cooper, who warned a 1994 conven-

— Please see MILITIAMAN, Page A24

Militiaman taking on authorities

— MILITIAMAN, from Page A1

The U.S. attorney for Arizona, Jose de Jesus Rivera, said federal agents would move carefully to arrest Cooper, who faces a four-count indictment on charges that he failed to pay taxes from 1992 to 1994 and submitted false information to a bank to obtain a loan.

"We are going to proceed with prudence and caution and handle the matter in due course," Rivera said, declining to comment further.

Apache County Sheriff Art Lee said he has advised federal authorities to move cautiously against Cooper, who lives in a hilltop house in Eagar.

After talking with Cooper, Lee said, he cautioned federal authorities that it "could deteriorate into an incident" if they moved in to arrest Cooper and his wife, Annie Mordhorst, who was indicted on the same charges.

"I felt like he meant what he said when he told me he would defend his property with everything at his disposal," Lee said.

The sheriff said Cooper owns weapons, but he did not know how many or what kind.

Lee said Cooper moved to Eagar two or three years ago from St. Johns, where he had once spoken of opening a library where residents could research the U.S. Constitution. Militia members believe that the federal government has flagrantly usurped the Constitution by assuring a range of powers, including the power to tax.

"He sent me a lot of literature when he lived in St. Johns," Lee said. "It was the regular right-wing stuff—the militia-type literature on the black, unmarked helicopters and the takeover of the United States by United Nations forces."

Asked whether Cooper had a broad following in the county, Lee said, "Not that I'm aware."

One sympathizer is Glenn Jacobs, publisher of a small weekly newspaper, who said he spoke to Cooper early this week.

"He told me he is not going to submit to arrest by the feds," Jacobs said. "He said if they're going to murder him, they're going to have to do it in the house, that this is where he has drawn his line in the sand, and he's not going to retreat from it. I think he is expecting to be murdered by the FBI."

Lee disputed Cooper's Web site report that "several ranking local law-enforcement personnel" had informed the FBI that they would "absolutely, not allow another Ruby Ridge or Waco to occur in Apache County, Arizona."

"Lee said, however, that both Cooper and Jacobs had spoken of Ruby Ridge and Waco, scenes of bloody confrontations that in the militia movement have become symbolic of federal government brutality and arbitrary power.

In Phoenix, Tom Nixon of the U.S. Marshal's Office said authorities intend to act cautiously as they enforce the arrest warrant "because no federal agency wants any copies of Ruby Ridge or Waco."

But Nixon added, "Obviously, at some point, we'll effect the arrest."

Nixon said a federal marshal last month was unable to serve a summons on Cooper. He said the marshal visited Cooper's home but was unable to establish that the man who met him there was Cooper.

Reached by phone Thursday, Cooper refused to answer questions, responding to a reporter's inquiry with a stream of obscenities before hanging up.

In his Web site, however, he calls the summons that the marshal attempted to serve "unconstitutional" and "unlawful." He said the federal government has no jurisdiction in Arizona "except over land that was ceded to the United States by the State Legislature."
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Precedence: PRIORITY
Date: 07/02/1998

To: Criminal Investigative
Attn: DTOU

From: Phoenix
Squad 13/ Lakeside RA
Contact: ____________

Approved By: ____________

Drafted By: ____________

Case ID #: ____________ (Pending)

Title: CHANGED
Milton William Cooper, aka Bill Cooper-
FUGITIVE; FUGITIVE;
AOT-DT

ARMS AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: To describe activities underway in Arizona to bring captioned fugitives to justice.

Previous Title: Title marked "Changed" to reflect the fact that Bill Cooper and have both been charged with tax evasion by the federal district court in Arizona. Title previously carried as: "WILLIAM COOPER; AOT-DT."


Details: On 7/01/1998 federal bench warrants were issued for Bill Cooper because refused to appear in district court in Phoenix in response to charges of income tax evasion. A Deputy U.S. Marshal had attempted to serve Cooper with a summons on 06/19/1998, but Cooper threw the Deputy Marshal off his property without receiving the summons.

Bill Cooper, a resident of the small eastern Arizona town of Bagar, is nationally known among militia members and other right wing zealots. Cooper hosts a talk show by means of short wave radio, and he frequently condemns the federal government, Justice Department, and the FBI for the "atrocities" at Waco and Ruby Ridge. He is convinced there is a government-sponsored socialist conspiracy to establish a "new world order."
To: Criminal Investigative  From: Phoenix  07/02/1998

Cooper is a prolific writer on the Internet, and much information about him and his beliefs can be accessed at his website: www.harvest-trust.org. Cooper has written defiantly on the Internet of the bench warrant issued in Phoenix and of his intention to go to war with the federal government. An example of his statements includes: "Any attempt by the federal government or anyone else to execute the unconstitutional and unlawful arrest warrants issued by Judge Irwin will be met with armed resistance. Any person who attempts to kidnap our children will be shot on sight."

On 7/01/1998 a meeting was held in Phoenix to coordinate federal enforcement efforts to bring Cooper and [redacted] to justice. Among those attending were ASAC Ray Churay of the Phoenix Division; Criminal Chief Tom Hannis, Deputy Criminal Chief Mary Murquía, AUSAs [redacted] of the U.S. Attorney’s Office (USAO), District of Arizona; Chief Deputy Tom Nixon, U.S. Marshals Service (USMS); Supervisory Deputy [redacted] and Acting Supervisory Deputy [redacted] of the USMS; and Chief of Criminal Investigations James B. Collie of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).

A consensus was reached that there would be no immediate action taken to arrest Cooper and [redacted]. It should be noted that Cooper has brought one or more armed militia "soldiers or bodyguards" to his home in Eagar, and Cooper seems to be spoiling for a fight. A local reporter who attempted to contact Cooper shortly after this initial summons service attempt was made, advised USM Chief Deputy [redacted] that when he visited the Cooper residence, the house was surrounded by five pick-up trucks with several men holding rifles in the truck beds. In a recent conversation with the Lakeside Resident Agent (SA [redacted]), Cooper said he was at war with the federal government, and "he has drawn a line in the sand."

Given this mindset and the fact that Cooper's house sits on a high ridge overlooking a quiet residential area, the participants in the meeting concluded there is no hurry to effect an arrest. The USAO stated that federal agents "could wait for a year and a half, if necessary." Another factor to consider is the presence of Cooper's [redacted]. The USMS, which ordinarily would be responsible for executing the warrants, has requested a joint FBI/IRS/USMS approach to the problem.

The present strategy for dealing with Cooper is to not initiate any overt or provocative action, including surveillance, for some time, perhaps two or three months. Not only will this give Cooper time "to cool off," but it will probably discourage his bodyguards and supporters who may tire of sitting around with
nothing to do. In the meantime, the Phoenix Division will be gathering intelligence on Cooper and his residence. SA (Lakeside RA), who is personally acquainted with Cooper, will coordinate with state and local law enforcement agencies and the relevant federal agencies (IRS and USMS) to try to bring about a peaceful resolution of this matter.
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Inasmuch as the Lakeside RA has no Internet access, Squad 16 will monitor activity on Cooper's website and will forward relevant information from the Internet to the case agent. (Bill Cooper is a prolific writer, so analysis as well as monitoring are needed to keep the Internet intelligence to a manageable amount for the case agent.)

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

**
Source, who is not in a position to testify, provided the following information:

The source advised that Bill Cooper, a resident of Eagar, has and the source believes that

Cooper is affiliated with the militia movement, and he hosts a radio broadcast in which he frequently condemns the federal government.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Synopsis: This case was referred to the National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime by the Phoenix Division.

Details: SA Lakeside Resident Agency, Phoenix FBI telephonically contacted SSA regarding captioned matter. He subsequently fax'd a 7/2/1998 EC regarding captioned matter to the NCAVC. SA [Signature] has requested assistance in designing an arrest strategy for Cooper and indicated that there were no immediate plans to arrest Cooper, and he would be forwarding additional information to the NCAVC for their review.

At this time, it is requested that a case be opened at the NCAVC and a lead assigned to SSA to assist the Phoenix Division.
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was contacted by telephone at his place of employment located at Arizona. His mailing address is and his work telephone number is The fax number for the is After being advised of the purpose of the interview, provided the following information:

confirmed that recently he received a call from Arizona. had learned that a local resident, Bill Cooper, had some sort of confrontation with a U.S. Marshal. After learning of this potential contacted and obtained Bill Cooper's telephone number. then called Cooper, but Cooper was not at all eager to talk until he determined

Once was able to break the ice with Cooper during this telephone conversation, Cooper acknowledged that a deputy marshal had shown up to serve him a summons, but Cooper said he had thrown the marshal off of his property, and the summons was never served. During the course of the telephone conversation, tried to persuade Cooper that he should deal with the federal court, but Cooper responded, “I don't care about the system.” He also told that he was going to fight.

During the conversation, learned that Cooper publishes, and he has a newsletter called “Veritas.” When asked how he might get a copy of “Veritas”, Cooper told him that he can come over to the house and pick one up personally. then agreed to come over within the next five minutes, and he drove up to Cooper's residence, but when he arrived, he noticed that there were about three dogs barking loudly. said the dogs were tied to cars parked by the house, and one of the dogs was a large Rottweiler.
Continuation of FD-302 of 06/29/1998 Page 2

As approached the residence, a approximately approached him and told him that Mr. Cooper is not doing any more interviews. The young man was about and a military-type haircut. He wore a 45 pistol on his right hip. The young man gave some copies of the publication “Veritas,” and he said that Cooper would not be giving any more interviews until this is all over.

mentioned that about an hour before calling Cooper, he had gone to a local residence who explained to him where Cooper lived. Having learned this fact, noticed that staring at him with binoculars from Cooper's property. At the time picked up the newspapers at Cooper's house, noticed that there were about seven vehicles, including three pickup trucks and four cars.

said that he is not personally acquainted with Cooper, but he had heard about Bill Cooper through sources for said that has seen men with binoculars on Cooper's property before. sources

According to of the is a person whom Cooper might trust. Furthermore, he might trust Apache County Sheriff Art Lee and maybe one of his deputies, who ran a store in Arizona, told previously that there was a lieutenant in Apache County who is affiliated with Cooper and his militia movement.

During the course of the interview, expressed concern that a confrontation with Cooper could lead to violence. specifically said that he does not intend of Cooper's apparent intent to resist arrest by the federal government because he does not want to create a panic in the town. clarified, however, that if shots are fired or a federal seige is underway, he will
C. Arthur Lee, the Sheriff of Apache County, called Special Agent (SA) [deleted] on July 2, 1998, and provided the following information:

Sheriff Lee advised that he had just been on the phone with Bill Cooper, and they had spoken for approximately 30 minutes. Cooper told the sheriff how he believes the federal income tax is the equivalent of a prohibited excise tax.

When asked if he thought that Bill Cooper represented a threat to the community in which he lives in Eagar, Arizona, the sheriff responded that he believes Cooper could live in that community for the next 50 years and never receive a traffic ticket.

In a previous conversation with SA [deleted] Sheriff Lee had indicated that he was concerned that federal agents may set up a siege around Cooper's house in order to bring him in to custody. Sheriff Lee does not want a "Ruby Ridge" situation to develop in his county.
Special Agent (SA) ___________ attempted to speak with Bill Cooper at his residence on a hilltop on the east side of the town of Eagar, Arizona. At approximately 11:00 a.m., SA ___________ drove his government vehicle up the road leading to Cooper's residence, and in doing so, SA ___________ rolled down the windows to make himself more visible and honked the horn to give warning to the occupants of Cooper's residence. About halfway up the long driveway, SA ___________ noticed an individual (male) who had emerged from the house, SA ___________ got out of the vehicle and asked if he could talk to Bill Cooper. The man responded that he couldn't.

At this point, SA ___________ realized that he was probably speaking to Bill Cooper, who is a tall white male and wears glasses. The man believed to be Cooper was wearing a dark solid gray shirt and dark slacks. Cooper's hair is brown, medium length, and thinning somewhat on top. Cooper appears to be about 50 years of age and is heavyset.

Emerging at Cooper's side and slightly towards his back was a young white male, perhaps ___________ who had ___________.

Once SA ___________ realized he was probably speaking to Bill Cooper, the Agent referred to the man on the hill as Bill, and the man did not correct him. Bill Cooper proceeded to warn the Agent that he was trespassing and "out of his jurisdiction." Cooper stated that federal authorities had no jurisdiction on his land, and he plainly said that if any federal agent approached his property again they would be shot. He also demanded that SA ___________ convey this information to his superiors. The Agent told Cooper that he had no desire to engage Cooper in a fight, even if Cooper seeks one. Cooper told SA ___________ to go back and talk to his "snot-nosed superiors" and tell them that he will not submit to federal authority. The Agent then encouraged Cooper to call him if he had any questions or if he thought the Agent could help along the situation in any way.

Cooper responded that the only people he will talk to are Sheriff Art Lee (of Apache County) or ___________.

Investigation on ___________ at ___________.

File ___________  Date dictated ___________.

by SA ___________ dkm
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As SA _____ prepared to head back to his vehicle, Cooper yelled out, "You guys have really stepped on your dicks this time." Cooper also mentioned that a lot more people were coming, giving the impression that he had other supporters who would rally to his aid. SA _____ then got into his vehicle and backed down Cooper's long driveway, leaving the area without further incident.
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ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

Synopsis: To set lead to Quantico (NCAVC).


Enclosures: Enclosed for Quantico (NCAVC) are various documents providing background information on captioned subjects.

Details: On 07/01/1998, bench warrants were issued in Phoenix for Bill Cooper and because refused to appear in federal district court in response to charges of income tax evasion. A Deputy U.S. Marshal attempted to serve Cooper with a summons on 06/19/1998, but Cooper ordered the deputy marshals off his property without accepting the summons. (It should be noted that the deputy marshal had no idea concerning Cooper's background, and the deputy marshal most assuredly would have handled the situation differently if the IRS case agent, who knows quite a bit about Cooper, had passed on some of his knowledge.)

Bill Cooper, a resident of the small eastern Arizona town of Eagar, is nationally known among militia members and other right-wing zealots. Cooper hosts a talk show by means of short-wave radio, and he frequently condemns the federal government, the Justice Department, and the FBI for the
“atrocities” at Waco and Ruby Ridge. Cooper also publishes a newsletter entitled, ‘Veritas.’ Among other things, he proclaims there is a government-sponsored socialist conspiracy to establish a New World Order.

Cooper is a prolific writer on the Internet, and much information about him and his beliefs can be accessed at his Website: www.harvest-trust.org. Cooper has written defiantly on the Internet of the bench warrants issued in Phoenix and of his intention to go to war with the federal government. An example of his statements includes: “Any attempt by the federal government or anyone else to execute these unconstitutional and unlawful arrest warrants issued by Judge Irwin will be met with armed resistance. Any person who attempts to kidnap our children will be shot on sight.”

The Phoenix Division, in concert with the U.S. Attorney’s Office, U.S. Marshal’s Service, and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), has determined that no immediate action will be taken to arrest Cooper and _________. It should be noted that Cooper has brought one or more armed militia “soldiers” or “bodyguards” to his home in Eagar, and Cooper seems to be spoiling for a fight. In a brief conversation with the Lakeside Resident Agent (SA _________) recently, Cooper said that he was at war with the federal government, and he “has drawn a line in the sand.”

Given this mindset and the fact that Cooper’s house sits on a high ridge overlooking a quiet residential area in the town of Eagar, Phoenix has concluded there is no hurry to effect an arrest. The U.S. Attorney’s Office stated that federal agents “could wait for a year and a half, if necessary.” Another factor to consider is the presence of Cooper’s _________ Cooper has written that he will not use _________ his family as a shield, but in fact he seems to be doing precisely that.

The present strategy for dealing with Cooper is to not initiate any overt or provocative action in the town of Eagar, including surveillance, for some time, perhaps 2 or 3 months. Not only will this give Cooper time to cool off, but it will probably discourage his bodyguards and supporters, who may tire of sitting around with nothing to do. In the meantime, the Phoenix Division will be gathering intelligence on Cooper and his residence. SA _________ (Lakeside RA), who is personally acquainted with Cooper, will coordinate with state and local law enforcement agencies and the relevant federal agencies (IRS, U.S. Marshal) to try to bring about a peaceful resolution to this matter.
LEAD (s):
Set Lead 1:
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Will review enclosed materials and also Cooper's Website (www.harvest-trust.org) and will provide Phoenix with a psychological assessment of Cooper, and if feasible, of ___________. Of particular interest to Phoenix is guidance on how to deal with Cooper given his stated intentions to kill any federal agent attempting to execute the arrest warrants.

Phoenix specifically desires an opinion as to whether or not ___________ comes into town and is not accompanied ___________ (Phoenix has great concerns about Cooper's emotional stability if ___________ while he remains on guard in his hilltop residence. For the time being, Phoenix has decided not to apprehend ___________ even if ___________ and enters town.) Phoenix also seeks an opinion about whether arresting Cooper's bodyguards in town on harboring or related charges would help or hinder a successful resolution of this problem.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
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armed and dangerous.

synopsis: To coordinate aerial photography and site survey.  


details: on 7/23/1998 SA called SA to confirm an appointment to have aerial photographs taken of the residence of captioned subject. The will also carry  

Tentatively, the is scheduled to meet SA at the Springerville airfield at 9:30 am on Monday, August 3.

cautions: Cooper claims to have associates in the Eagar/Springerville area who are monitoring aircraft activity. Furthermore, because of the Cooper’s volatile and threatening statements (details found below), there is a possibility that someone at Cooper’s residence could open fire on a plane.  

by way of background, on 07/01/1998, bench warrants were issued in Phoenix for Bill Cooper because the couple refused to appear in federal district court in response to charges of income tax evasion. A Deputy U.S. Marshal attempted to serve Cooper with a summons on
06/19/1998, but Cooper ordered the deputy marshal off his property without accepting the summons.

Bill Cooper, a resident of the small eastern Arizona town of Eagar, is nationally known among militia members and other right-wing zealots. Cooper hosts a talk show by means of short-wave radio, and he frequently condemns the federal government, the Justice Department, and the FBI for the "atrocities" at Waco and Ruby Ridge. Cooper also publishes a newsletter entitled, "Veritas." Among other things, he proclaims there is a government-sponsored socialist conspiracy to establish a New World Order.

Cooper is a prolific writer on the Internet, and much information about him and his beliefs can be accessed at his Website: www.harvest-trust.org. Cooper has written defiantly on the Internet of the bench warrants issued in Phoenix and of his intention to go to war with the federal government. An example of his statements includes: "Any attempt by the federal government or anyone else to execute these unconstitutional and unlawful arrest warrants issued by Judge Irwin will be met with armed resistance. Any person who attempts to kidnap our children will be shot on sight."

The Phoenix Division, in concert with the U.S. Attorney's Office, U.S. Marshal's Service, and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), has determined that no immediate action will be taken to arrest Cooper and his wife. It should be noted that Cooper has brought one or more armed militia "soldiers" or "bodyguards" to his home in Eagar, and Cooper seems to be spoiling for a fight. In a brief conversation with SA recently, Cooper said that he was at war with the federal government, and he "has drawn a line in the sand."

Given this mind set and the fact that Cooper's house sits on a high ridge overlooking a quiet residential area in the town of Eagar, Phoenix has concluded there is no hurry to effect an arrest. The U.S. Attorney's Office stated that federal agents "could wait for a year and a half, if necessary." Another factor to consider is the presence of Cooper's in the home. Cooper has written that he will not use his family as a shield, but in fact he seems to be doing precisely that.

Recently, SA spoke with one of who is very pessimistic about the prospects of Cooper leaving his home and stronghold of his own will. thinks that Cooper is furthermore Cooper seems Seemingly, Cooper has put himself into a corner from which there is no graceful or face-saving exit.
The present strategy for dealing with Cooper is to not initiate any overt or provocative action in the town of Eagar, including surveillance, for some time, perhaps 2 or 3 months. Perhaps this will give Cooper time to cool off, and it may discourage his bodyguards and supporters, who could tire of sitting around with nothing to do. In the meantime, the Phoenix Division will be gathering intelligence on Cooper and his residence. SA_______ (Lakeside RA), who is personally acquainted with Cooper, will coordinate with state and local law enforcement agencies and the relevant federal agencies (IRS, U.S. Marshal) to try to bring about a peaceful resolution to this matter.
On 8-5-98, Investigator____ telephoned Detective____ related to the Payson Department. Detective____ related to receiving a document from a citizen in Payson. The document is a letter from____. It should be noted, S/A____ is investigating case____ and____ is an associate of____ in that case.

____ sent a copy of the letter to Investigator____ by fax. The letter is dated July 20, 1998 and addressed to Sheriff Arthur Lee, of Apache County, Arizona. In the letter,____ recalls an earlier discussion with the Sheriff about IRS, warrants, and William Cooper of Eager, Arizona.____ refers to himself as being one of the____ for America Publications of____, Arizona.____ states his opinion, that Cooper and____ have been unlawfully targeted by the Federal Government and possibly others.____ discusses jurisdictional authority, and his concern that jurisdictional lines are about to be stepped over and abused by the IRS and possibly other federal agencies. It should be noted that William Cooper is the subject in case____ and William Cooper and his wife have outstanding federal arrest warrants.

The bottom of the letter lists persons copies sent to:

Mr. and Mrs William Cooper
Mayor Sandra Burke, Eagar, Arizona
Eagar Police Chief Scott Garms
State Representative Debra Brimhall
State Senator Jack Brown
U.S. Congressman J.D. Hayworth
FBI Agent____
Arizona Republic Newspaper
Other Media

A copy of the letter will be added to the file.
20 July 1998 A.D.
Sheriff Arthur Lee, (800) 352-1850
county of Apache
P.O. Box 518
St. Johns, Arizona 85936

Dear Sheriff Lee:

It was good talking with you over the past weekend. You will recall that we discussed the alleged Internal Revenue Service Warrants mentioned in a July 3, 1998, front page Arizona Republic Newspaper article. This article also mentioned Mr. and Mrs. William Cooper of Eagar, Arizona.

As I mentioned, I am one of the [redacted] for America Publications of [redacted] Arizona. The story I am writing pertains to the above allegations. At this time, this situation involving the Cooper family looks very similar to other IRS ATTACKS against people throughout America who dare to question IRS procedures and IRS lawfulness. Mr. Cooper is well known as a high profile critic of injustice, who would like all Americans, including the IRS, to responsibly abide by the law.

It is my early opinion that Mr. Cooper and [redacted] have been UNLAWFULLY TARGETed by the federal government and possibly others.

You and I discussed the importance of jurisdictional authority. You, being the top lawman in your county, establishes that authority over ANY and ALL other law enforcement, from local police to federal agents. It is my concern that these jurisdictional lines are about to be stepped over and abused by the IRS and possibly other federal agencies.

Enclosed are several recent documents released by America Publications which will, no doubt, shed serious light on my concerns.

Please feel free to contact me at any future date. My intentions in this matter are toward a peaceful and Lawful resolve.

Very truly yours

CC: Mr. and Mrs. William Cooper
Mayor Sandra Burke, Eagar, Arizona, (520) 333-4128, ex. 300
Eagar Police Chief Scott Garms, (520) 333-4127
State Representative Debra Brimhall, (602) 542-5861
State Senator Jack Brown, (602) 542-4129
U.S. Congressman J.D. Hayworth, (602) 926-4151
FBI Agent [redacted] Lakeside Arizona, [redacted]
Arizona Republic Newspaper, (602) 444-8000
Other media
(PROTECT IDENTITY) was interviewed at his home located at Arizona, having retired with the force of. After leaving but he left his position because of a Presently After being advised of the purpose of the interview, provided the following information:

Several years ago became aware of an ultra-right wing radio broadcaster, who has ties to the militia movement in America. This individual, Bill Cooper, used to broadcast from a facility in St. Johns, Arizona, but he has since moved his recording and sound equipment to his own home in Eagar.

became aware of Cooper because who refused to identify himself. Apparently, this man was obsessed with the militia movement, and carefully monitored militia activity, which he thought to be dangerous and sinister. was never able to find out the identity of but

in a Federal Express envelope which made references to Bill Cooper and various militia activities and organizations.

When became aware of Bill Cooper’s activities on the radio, began to pay attention to Cooper. ran a name of In checking the nothing but rather name was used for

became aware of a publication put out by Cooper called “Veritas,” and at one point, intended to subscribe.

Investigation on 07/16/1998 at Arizona
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until he learned that Cooper was asking for $55.00 for an annual subscription. At this point, concluded that Cooper's politics and philosophies had a lot to do with making money and taking advantage of people with ultra-right wing beliefs.

In the process of doing some research on Cooper and his activities, learned that there was an

resided in____ and one of _________, one
contacted _______ because it was believed that an_______ had been
stockpiling weapons in the community. The officer who stopped
found no weapons, but engaged the officer in a polite conversation.

has been told that Cooper has

to his aid, but (does not know who these individuals might
be).

advised that
Bill Cooper has attack dogs, and he has had the dogs
which is located in Lakeside, Arizona.
The_______ and it is likely that can provide additional information about
Cooper. The telephone number for
and the fax number is
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>This EC:</th>
<th>Initials</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is OK To Upload</td>
<td>@</td>
<td>11/10/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was Uploaded By</td>
<td>@</td>
<td>8-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(PROTECT IDENTITY) was contacted at his residence which is located on His mailing address is His home telephone number is After being advised of the purpose of the interview, provided the following information:

Before any questions were asked, described himself as operates a that he began Following the instructions of a book, proceeded to

Prior to that, where he had a Originally, had been born in but he ran away from home and began working as a

confirmed that he is acquainted with Bill Cooper, a fugitive tax protester, who now resides in Eagar, Arizona.

said that he is very worried about given the current situation in which both federal fugitives.

met Bill Cooper about

Apparently, Cooper had heard about Cooper was very impressed with a that At first, was reluctant to

Investigation on 07/23/1998 at Arizona
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He explained that had reservations when he learned that there were
also double had concerns about the safety.

Ultimately, agreed to sell Cooper the
because Cooper said that he really
Cooper explained to that he was the director of
intelligence for a group called the Second Continental Army of
the Republic (SCAR). In this capacity, Cooper had a couple of
people threaten and he claimed to have been beaten up by somebody.

said that if anyone poses a threat to Cooper or
his family,

advised that Cooper also has which
is a dismissed the fighting
saying that the
in contrast to the

advised that recently he
was approached by a young man who is a friend of Cooper, who was

described the young man as being about
years of age and
believes that this young man, whose name he does not know, might
have been in an does not believe
that the young man served in any special tactical unit such as
the Navy Seals or Army Special Forces. described the
young man as being a real patriot, but misguided.

In describing Bill Cooper said that Cooper is likely

know quite a bit about since he used to be
and he frequently is involved in view,
Cooper is exceedingly arrogant, and he has been isolated from the real world for so long that he "believes his own bullshit." Cooper holds firmly and stubbornly to his beliefs, and he gets volatile and unpredictable if challenged by anyone, regardless of the topic.

When asked for his recommendation on how to proceed in handling Cooper, [Name] went on to explain that Cooper's [illegible] she will be experiencing cabin fever within a month or two. Soon she will be causing Cooper lots of problems.

Furthermore, the arrest of [illegible] opinion, Cooper himself will grow tired of the standoff with the federal government. As [illegible] put it, "How long can you eat MRE (meals ready-to-eat)?"

[Name] believes that Cooper feels inadequate and therefore seeks to become a martyr so that if he is killed he will end up being somebody important. As a result, [Name] believes that law enforcement authorities should avoid the use of violence, and they should attempt to ignore Cooper as much as possible.

[Name] was asked if there was anything that might induce Cooper to come out of his home, and [Name] responded that he doesn't think there is much of anything that would cause Cooper to leave his stronghold. [Name] indicated that Cooper does not have any need of bring out and Cooper would not leave his residence even if such a need was apparent.

[Name] said that if law enforcement authorities feel compelled to go and apprehend Cooper, the best way to do it would be to infiltrate the area around his home with trained agents who could conceal themselves in "ghillie" suits. These agents would have to neutralize with a tranquilizer, and they would have to wait patiently for Cooper to show up outside his house so they could grab him.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) [Redacted] at Lakeside, Arizona on July 19, 1998:

SA [Redacted] received a telephone call from the mayor of the town of Eagar, Arizona, Sandra Burke, whose telephone number is (520)333-4691. Her home address is [Redacted] Eagar, Arizona 85925. Mayor Burke called because of a statement that Bill Cooper made on his Internet Website. Allegedly, Cooper refers to Burke's [Redacted] as a "Nazi." This angered Burke quite a bit. Burke's [Redacted] of Eagar.

Mayor Burke also advised that she received a telephone call from an individual identifying himself as [Redacted] representing American Publications, which allegedly has a nationwide circulation. Apparently, [Redacted] tried to persuade Burke to go visit Bill Cooper, but the mayor said that she has no intention of doing so, and she doesn't want to make herself a possible hostage at Cooper's house.

[Redacted] gave Mayor Burke his address: [Redacted] He provided his telephone number as [Redacted].

Mayor Burke said that she is quite concerned about the situation involving Bill Cooper, whom she believes is a threat to the town's police officers and also to the greater community. She remarked that [Redacted] a resident of Eagar, has been trying to persuade her to support Bill Cooper. Burke, who is a member of the [Redacted] believes that [Redacted] who is also LDS, has been misled by Bill Cooper's philosophies and ideologies.

Following the phone conversation with Mayor Burke, SA [Redacted] called the phone number of American Publications, (602)949-9129. A male answered the phone and said he was a volunteer with American Publications, but when he began to ask detailed questions of the caller, SA [Redacted] hung up the phone.

Later in the morning, SA [Redacted] telephoned [Redacted] who is a resident of Eagar and [Redacted] cellular telephone number is [Redacted] and his work telephone number is [Redacted]. He was asked about his association with Bill Cooper, for whom an arrest warrant has been issued in federal district court. [Redacted] responded that he has listened to Bill Cooper and met him some years ago, but [Redacted] explained that he
has had no personal contact with Cooper for some years. Stated that he is aware of the current situation in which Cooper is resisting arrest by federal authorities.

It should be noted that who was agreeable enough at first when contacted by telephone, became agitated as he was asked questions regarding his association with Cooper and what he thought of Cooper's philosophies.

After this phone conversation with SA called the Court Clerk's Office of the Federal District Court of Arizona (Phoenix) to determine if Bill Cooper had filed a civil suit against the Department of Justice (DOJ) or Internal Revenue Service (IRS). SA spoke to a clerk named who looked in the database and found listings for Milton William Cooper and but she explained that these listings were for the pending criminal case against . She could find no entries regarding a civil filing. Later, checked by hand any filings which might have been made in Phoenix since July 1st, but she said that she could find none for Bill Cooper .

explained that in order to file a valid civil suit in federal court, the plaintiff must pay a filing fee of $150.00 and prepare a complaint to initiate the case. Filing packets are available in the Office of the Court Clerk.
was interviewed in the office of the Lakeside Resident Agency of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). He has been with and he has been involved in home telephone number is and he resides in Arizona. His work telephone number is

After being advised of the purpose of the interview, provided the following information:

advised that Bill Cooper and who live in the town of Eagar, Arizona. first became aware of Cooper by listening to short wave radio broadcasts, and explained that he frequently listens to various talk shows by short wave radio. Furthermore, have a satellite dish with which they receive a wide variety of programming.

met Bill Cooper in the town of , Cooper has visited and has been over to Bill Cooper's place said that his last visit to the Cooper home was of the Apache County Sheriff's Office (ACSO). confirmed that his last visit to Cooper took place after for Cooper

Last Saturday, called Bill Cooper and advised him that he would probably be meeting with Special Agent (SA) the following week, then asked Cooper if there was anything he wanted conveyed to the Agent, and Cooper told that he should tell the Agent that the FBI "really stepped on their dicks." Cooper made other statements which caused some concern and made him feel that not only was Cooper willing to die for his principles, but he was willing to take his family with him.

For example, Cooper told a statement which even if he is killed in the process. Although does not believe Cooper is
suicidal, he said that Cooper is a very stubborn and hard-headed man. believes that Cooper has gotten himself boxed into a corner from which he has no intention of emerging.

In describing his relationship with Bill Cooper, said but he doesn't consider himself to be a Furthermore said, 'I don't have a love affair with Bill Cooper.'

When asked about Cooper's associates at his residence, said that when he visited on the there were two people there he didn't know: who had dark hair and was carrying a handgun, and who was and of average height. noticed that there was a Chevy pickup with a California license plate at Cooper's residence. This pickup may have belonged to the . Although Cooper introduced the said he could not recall their names. When asked if he knew a man named who might be staying at Cooper's house said that he was not acquainted with this individual.

thinks that Cooper is quite serious about resisting by force, if necessary, the federal government if an attempt is made to execute the warrants issued against him and for tax evasion. said that Cooper could conceivably call up 500 or 600 militia volunteers to give support if Cooper feels he is being attacked. When talked to Cooper by telephone last Saturday, Cooper made some statements which caused grave concerns. For example, Cooper made reference to the fact that if he and his family die here and now, they will all go to a better place tomorrow.

was asked if he could think of any circumstances which might induce Cooper to submit to federal authority and present himself in court. said that the only thing he could think of is if the government is able to refute point by point Cooper's arguments concerning tax laws and federal jurisdiction. SA asked if Cooper might be willing to appear in court if the bench warrants are suspended so that Cooper can show up voluntarily. responded that since Cooper has already rejected a court summons, he doubts that Cooper would now voluntarily go to court.
mentioned that his supervisor, [redacted], has advised him to break off all contact with Cooper and his family, but he recognizes that it would be wise for him to "keep a low profile."

was asked about an apparent split between two business partners, Bill Cooper and [redacted], said when Cooper had [redacted] making preparations for an [redacted].

Apparently, Cooper was so upset by [redacted] refusal to handle [redacted] that their relationship was effectively terminated.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) [redacted] on July 21, 1998:

SA [redacted] contacted Sheriff Art Lee of the Apache County Sheriff's Office (ACS0) in St. Johns, Arizona. Sheriff Lee indicated that he had recently received a phone call from a man named [redacted] who wanted the Sheriff to speak with Bill Cooper, who has been accused of federal income tax evasion. Based on his conversation with [redacted], Sheriff Lee said it appears that [redacted] has strong right-wing beliefs. [redacted] told Sheriff Lee that he wants to see if there is a way to deal with the situation without anyone being hurt or killed.

Sheriff Lee said that he did call Bill Cooper and ask him about alternatives for resolving the standoff with the federal government peacefully. Cooper did not offer any openings, and Sheriff Lee concluded from the conversation that there are no good short term solutions for dealing with Bill Cooper's resistance to federal authority. SA [redacted] asked Sheriff Lee to call [redacted] and request that [redacted] call SA [redacted].

SA [redacted] told Sheriff Lee that yesterday he had spoken with [redacted] and that [redacted] had painted a very pessimistic picture concerning the likelihood of Bill Cooper surrendering peacefully. Instead, the Sheriff was told that Cooper had made statements to suggest that he was willing to resist to the death.

Sheriff Lee indicated that he planned to contact Scott Garms, the police chief of the town of Eagar, Arizona, to advise him to be careful in exposing himself to Cooper. Sheriff Lee mentioned this because Cooper is upset with Garms for his cooperation with the FBI.

Following the conversation with Sheriff Lee, SA [redacted] stopped at the residence of [redacted] which lies a few miles to the south of [redacted] was not at home, but [redacted] answered the door, and SA [redacted] asked her if she or her husband had any affiliation with Bill Cooper. [redacted] explained that neither of them was acquainted with Cooper, although they knew something about the situation because of newspaper reports. SA [redacted] explained that he was trying to locate associates of Cooper to determine if there is a way to peacefully resolve the situation. [redacted] responded that neither she nor her husband were in a position to offer suggestions.
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Return from SA [4/23/99]

OK 2/
The following investigation was conducted by SA at Lakeside, Arizona:

During the early morning of SA received a call from Officer of the Eagar Police Department, (PROTECT IDENTITY) who advised that he had just been called by Col品. had explained how he had been asked to go to the residence of Bill Cooper that night. When arrived at the Cooper residence, he observed that there was a lot of hostility and tension between Bill

After this conversation with Officer SA called the Eagar police chief, Scott Garms, who pretty much repeated the same account on the Coopers as just given by Officer. Garms explained that he did not intend to send officers up to Cooper's house to investigate as such a response might provoke Cooper into an act of deadly violence. Furthermore, if the local police responded, SA told Chief Garms that he completely concurred with this reasoning.

On the morning of SA called at this home. confirmed that he had gone to Cooper's house last night after had received a call from stated that he had listened to Cooper's radio broadcast earlier that night, and Bill didn't sound like he was well. Thus, concerning Bill, even feared that Cooper may have suffered a heart attack.

Upon arriving at the Cooper's house, immediately noticed that in was like a "free for all". Cooper was yelling at and Cooper told should pack up and go.

and he encouraged leave the home for the night, who was inside listening, responded by saying that
Cooper's place for about ten minutes. He felt very uncomfortable being involved and he plainly expressed this feeling believes that the Cooper's are feeling the stress and tension of isolating themselves since the federal warrants were issued.

could provide no further descriptive information on

When he arrived at Cooper's house late that night, drove up without incident even though he doesn't believe Bill was expecting him to come. noticed no defensive measures taken regarding the arrival of his car.

SA asked if he knew of present whereabouts. He said he did not and he denied that had come to his home that night, said he has no intention of returning to the Cooper's home again. He said he lost a lot of respect for Bill based on what he saw last night. stated, however, that he would serve as

SA told he would like an opportunity to talk to even if the conversation is by phone. , distrusts the agent, should call from a pay phone. The point is to establish a dialogue with said he would convey this message if he has an opportunity but he doubts that will contact him again. Furthermore, will talk to SA under any circumstances.

On the morning of 9/11 SA called Chief Garms again and learned that had watched a white Bronco leave the Cooper's house earlier that morning. went to the local Super 8 Motel, but didn't get a room, probably because it was too late to get a desk manager to check . After leaving the Super 8, headed west on Highway 60 towards Show Low. could not tell if Garms noted that home lies in that direction. As of the afternoon of 9/11, Chief Garms could not tell if had returned to Eagar.
The following investigation was conducted by SA [Redacted] at Eagar, Arizona on 9/15/98:

SA [Redacted] contacted [Redacted] at her place of employment. [Redacted] is the phone number is [Redacted] She has been running [Redacted] for about five years.

[Redacted] confirmed that [Redacted] has a [Redacted] in the name of [Redacted] whom she has seen in her store previously. According to the store's account information, [Redacted] phone number is listed as [Redacted] has an Arizona drivers license [Redacted] Her store account number is [Redacted] has also seen [Redacted] Bill Cooper in her store.

[Redacted] mentioned that she once had a [Redacted] argument or dispute with Cooper about [Redacted] could not recall the exact reason for the dispute, but she said that Cooper struck her as being very strong willed, outspoken, and even arrogant. [Redacted] has also seen the [Redacted] describes as being quite bright. Even the

[Redacted] who is not well acquainted with either Bill Cooper or [Redacted] believes that Bill is the dominant partner in their relationship. [Redacted] senses that [Redacted] is quite submissive. [Redacted] also suspects that the [Redacted] is [Redacted] which is certainly the case with the [Redacted] mentioned that she has seen the Coopers on a few occasions at a local Mexican restaurant.

The Coopers have been frequent visitors at [Redacted] during the past year. [Redacted] checked her account data base for [Redacted] and noted that [Redacted] checked receipts and found the signature of [Redacted] on invoices dated August 20 and 28.

After the conversation with [Redacted] SA [Redacted] talked with two of her employees [Redacted] who work as cashiers at the store. Both recognized photos of Bill and [Redacted] and both said they had seen them in the store within the last month or so. Neither of them recalls seeing a man in his mid-20's who might be acting as Cooper's bodyguard.
and her two employees seem very cooperative, and they indicated they would call SA if they have further contact with the Cooper family.
Source, who is not in a position to testify, provided the following information:

The source advised that Bill Cooper, a tax protester and federal fugitive, has been publishing quite a bit of anti-government propaganda by means of his Internet web-site. The source, who is

For the most part, ____________ in other states see Cooper as ____________ being ____________ The source believes that Cooper is not likely to receive much.

Furthermore, Cooper has a very small base of support within his own community in Eagar, Arizona. ____________ The source describes ____________ as being a bit crazy.

Investigation completed 9/7/98 at ____________ Arizona

File # ____________ Date dictated 9/9/98

by ____________
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) [ ] at Lakeside, Arizona on September 17, 1998:

[ ] received a telephone call from [ ] around Eagar and [ ] Arizona. [ ] telephone number is [ ].

[ ] confirmed that she has a lot for sale (#22) which lies immediately north of Bill Cooper's lot on a ridgetop in the town of Eagar. There are several other parcels or lots surrounding Bill Cooper's property, but none of them are occupied. [ ] is aware that Bill Cooper is a tax protestor, and he has declared his intent to resist arrest by federal authorities.

[ ] advised that there are a couple of parcels to the west of Cooper's residence which might be available for lease. One of these parcels includes the property owned by [ ] in Eagar. Allegedly, this property has been leased for $500.00 a month, and the lease was due to expire in August, 1998. Another piece of property which might be available for lease is Lot #34, owned by [ ]

[ ] explained that she had previously [ ] by Bill Cooper, but she has had no business dealings or personal relationship with Bill Cooper or his family.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) [redacted] at Lakeside, Arizona on September 17, 1998:

SA [redacted] received a telephone call from [redacted] last name unknown (LNU) who said he was calling from Houston. [redacted] explained that he has been monitoring the statements, radio broadcasts, and Internet writings of Bill Cooper for several years. [redacted] stated that Cooper will soon [redacted] and in the near future he will begin broadcasting on shortwave radio on band 74.5. The new call letters for this radio broadcast station are WBCO, which originates in the state of Maine. This station is [redacted] who has two telephone numbers: [redacted] Bill Cooper will broadcast, starting next week from 9:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m. midnight (Eastern Standard Time).

[redacted] advised that Cooper [redacted] Allegedly, Tim McVeigh

With respect to Bill Cooper's radio broadcasts, [redacted] advised that Cooper continues to do live broadcasts, although he occasionally runs replays of previous programs. Not long ago, Cooper made a statement on the radio to the effect that he would rather that his family die than fall into the hands of government authorities.

Sometime ago, Cooper made reference to an incident which took place in Phoenix in 1994 when he was arrested for getting into a fight at the Ambassador Suites Hotel. Allegedly, this incident took place in August of 1994, and Cooper used his family as a shield to protect him from police.

[redacted] Supposedly, Cooper has made disparaging comments on the radio about his former family.

Allegedly, Bill Cooper has been involved in a process called microbroadcasting, in which people can download his transmissions on satellite and then rebroadcast them locally on FM radio.

[redacted] stated that Cooper claims to have anti-air weapons, and he has made statements about having long range rifles which can accurately hit targets out to one mile.
advised SA that he would send him a copy of a which described as being a spoof of Cooper's own book called "Behold a Pale Horse." According to prior to moving to Eagar, Arizona, Cooper lived in California and other places in Arizona.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

To: Phoenix

From: Phoenix

Squad 13/ Lakeside RA

Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: (Pending)

Title: MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, aka Bill Cooper- FUGITIVE;

AOT-DT FUGITIVE;

ARMED AND DANGEROUS:

Synopsis: To request technical assistance from Squad 20.

Details: On 9/28/98 a meeting was held at the US Attorney's Office in Phoenix concerning the fugitive status of Bill Cooper and [redacted]. Both have been indicted by IRS on federal tax evasion charges. Cooper has vowed to shoot any federal agents who attempt to arrest him.

Attending this meeting were high level representatives of the US Marshals Service, IRS, US Attorney's Office, and ASAC Ray Churay of the Phoenix Division. Participants were updated on the status of Bill Cooper, who appears to have come out into town recently, an event not anticipated this soon in his self-imposed exile at his hilltop home in the town of Eagar.

During the meeting it was determined that more intelligence was needed on Cooper's activities, but the time was not yet right for deploying a team to conduct surveillance or to arrest him. Instead, it was determined that the Phoenix Division would examine the feasibility of using technical means to monitor Cooper's activities.

Another inter-agency planning meeting will be held in the future after more intelligence on Cooper's activities has been gathered and assessed. On 9/29/98 SA [redacted] contacted SA [redacted] in Lakeside and scheduled a site survey to be conducted in Eagar on October 6 and 7.
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From: Phoenix
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Case ID #: (Pending)

Title: MILTON WILLIAM COOPER,
aka Bill Cooper-- FUGITIVE;

AOT-DT

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: To request profiling assistance from NCAVC.

Administrative: On 7/9/98 Phoenix set out a lead to NCAVC (Quantico) to obtain a psychological assessment on captioned fugitives. On 10/19/98 SSA of NCAVC and SA the Phoenix case agent, conversed by phone about the possibility of arranging for meetings in Arizona to better understand the situation with Bill Cooper and . Phoenix suggests that SSA travel to Arizona during the first week of November.

Details: By way of background, several months ago Bill Cooper and were indicted in Arizona for income tax evasion, and bench warrants were issued for them on July 1, 1998. Cooper, who is well known among members of the nation's militia groups, has stated that he will kill any federal agents who attempt to apprehend him. He has also said that he would rather have his family die than be subject to federal tyranny. In effect, Cooper has barricaded himself and his family in their residence, which lies in the middle of the quiet town of Eagar, Arizona.

While the apprehension of Cooper is the responsibility of the US Marshals Service (USMS) and the tax investigation has been conducted by IRS, the Phoenix Division has been coordinating with both agencies in the event the Bureau is needed to provide a
tactical response, especially if Cooper resorts to violence. Furthermore, since the USMS and IRS have no agents assigned in the rural area of eastern Arizona where Cooper lives, the Lakeside Resident Agent (SA______) has become a primary source of intelligence for the other agencies.

If SSA______ comes to Arizona, it will be with the purpose of surveying the situation to get more insight into Cooper and the rural area in which he lives. Tentatively, Phoenix has set up a working meeting with the IRS, USMS, US Attorney's Office, and the Phoenix case agent on November 3. It is recommended that this proposed trip be approved.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
Navapache Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Lakeside, AZ 85929

Dear

I am requesting the assistance of Navapache Electric Cooperative, Inc. in connection with an official investigation being conducted by our agency in the area of Round Valley.

In order to further an FBI investigation your assistance is being requested in the area of Round Valley regarding the availability of electric power of 110 volts for the operation of equipment and the use of power poles for the installation of that equipment.

This installation will most likely take place in mid-November.

If you have any questions concerning this request, please contact Lakeside, AZ or Phoenix, AZ.

I appreciate your efforts in this matter.

Very truly yours,

Guadalupe Gonzalez
Special Agent in Charge

By: Supervisory Special Agent
who has not provided his last name, called Special Agent (SA) collect from Houston, Texas and provided the following information:

advised that he has been monitoring the Internet statements of Bill Cooper on a website called Deja News. According to his Internet readings, said that Bill Cooper put out a reward on an individual named in the amount of $500.00. Apparently, has said many critical things about Cooper on the Internet, and Cooper does not like it. Therefore, Cooper has offered $500.00 to anyone who can provide Cooper with address and telephone number.

indicated that there are For example, with Cooper, but they had a falling out. Allegedly, Cooper

who is a both Bill Cooper and but Cooper broke off with because whom Cooper detests. Allegedly, Cooper has made a statement on the Internet to the effect that “I will shoot comes up the hill (to negotiate with me).” Cooper has also made statements in the Internet to the effect that the Freemans of Montana were very weak, and they gave up to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) as soon as their electrical power was cut off.

During the course of the phone conversation, he played a recording from August, 1996, which he said was a response to something done by . In this brief recording, Cooper said that,
The following investigation was conducted by SA [_____] on 11/10/98:

SA [_____] received a call from [_____] an employee at [_____] store in Eagar, Arizona. [_____] advised that last [_____] and their "bodyguard" came into the store to [_____] and Bill Cooper did not enter the store. [_____] came into the store at about [______]  

The bodyguard remained in the background, and he seemed to be very watchful and alert. He wore a brown windbreaker over a white polo shirt, which [_____] said is his typical attire. The bodyguard carried a semi-auto pistol on his hip as he always has when visiting the store.

After this visit, [_____] checked the store's records and determined that since May 1998, [_____] the store on occasions, and these visits have always been made on [_____]
The following investigation was conducted by SA \_

at Lakeside, Arizona:

On 11/16/98 \_

(PROTECT IDENTITY), an employee of the \_

store in Eagar, called the Lakeside Resident Agency and left a voice mail message for SA \_

In this message, \_

advised that \_

did not see \_

Bill Cooper.

On 11/17/98 \_

Last Name Unknown (LNU) called from Houston and left a voice mail message for SA \_

advised that the night before he listened to Bill Cooper's nightly short wave radio broadcast. Cooper was upset about an incident in which an Eagar city \_

dared to drive up the road which leads to his residence. Allegedly, Cooper said that if he can take on the federal government, he can most certainly handle the town of Eagar.

Cooper also mentioned an incident with a dog, but \_

provided no further details.

After reviewing \_

message, SA \_

called the Eagar police chief Scott Garms who confirmed that Cooper did have an altercation with \_

Apparently, \_

drove up to check on \_

Last night \_

called Chief \_

and explained what happened when he drove up the road leading to Cooper's house.

\_

told Chief Garms that when he drove up the hill, he saw Cooper's Rottweiler run out to \_

truck. \_

told him to roll up his windows because their dog is a "trained killer dog". Then Cooper drove out in his truck and started swearing at \_

explained that he owned property nearby and that he was a \_

but this had no effect on Cooper, and it these statements probably provoked him all the more. \_

was very upset about the confrontation with Cooper.

On 11/18/98 \_

of Houston called SA \_

again and confirmed that he had spoke to \_

about his confrontation with Cooper. \_

also said that Cooper has cut back his radio program to one hour in length because of interference from a Voice of America short wave broadcast \_

emanating from Africa.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) [redacted] at Lakeside, Arizona on November 13, 1998:

SA [redacted] received a call from [redacted] Last Name Unknown (LNU), who resides in Houston, Texas. David (LNU) advised that Bill Cooper is cutting back his nightly radio program from two hours to one hour in length. This radio program is aired by shortwave radio Monday through Thursday night. Apparently, Cooper is cutting back on hours because the U.S. government is sponsoring a Voice of America (VOA) shortwave radio program originating in Africa, and this program shares the signal with the shortwave station by which Cooper broadcasts his program. As a result, the powerful VOA broadcast tends to jam Cooper's program. [redacted] (LNU) suggested that the U.S. government add an additional hour on the front end of the VOA program which would effectively terminate Bill Cooper's nightly broadcasts.)

At the present time, Bill Cooper is broadcasting on the following band: 74.15. Previously his program was aired on a shortwave station called WWCR, with a frequency of 2380. [redacted] (LNU) explained that lower frequency numbers work best for night broadcasting, while the higher frequencies work better in the day.
Last Name Unknown (LNU) called Special Agent (SA) at the Lakeside Resident Agency and provided the following information:

________ (LNU) said that he was calling with regard to Bill Cooper, the federal fugitive and tax protestor, who lives in Eagar, Arizona. ______ (LNU) advised that Cooper is involved in illegal broadcasting by means of shortwave radio, and Cooper presently is broadcasting from a shortwave station using the call sign WBCQ. ______ (LNU) mentioned that he has been delighted recently to find that Voice of America (VOA), which broadcasts by shortwave from Africa, has been on the same shortwave signal used by Cooper's station, and as a result, Cooper has had difficulties in broadcasting by shortwave radio recently.

Up until recently, Cooper has been able to afford broadcast times by means of sponsors. For example, two of his sponsors, ______ who were affiliated with a firm called the ______. In order to pay for this time, Cooper has been very aggressive about advertising during his radio program, which has been reduced to two hours a night.

______ (LNU), who frequently monitors Cooper's radio program, said that a mild sounding man named ______ has emerged as the principal salesman on Cooper's radio program. In describing ______ on a recent radio program, Cooper said, "There should be more people like ______. He is very loyal." Unfortunately for Cooper, however, ______ (LNU) said that ______ is a terrible salesman. Perhaps this is why Cooper recently threatened to shut down his radio program unless his listeners start sending in more money.

______ (LNU) also monitors Bill Cooper's Website, and ______ (LNU) said that on or about October 24, 1998, Cooper made reference on his Website to the California Militia, which had brought him some "unspecified device." This information was soon withdrawn from Cooper's Website, leading ______ (LNU) to believe that the California Militia had instructed Cooper to remove this entry from the Website.

About two weeks ago during this radio program, Cooper stated that he was planning to go somewhere, perhaps to a conference, but then he told his listeners that he had canceled the trip. The reason he gave for canceling his trip was because
he didn't want to be stopped by a local police officer and thus forced to shoot the officer because of Cooper's fugitive status.

Cooper also said on a recent broadcast that he was thinking of employing remote controlled planes mounted with cameras in order to conduct photo surveillance of the area around his house. (Presumably, Cooper is worried about federal agents sneaking up to apprehend him.)

According to [LNU](LNU), Cooper has had a running feud over the Internet with a man named [(phonetic), who is from [ ]]. Apparently, [ ] writes demeaning things about Cooper on the Internet, and Cooper is not amused by these comments. In fact, Cooper offered a reward for anyone who could provide him with [ ] address and telephone number.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) [REDACTED] of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) at Lakeside, Arizona on October 23, 1998:

SA [REDACTED] received a call from [REDACTED] LNU (last name unknown) who lives in Houston, Texas. [REDACTED] has called before, and he has declined to provide his last name or his telephone number. During this phone call, [REDACTED] provided the following information:

[REDACTED] played a recording of an excerpt of a radio broadcast made by Bill Cooper in which Cooper states that the Marxists and Communists in the government are destroying the country, and it is the duty of Militia to bring them to justice.

[REDACTED] advised that currently Cooper is broadcasting on a local FM Channel, 101.5, and Cooper is probably not licensed to do so with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Cooper's radio program has recently been reduced from a three hours, five nights a week format, to a program running four times a week for only two hours. Allegedly, Cooper has said that unless he gets more donations and support, he will be cutting back the program to one hour nightly.

[REDACTED] said that he listened to Cooper's shortwave broadcast on October 21, 1998, and Cooper's [REDACTED] came on the air. Furthermore, a man who calls himself [REDACTED] has been broadcasting on Cooper's program since September.

[REDACTED] describes [REDACTED] as having a meek or mild voice. Lately, [REDACTED] has been selling equipment such as a shortwave radio sets. On the radio program, Cooper and [REDACTED] have instructed individuals to send their money to [REDACTED] Eagar, Arizona. When instructing people to send money, Cooper and [REDACTED] have said that individuals should send blank money orders, gold or cash. [REDACTED] advised that Cooper used to instruct people to send money to him in the name of [REDACTED].

[REDACTED] advised that there is another radical radio broadcaster whose name is "Brother" Stare (PH). Brother Stare broadcasts out of Walterborough, South Carolina. According to [REDACTED], Brother Stare is extremely radical, and he advocates violence. Brother Stare's success on shortwave may have spawned other programs such as the one currently being aired by Bill Cooper.
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Synopsis: To set lead to Squad 16.

Details: Earlier this fall, a joint meeting was held with representatives from the IRS, the U.S. Marshal's Service (USMS), and the U.S. Attorney's Office. Representing the Phoenix Division were ASAC Ray P. Churay and SA. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss strategies for dealing with the fugitive, Bill Cooper, who insists that he will kill any federal agent who attempt to apprehend him on federal income tax evasion charges. Various issues were discussed at this meeting, and a decision was made not to pursue, for the time being, any tactical resolution of the fugitive situation. Decisions were made to increase intelligence gathering, and IRS volunteered to set up

Tech agents from Phoenix installed this camera in
Eagar, Arizona on 12/01/1998, and the quality of the camera image is quite good.

the case agent (SA) and the investigators from
IRS and the USMS can better formulate plans for bringing Cooper into custody. Unfortunately, however, maintaining this will be SA will expend approximately four to five hours
Given the nature of his pending caseload, he will not have time to physically review and maintain an intelligence log.

Therefore, it is recommended an analyst or agent in Squad 16 be tasked to review and compile a log. If Squad 16 lacks the manpower to do so, Lakeside recommends that be delivered to the USMS or IRS for the purposes of gleaning information from the
LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1:

PHOENIX

AT PHOENIX, AZ

Will review [redacted] taken from [redacted] and will compile activity

logs concerning [redacted]
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Case ID #: (Pending)

Title: MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, aka.
   Bill Cooper - FUGITIVE;
   AOT-DT

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: To set leads for interviews.

Administrative: The purpose of the leads set forth below is to interview two siblings of the fugitive, Bill Cooper. To facilitate this interview, Phoenix has attached a checklist of General Assessment Questions which has been prepared at Quantico by the National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime (NCAVC), formerly referred to as the Behavioral Science Unit. The enclosed questionnaire is quite lengthy, and it may not be feasible for the interviewing Agents to utilize the questionnaire if Cooper's siblings are uncooperative or if they have had little contact with Cooper in recent years. The interviewing Agents are encouraged to use discretion to gain as much insight into Cooper's personality, philosophies and mindset as possible, with or without use of the questionnaire as a guide.

Enclosures: An 11-page questionnaire prepared at Quantico entitled, "General Assessment Questions."

Details: On 07/01/1998, federal bench warrants were issued for Bill Cooper and because refused to appear in District Court in Phoenix in response to charges of Income Tax Evasion. On 06/19/1998, a Deputy U.S. Marshall attempted to serve Cooper with a summons, but Cooper threw the Deputy Marshall off his property without receiving the summons.
Bill Cooper, a resident of the small eastern town of Eagar, Arizona, is nationally known among militia members and other right-wing zealots. Cooper hosts a talk show by means of short-wave radio, and he frequently condemns the federal government and especially the FBI for the "atrocities" at Waco and Ruby Ridge. Cooper is convinced that there is a government-sponsored socialist conspiracy to establish a "New World Order."

Cooper is a prolific writer on the Internet, and much information about him and his beliefs can be accessed at his Web site: www.harvest-trust.org. Cooper has written defiantly on the Internet of the bench warrants issued in Phoenix and of his intent to go to war with the federal government. An example of the statements include, "Any attempt by the federal government or anyone else to execute these unconstitutional and unlawful arrest warrants issued by Judge Irwin will be met with armed resistance. Any person who attempts to kidnap our children will be shot on sight."

While it is primarily the responsibility of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and U.S. Marshal's Service (USMS) to apprehend [Cooper] and bring them before a federal judge, FBI assistance has been requested in peacefully resolving this situation. Since the bench warrants were issued in July, 1998, Cooper and his family have effectively barricaded themselves in their home which sits in the middle of the town of Eagar. It should be noted that Cooper's home sits on a high ridge overlooking a quiet residential area, and the prospects of initiating any sort of tactical siege in the community will be avoided.

The U.S. Attorney's Office has made it clear that even if convicted, Cooper is not likely to spend more than a year or two in jail. Because of this and the fact that Cooper is, for all intents and purposes, using human shields, the involved federal agencies have decided not to initiate any overt or provocative action. Essentially, federal authorities have resolved to wait until Cooper eventually cools down, grows weary of his self-imposed captivity, and comes out into the community where he can be apprehended at minimal risk to himself and others.

Soon after the bench warrants were issued for Cooper and [Cooper] the Phoenix Division set out a lead to the National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime (NCAVC) at Quantico to request a Behavioral Assessment and advice on how to proceed in bringing Cooper and [Cooper] to justice. While two Agents from NCAVC have traveled to Arizona and briefly visited the community of Eagar, NCAVC is unable to prepare a proper behavioral
assessment without further information on the subject. Since little is known about Cooper's background, NCAVC recommended that some of Cooper's family members or siblings be contacted for information. This is the reason for setting forth the leads described below.

Milton William Cooper, aka Bill Cooper, is described as a white male, date of birth (DOB): 05/06/1943, Social Security Account Number (SSAN): 447-44-4324, 6'3" tall, 250 pounds. Cooper has an artificial right leg, and he claims to have lost his leg when run off the road on his motorcycle by assassins dispatched by the CIA.

Cooper's

Bill Cooper has at least two siblings, who are fraternal twins. One of the twins is

fraternal twin is
LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1:

OKLAHOMA CITY

AT GARBER, OK
Will interview Oklahoma, Bill Cooper.
concerning Bill Cooper.

Set Lead 2:

SAN ANTONIO

AT AUSTIN, TX
Will interview of Austin, Texas, Bill Cooper.
concerning Bill Cooper.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) at Lakeside, Arizona on December 8, 1998:

SA received a voice mail message from an employee at store in the town of Eagar, Arizona, advising that he came into the store on the last two visits. The first visit was made at while the second visit took place at.

SA called who resides at in Eagar. is a retired police officer from the City of Phoenix. His home telephone number is.

was asked if he has any information on the current situation with Bill Cooper, the accused tax protester in Eagar. responded that he often listens to Cooper's FM radio program, which generally consists of lots of music and no commercials. mentioned that the other night, Cooper spoke about how a city council member named had tried to go up and encroach on his property. said that he had no other information regarding Cooper's present state of mind, but he advised that he would call SA if he learned anything significant about Cooper's present status.
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Synopsis: To set lead to obtain military records.

Details: On 07/01/98 federal bench warrants were issued for Bill Cooper and _________ as they had failed to respond to a summons concerning their recent indictments on charges of income tax evasion. Since then, Cooper has vowed to shoot any federal agent who attempts to apprehend him. "His threats are not being taken lightly since Cooper is known to be well armed, and his home is something of a fortress in that it is located on a prominent ridge overlooking the small Arizona town of Eagar. Cooper is nationally known in the American militia movement. He runs a nightly talk show by means of short-wave radio, and his radio program can be categorized as extremely right-wing and anti-government in tone. He also publishes a newsletter called VERITAS, and he maintains an Internet website at www.harvest-trust.org.

Federal agencies responsible for bringing Cooper to justice, which include the US Marshals Service, IRS, and the FBI, have adopted a strategy of ignoring Cooper for the time being since he seems eager to engage in a "Ruby Ridge-like siege". The three agencies have jointly decided not to give him the fight he wants. Instead, the strategy is to wait until Cooper relaxes and becomes more vulnerable to apprehension when he is away from his home.
Since the federal bench warrants were issued in July, Cooper has had a young man living at his home who has been acting as his bodyguard. Until now, the young man has only been known as [REDACTED] but recently Phoenix identified Cooper's bodyguard, who is believed to be [REDACTED]. Phoenix recently ran a data check through the Savannah Information Technology Center (SITC), which confirmed the name of the bodyguard. It seems that [REDACTED], The family apparently comes from the town of [REDACTED], Cooper's bodyguard is further described below.

Descriptive Data:

Reference
Name -
Last:
First:
Middle:
DDN:
Race:
Sex:
DOB:
SOC:
Alias (es):
Last:
First:
Middle:
DDN:
To: St Louis  From: Phoenix
Re:  01/29/1999

LEAD (s):

Set Lead 1:

ST LOUIS

AT ST LOUIS

Will locate and review military records on [ ] Please forward a copy of his [ ] and any records summarizing [ ] Also provide information on his parents, next of kin, emergency contacts, and/or spouse and dependents.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
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were interviewed jointly at their home. Considering that is Cooper's he was included in the interview. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the purpose of the interview, the provided the following information:

The advised that they were not aware of any of the facts and circumstances surrounding Milton Cooper's current status as a federal fugitive. After Cooper's fugitive status was explained to the they replied that they were not at all surprised. stated that Cooper considers himself to be a "patriot", and had aligned himself with extreme right wing organizations. Subsequently, Cooper became more and more difficult to deal with and eventually, the ceased all contact with Cooper.

explained that the last time they saw Milton Cooper and his immediate family was about five years ago when the At that time, Cooper continually attempted to engage them in debate or conversation about various conspiracy theories. If anyone disagreed with him, Cooper became belligerent and argumentative, so the smart solution was to simply agree with Cooper. During that visit, the also noted that Cooper tended to binge drink when he drank alcohol and that he became even more aggressive and argumentative after drinking.

After that visit, the decided they would not visit Cooper again. They tried maintaining telephonic contact with Cooper for a short while, but Cooper's attitude and demeanor led to them not even calling. It appeared that Cooper was in the process of distancing himself from the entire family.

continued, that although Cooper has distanced himself from his family, he had made attempts prior to five years ago, to develop and maintain close family relationships. Cooper came to but no
family members were able to tolerate Cooper. On the one hand, Cooper attempted to be friendly and supportive, but on the other hand, he would not accept anyone disagreeing with him or refusing to accept his extremist viewpoints.

The [ ] advised that although they did not have any knowledge concerning Cooper's current dealings, they could provide background information on him and other facts about him known to them.

[ ] described Cooper as a very eloquent and articulate speaker. He said that Cooper has the ability to hold someone's attention when he speaks and suspects that Cooper does very well as a radio talk show host. Cooper is knowledgeable about many subjects and could probably speak well on any of them, unfortunately he has focused his efforts on extremist views. The one problem for Cooper is that when he speaks or has an opinion on a subject, he cannot tolerate disension or disagreement with him. He will become argumentative and irrational, thereby becoming very unpleasant company.

According to the [ ] though Cooper is an isolationist and may have various mental disorders such as paranoia, he is also very intelligent. Cooper has a voracious appetite for information and reads continuously. Additionally, Cooper is very proficient with computers and the Internet.

Cooper has a need to be dominant in any relationship and they described [ ] did not know if physical abuse is part of Cooper's relationship with [ ] but they were confident that he mentally abuses [ ] if just by his argumentative personality. The [ ] had no information regarding the status or whereabouts of Cooper's

Regardless of how he treats [ ] Cooper maintains a very close relationship with [ ] could not remember [ ] true name and believe [ ] but believe [ ] They have never seen [ ] Cooper is very protective of [ ]
The lower part of one of Cooper's legs was amputated in a motorcycle/automobile accident. Cooper told that the accident occurred when he was being pursued by CIA Agents. To the best of knowledge, Cooper's leg was cut off in a "normal" accident.

Cooper's parents are ____________
They reside at ____________ home telephone number ____________ advised that Milton Cooper has not maintained any regular contact with his parents and it is likely that they are not aware of his current situation.
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Synopsis: Lead covered. interviewed regarding subject.

Reference: Serial 37

Administrative: advised that they did not maintain regular contact with Milton Cooper and that they had not even spoken to him in about five years. With that in mind, questions from the attached questionnaire were asked selectively.

Enclosures: Enclosed for Phoenix, Lakeside RA are an original plus two copies of FD-302 re interview of Also enclosed in attached 1-A envelope is the original 11 page questionnaire which was initially provided by Phoenix.

Details: who is the were jointly interviewed regarding Cooper. The advised that they were not aware of Cooper's current status as a fugitive considering that they do not maintain regular contact with Cooper due to Cooper's extremist ideologies, combative attitude, and aggressive personality.

The last visited Cooper approximately five years ago. During that visit, Cooper continually espoused his conspiracy theories and became argumentative whenever anyone dared disagree with him. Additionally, Cooper consumed significant amounts of alcohol and became more aggressive after
drinking. For a short time thereafter, the attempt to maintain telephonic contact with Cooper, but due to Cooper's continued attitude, they eventually quit trying to reason with him.

Cooper increasingly distanced himself from other family members and became more involved with the "patriot" community and for all intents and purposes, he ceased contact completely with members of his family.

The advised that Cooper might be mentally unstable, but he is also very intelligent.

Lead covered.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
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The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) [ ] at Lakeside, Arizona on December 21, 1998:

SA [ ] contacted [ ] the owner of the [ ] located in Lakeside. The mailing address for the [ ] Lakeside, Arizona 85929. The telephone number is [ ].

[ ] confirmed that a group calling itself the [ ] The Independence Press Club (IPC) is another name for an organization also called the Harvest Trust, which is headed by a [ ] named Bill Cooper. The IPC held a second conference at the [ ] According to [ ] approximately 60 people attended the conference sponsored by Bill Cooper and IPC. [ ] described the people attending the conference as being friendly and not rowdy.

[ ] mentioned that after the first visit of IPC to [ ] his ranch, he found out that Bill Cooper had done a short wave radio broadcast from his property. [ ] did not like the fact that Cooper had made the broadcast from the [ ] and he told Cooper that he didn't appreciate it and that he didn't want it to happen again.

[ ] explained that Cooper had concerns about his [ ] security, and as a result he asked that [ ] close off the gates and entrances leading into [ ] something which [ ] refused to do, explaining to Cooper that [ ] was his home and he wanted to make it readily available to his friends and neighbors.

Despite these minor differences of Cooper, [ ] found that Cooper and [ ] were nice, and he noted that the people attending the conference helped clean up the ranch before their departure. Cooper's [ ] took horseback riding lessons while she stayed at the ranch.

[ ] described [ ] as "boisterous."

[ ] also mentioned that Cooper drank enough alcohol that it caused [ ] a little bit of concern about Cooper's stability.

During the course of this conversation, SA [ ] advised [ ] that Cooper is now a federal fugitive, having refused to comply with a summons to appear before a federal court with regard to an indictment on Income Tax Evasion charges.
mentioned that on one occasion he had been over to Cooper's house in Eagar, Arizona, and at that time Cooper's dog, Crusher, actually backed up against the wall. explained that Cooper had obtained the dog from a dog trainer by the name of Apparently, received a visit from the FBI, and after this visit, he called Cooper and let him know that he had been contacted. Cooper was upset that had spoken to the FBI.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) at Lakeside, Arizona, on January 9, 1999: 

SA received a collect telephone call from Last Name Unknown (LNU) who was calling from a pay phone in Houston. LNU said that a few weeks ago he heard a short-wave radio broadcast by Bill Cooper in which Cooper said that he had had contact with Tim McVeigh and another individual named before the bombing of Oklahoma City building. Allegedly, Cooper told his radio listeners that McVeigh and Michael were planning to carry out some sort of action, but they did not tell Cooper what their exact intentions were.

Since making this broadcast, Cooper has made statements about establishing his own television station. Furthermore, he has been asking his listeners to send money, and if they will not, Cooper said he will cut back on his radio programming.

According to LNU, Cooper hardly ever mentions his on his radio broadcast. However, Cooper has mentioned that
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) [REDACTED] at Lakeside, Arizona on January 22, 1999:

SA [REDACTED] received a return phone call from Scott Garms, the Police Chief in the town of Eagar, Arizona. Chief Garms confirmed that there have been at least two confrontations between Bill Cooper and local citizens near Bill Cooper's property, which sits on a ridge overlooking the town of Eagar. The first confrontation involved [REDACTED] a few months ago.

The second confrontation took place when [REDACTED] went up to the ridge to videotape the surrounding community, and there [REDACTED] was confronted by Bill Cooper, who turned out armed with a handgun. Details of this confrontation were provided separately by Chief Garms in an Eagar Police Department Report.

Chief Garms advised that he has heard rumors that there have been other confrontations between Cooper and individuals visiting the ridge where Cooper lives, but the chief does not have the names of the individuals who may have encountered Bill Cooper near his home. Garms said he heard one rumor regarding a woman who went to the ridge was "targeted" by a red laser dot, presumably originating from the electronic sight of some sort of firearm. Unfortunately, Chief Garms does not have the name of the woman who allegedly had this experience.

Chief Garms indicated that Bill Cooper's bodyguard, who goes by the name [REDACTED] recently filed a police report on behalf of the [REDACTED] for which he works. In the course of filing the complaint, [REDACTED] listed personal information which would further identify him, but at the time of the telephone conversation, the chief did not have this information available. He said that once he receives the identifying information he will make it available to the FBI.
REPLY FORM - INVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION SERVICES

To help us better serve your investigative needs, please complete and return to:

FBI, Savannah Information Technology Center
220 East Bryan St., Savannah, GA 31401 (Federal Express)
P. O. Box 336, Savannah, Georgia 31402-0336 (U.S. Post Office)
SAVANNAH ITC RECORD #: 131302

ANALYST: DIANE J. ROBERG

SUBJECT:

Was the information provided helpful to your investigation? ❌ YES □ NO
If NO, please let us know how we could be more helpful to your investigation:

____________________________________________________________

ACCOMPLISHMENT(S) resulting from information:

PERSON(S): (Enter total number applicable to each of the following)

□ FBI Fugitive(s) Arrested: □ FBI □ Local Date_______
(Forward photo of Fugitive arrested with this Reply form)

□ Local Fugitive(s) Arrested: □ FBI □ Local Date_______
(Forward photo of Fugitive arrested with this Reply form)

□ Subject(s) □ Arrested □ Located □ Identified
(Forward photo of Subject arrested with this Reply form)

□ Witness(es) □ Located □ Identified

□ New Witness(es) □ Located □ Identified

BUSINESS(ES): (Enter total number applicable to each of the following)

□ New Business(es) Identified

□ New Business Associates/Associations Identified

□ Financial Audit Trail(s) Enhanced

ASSET(S): (Enter total number applicable to each of the following)

(TYPES: C = CASH  R = REAL PROPERTY  P = PERSONAL PROPERTY)

□ Asset(s) □ Located □ Identified [VALUE:_________ TYPE:_________]

□ Asset(s) Subject to Seizure/Forfeiture [VALUE:_________ TYPE:______]

□ Potential Economic Loss Prevented [VALUE:_________ TYPE:______]

OTHER: (Enter total number applicable to each of the following)

□ New Case(s) Initiated

□ New Lead(s) Generated

COMMENTS: Thanks for the prompt response!

1 - Case File
1 - SITC
The following investigation was conducted by SA ___ at Eagar, Arizona on 2/25/99:

SA ___ spoke to ___ (PROTECT IDENTITY), who advised that ___ saw Bill Cooper at the ___ store recently. Allegedly, ___ has previously had ___ with Cooper when ___ on which Cooper's house is located. When Cooper determined that ___ was not a threat to him and that he really was the ___ Cooper gave ___ an autographed copy of his book on the Oklahoma City bombing.
Source, who is not in a position to testify, provided the following information to Special Agent (SA) [Name] on January 21, 1999:

Source advised that an individual identifying himself as [Name] is apparently looking for a place to conduct "future maneuvers" and have a vacation. The Source subsequently determined that the [Name]...

The Source also provided information involving an Internet website which is advertising under the business name [Name].

Investigation on 01/21/1999 at Lakeside, Arizona
File # [Name] 196D-PX-0 Date dictated 01/22/1999
by SA

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
The Internet ad promises bonuses for the referral of five customers. You can earn an additional $150.00 a month for fifty months. According to the ad, ten customers equals $8,500.00 in commission and bonus.
Precedence: ROUTINE
To: Phoenix
From: Phoenix
Squad 13/Lakeside RA

Approved By:  
Drafted By: F: dkm

Case ID #: 62E-PX-42417

Title: CHANGED
MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, aka Bill Cooper — FUGITIVE;
FUGITIVE INVESTIGATION FOR OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES.

Synopsis: To change classification of captioned investigation.

Previous Title: Title marked "Changed" to reflect the reclassification of this investigation from an AOT-DT matter to one involving a fugitive investigation for other federal agencies.

Details: Captioned investigation was opened in July, 1998 after federal bench warrants were issued for Bill Cooper and [ ] for failing to appear in federal district court in response to IRS indictments regarding income tax evasion. Bill Cooper is well known in American militia circles, and he broadcasts a radio program nationwide by means of short-wave radio. Cooper also publishes a considerable amount of material on his Internet web-site.

Prior to his indictment on tax charges, Cooper had been interviewed previously by SA [ ] concerning the Oklahoma City bombing case and also with regard to Cooper's association with an individual who was ultimately slain in a shootout with the Albany Division SWAT team a couple of years ago. Based on his rhetoric and published statements, it is apparent that Cooper despises the federal government generally, and the FBI, IRS, and ATF in particular. Since the federal warrants were issued, Cooper has vowed to shoot any federal agent who attempts to apprehend him or approach his property.
Initially, captioned investigation was opened as a case (DT matter). The assumption made by SA at the time was that a serious problem was brewing, and the FBI was likely to be involved in the apprehension of Cooper, one way or another, even though the warrant was secured by IRS. While this assumption is still valid, SA believes it is inappropriate to maintain this investigation as a DT matter. (This opinion is shared by the Bureau agents who reviewed this case file during the Phoenix Division's recent inspection.)

While Cooper's comments and rhetoric about the federal government are anything but flattering, there is no hard evidence to indicate that Cooper is planning terrorist acts or attempting to use violent means to overthrow the government. Cooper's apparent crimes are to avoid federal taxes and to resist arrest by federal authorities. In view of the situation, it is recommended this case be reclassified as a fugitive investigation in support of other federal agencies, namely the IRS and the US Marshals Service.

Undoubtedly, the U.S. Attorney's Office, the U.S. Marshals, and the IRS desire continued FBI assistance in trying to resolve this matter. Moreover, SA is the only federal agent assigned in the White Mountains on a permanent basis, and so the burden has effectively fallen on him to gather intelligence about Cooper from local sources around Cooper's residence in the town of Eagar, Arizona.

It should be noted that on 03/26/1999, a meeting was held in Phoenix at the U.S. Attorney's Office to discuss the present situation with Bill Cooper. Besides AUSA, the meeting was attended by representatives of IRS and the U.S. Marshals. No one from the Phoenix Division was present, and SA was out of state at the time. At any rate, SA was later advised that the participants in this meeting expressed a desire to continue the present intelligence gathering measures, including

...of the U.S. Marshals has advised SA that his agency is highly unlikely to authorize an arrest of Cooper by means of a raid or ruse on or near Cooper's property in the town of Eagar.

ARMS AND DANGEROUS
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) [ ] at Eagar, Arizona, on March 5, 1999:

SA [ ] met with [ ] Also present was [ ] During the interview, [ ] explained how he came to have contact with Bill Cooper, an accused tax evader and federal fugitive.

[ ] advised that on December 23, he and [ ] took a drive so they could videotape the area around Round Valley (Eagar and Springerville) prior to taking a trip back to [ ] home in Illinois where the remainder of his family lives. At the advice of a local resident, [ ] drove up Hillcrest Drive to the top of a ridge which overlooks the Round Valley community. Soon after he arrived at the top, [ ] heard a voice which cried out, "Get that camera out of here!"

Shortly thereafter, a large blue pickup truck quickly rolled up to the place where [ ] had parked his vehicle. At the time, [ ] said to [ ] "I'd appreciate your erasing the tape." While the man was not screaming, he clearly sounded tense. Cooper's truck came to rest very close to [ ] vehicle, and [ ] could see the seat of the pickup truck that Cooper was in. On the seat was a high-beam spotlight and a hunting knife.

[ ] could not see if Cooper had a firearm, but during the course of their conversation, Cooper seemed to blade his body in such a way that any sidearm would not have been visible.

Cooper asked [ ] many questions about who he was, where he was from, and what he was doing. [ ] explained that he was the [ ] and he did his best to placate Cooper, who was clearly uneasy. Cooper went on to say that he was affiliated with a "freedom" group. (Cooper did not use the term "militia"). During the course of this conversation, Cooper said that there are over a million of "them" (presumably militia members), and that there could be a civil war. [ ] had the impression that Cooper was actually trying to convert him or persuade him of his cause. [ ] said that this sort of talk made him feel very uncomfortable, and he just wanted to leave the area.
gave Cooper the videotape which was inside his camcorder, and the two men agreed that could return the next day to retrieve the videotape after Cooper had reviewed it.

The following morning, returned to Cooper's residence, and he approached in a very slow and deliberate manner so as not to alarm Cooper. When arrived at the door, Cooper came to meet him, and could see the two large brown eyes of a Rottweiler dog inside the house. also saw a was standing in the darkness inside the residence, and

On this occasion, clearly saw a pistol, which he described as a Smith and Wesson model 4506 .45 caliber pistol, which was on Cooper's right hip. (During the interview, advised he used to be a law enforcement officer, and he is well acquainted with S&W pistols.) Cooper was very friendly during this conversation. Not only did he return his videotape, but he also gave him a copy of his book, which is entitled, “Oklahoma City: Day One”.

Cooper was apologetic about the confrontation he had with the day before, and he also made a remark that puzzled . Cooper said, “I hear they're going to let you go at Cooper went on to elaborate that he had contacts in town, and these people had told him that in his role as had apparently angered some of the prominent residents in town.

next contact with Cooper took place on the first day after the At that time, was in and Cooper walked in to the from the front entrance. They exchanged a greeting, and went on about his business. is not sure what transpired inside the administration building of the.

Three or four weeks ago was at the Safeway store in Eagar, and he thought he saw Bill Cooper in the parking lot. At first this made nervous, and he thought that Cooper might even be following him. Later, however, he learned that the individual he had seen at the Safeway was a man named is sure of this point, because he subsequently saw some time later, and he recognized truck from the Safeway parking lot. stated
that both Cooper and [ ] are tall heavy men, but [ ] is bigger than Cooper.

[ ] advised that he has not seen Cooper since the very brief encounter in front of the [ ] the first day after [ ] said that he would notify the FBI if he has any further contact with Cooper. [ ] is aware of Cooper's status as a federal fugitive.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) at Arizona, on March 31, 1999:

SA met with Steve West, the Chief of the Springerville Police Department. Chief West said that he is not personally acquainted with Bill Cooper, and he would not recognize Cooper if Cooper were to pass him in the street. (At this comment, SA showed Chief West a photograph of Cooper and)

Chief West explained that he has heard a rumor to the effect that Cooper occasionally is visiting who now resides in Snowflake. Chief West said that he could not vouch for the reliability or veracity of this rumor.

Following the visit with Chief West, SA visited the Post Office in the town of Eagar and there he spoke to that Postal facility. has been employed with the U.S. Postal Service for about nine years. confirmed that her office she has not seen Bill Cooper for a long time, probably a year or more, and she said that if she were to pass Cooper in the street she probably would not recognize him.

When asked who picks up mail for the Coopers at the Post Office, responded that it is usually who picks up the mail. He sometimes does this on a daily basis. Very occasionally, Cooper's picks up the mail.

Following the visit to the Post Office, SA spoke to Chief Scott Garms of the Eagar Police Department. Chief Garms advised that Bill Cooper and have not been causing any problems in Eagar, and the Chief is not aware of any recent confrontations between Cooper and other citizens, at least not since an incident at the start of the new year involving . The Chief remarked that Bill Cooper, because of his silent and unobtrusive presence in town, causes him a lot less of a problem than some other citizens in town do. Chief Garms said that he would contact the Lakeside Resident Agency in the event that Cooper is spotted in town or has any more confrontations near his home.
was interviewed at __________________________ located on __________________________. The name of the ___________________________________ was initially accompanied by __________________________, who is a police officer in the town of [ ] Arizona, and later by [ ]. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent, [ ] provided the following information:

[ ] confirmed that he used to run [ ] in the town of [ ] Arizona, and at that time he developed an association with Bill Cooper, who now resides in Eagar, Arizona. several years ago. When this occurred, Cooper was planning a conference for his supporters and Cooper insisted that [ ] declined, saying that he needed to [ ] whose ceremony was to be held [ ] in the town of [ ] Cooper tried to overrule [ ] decision, but [ ] said that he had enough. He not only refused to but he also ended his association with Bill Cooper.

In response to this, Cooper began to condemn [ ] on Cooper's shortwave radio broadcasts. Cooper took every occasion to malign [ ] and [ ] said that Cooper effectively forced him out of the community of [ ] Subsequently, [ ] reestablished their business in the town of [ ] and they said they like the community.

[ ] has no good feelings for Bill Cooper, and he said that if he ran into Cooper, he "would beat him up with his (Cooper's) wooden leg."

[ ] is aware that Cooper has not been paying his taxes and that he has been charged by the federal government for Income Tax Evasion. He is also aware that Cooper has been hiding out in his hilltop home in Eagar since the federal arrest warrants were issued.

Investigation on 04/08/1999 at ___________ Arizona
File # __________________________ Date dictated 04/08/1999
by SA __________________________
When asked what could be done to get Cooper to stand before a federal judge in response to the tax charges, ____ said he really couldn't think of a good option. After much thought, he said that it might be possible to contact the radio sponsors of Cooper's program and have them encourage Cooper to meet with a representative of the federal government on neutral ground. Perhaps that representative could persuade Cooper to show up in court without having him arrested and compelled to appear before the judge. Nevertheless, ____ did not express much optimism for the viability of this plan.

____ advised that Cooper has several firearms in his residence, including a .9mm Taurus pistol, an SKS rifle, a Maverick 12-gauge shotgun, and a .375 H&H hunting rifle. ____ was asked if Cooper also has access to a .50 caliber sniper rifle, and ____ responded that if Cooper has such a weapon, he acquired it after ____ and Cooper parted company.

On several occasions, ____ said that if Cooper is apprehended, law enforcement officers should be very careful not to turn their back on him. ____ indicated that he should not be trusted as she could very well try to harm anyone who interfered. ____ explained that Cooper is quite devoted to his wife. ____ Even if Cooper were to leave her, she would defend him and "worship him as if he were on a pedestal."

____ mentioned an incident that took place several years ago during a conference which Cooper hosted. Apparently, Cooper ____ For a couple of days, ____ ran out on Cooper, but she returned despite her anger over that situation.

____ said that Cooper became a changed person after the bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma City. After that bombing, Cooper's ego swelled, and no one could tell him anything. ____ described Cooper as being paranoid in personality and also having delusions of grandeur.

In talking about himself, ____ described some of his experiences as a____ the state he
originally came from, and recounted one experience in which he was responsible for working a drug case that resulted in about 17 arrests, including members of prominent families in the area.

________ denied the existence of an organization called the Second Continental Army of the Republic (SCAR). While Cooper claims to be the Director of Intelligence of this organization, ______ said that SCAR is more of an imaginary organization than a real one. A few years back, Cooper began printing certificates and documents for SCAR members, but ______ gave the impression the organization is more a matter of wishful thinking than a viable organization. ______ denied being a member of a militia, at least as the term "militia" is used presently. He explained, however, that he believes in the Second Amendment, and he considers himself a militia member in that sense of the word.

________ advised that he has served in the U.S. Army on active duty, and later he was a member of the U.S. Army Reserve. He left the service ______ although he could have stayed another month and been
Synopsis: To provide background on an interview conducted with Milton William Cooper, aka Bill Cooper - FUGITIVE; AOT - DT on 04/08/1999.

Enclosures: Enclosed is a copy of an FD-302 concerning an interview with Milton William Cooper, aka Bill Cooper - FUGITIVE; AOT - DT.

Details: On 04/08/1999, the Lakeside Resident Agent (SA) decided to pay a visit to an alleged "hardcore" militia member, who presently resides in the town of Arizona. There were several reasons for the decision to interview Bill Cooper, the fugitive tax protestor who continues to resist federal arrest. SA thought that he might be able to provide some insight into Cooper's personality.

Second, by means of an EC dated 05/28/1998, SA set out a lead to Lakeside to further identify while SA has previously responded to several leads set out in the above-captioned case SA figured that much could be learned about from direct contact in an interview.
Finally, on 04/07/1999, a reliable source advised SA that about a month ago, an Hispanic man, Humberto Morales, was killed in a vehicle accident in the town of St. Johns, Arizona. There have been rumors circulating among Morales' family to the effect that Humberto's death was caused by Allegedly, had been Supposedly, while SA did not intend to question directly about SA was hoping that might bring up the topic. (He did not.)

At any rate, for these reasons SA went to business called which is located at is actually part of two adjacent businesses. Inside the buildings owned or leased by and This building is located in the virtual center of the town of just north of the police department.

In order to conduct the interview, SA appeared at unannounced, and there he was greeted by who said that was away. When SA explained his purpose, which he said was to discuss the situation with Bill Cooper, called who soon returned to for the interview. who is a police officer in Arizona, and were present at various times during the interview.

It should be noted that were polite, talkative, and friendly during the course of the interview. This came as a surprise to SA because since being assigned to the Lakeside RA, the Agent has heard many negative things about Frankly, SA expected to gruffly or profanely decline an interview or to answer questions in a very terse and hostile manner. This was not the case.

spoke in a fairly open manner, and sometimes he was even quite witty. SA especially appreciated his comment that if he had a chance, he would take Cooper's wooden leg and beat him up with it. (Cooper lost one of his legs in an accident several years ago.)

Prior to the interview, SA had heard rumors to the effect that Cooper was occasionally slipping out of his house and visiting Although SA had already pretty much dismissed these rumors, the interview with
caused him to conclude there is little likelihood of ongoing communication between [redacted] and Cooper. Both [redacted] and [redacted] were quite outspoken about their dislike of Bill Cooper.

Prior to the interview, [redacted] had been told that [redacted] appears to have [redacted] and she speaks English with a very pronounced accent, which the Agent found difficult to understand. [redacted] bears some of the [redacted] features of his mother. He was virtually silent during the time he remained in [redacted] which was about half the length of the interview.
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Automated Serial Permanent Charge-Out
FD-5a (1-5-94)

Date: 02/04/02 Time: 11:39

Case ID: 62E-PX-62617 Serial: 57

Description of Document:

Type: ROUTSLIP
Date: 05/12/99
To: PHOENIX
From: PHOENIX
Topic: COOPER, WILLIAM

Reason for Permanent Charge-Out:

deleted per rotor 5

Employee: [ ]
Complainant appeared at the Tucson Resident Agency of the Federal Bureau of Investigation to report what he believes to be a militia group organized and operating in the Springerville, Arizona area.

Complainant stated he has lived in the Springerville, Arizona area for approximately [redacted], however, complainant indicates his post office address is Springerville, AZ 85938.

Complainant stated that an individual, who may be William Coop (phonetic), known to him only through broadcasts from a small radio station located next to the local radio station, has previously been on the air talking about citizens' right to bear arms. Complainant indicated that this radio station is found at 101 FM on the dial, however, it is difficult to locate. Complainant stated this station refers to itself as the Voice of Freedom. Complainant further stated that this station broadcast statements subsequent to the bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma City, OK, which indicated that two men involved with the bombing were at a location in Arizona two months prior to the bombing. Complainant could provide no address or further information about this radio station.

Lakeside RA

62E-PK-62617-58

Do not write in this space.
Complainant was very vague concerning information provided, and was unable to provide names of militia members, or specific incidences involving this militia group, including any meeting places, or training facilities.

Complainant stated that in 1993, while working at the [redacted] in Eager, Arizona, someone from this militia group placed poison in his lunch and he became seriously ill. Complainant indicated he was treated with antibiotics in Tucson, Arizona. Complainant also stated that in the spring of 1997, while at work, an individual by the name of [redacted] LNU (last name unknown), gave him candy which made him ill for three months. Complainant stated that subsequent to this incident, while attending a card game, he was drugged. Complainant indicated that many of his buddies are part of this, and he can no longer go to a restaurant to eat with them because when he does, he becomes ill. Complainant could not provide the names of any of these individuals. Complainant stated he believes local law enforcement personnel may be a part of the militia and some of these individuals have military backgrounds and are capable of being very dangerous. Complainant believes he is being targeted by these individuals because he is not a member of the group.

Complainant believes these people are dangerous because they are paranoid and he has heard they are concerned about a national calamity occurring. He stated he has heard they will blow up bridges and secure the area to prevent anyone else from entering, in the event of any calamity.

Complainant further indicated [redacted] is married to [redacted] one of the militia men. He believes [redacted] is involved in drugs and drug trafficking because [redacted] Complainant's [redacted] and [redacted] reside in [redacted] Arizona.

A review of Universal Indices located an EC drafted by IRS [redacted] Phoenix Division, in file number [redacted], Serial 145, dated March 15, 1999, which was a response to a Project [redacted] Lead concerning a group of individuals in the Springerville, AZ area.
The following investigation was conducted by Intelligence Research Specialist (IRS) on June 2, 1999 in Phoenix, Arizona:

According to review of surveillance covering the period the following observations can be made:

On Friday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, it was.

This activity suggests a person going to work.

This same returned to.

This suggests a person going home for lunch, then back to work.

Drove up the road for short duration visits on.

Most likely dropping off supplies for.

Once the logs from are recovered, a more comprehensive analysis can be conducted over.
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Title: Cooper William
FUG-OTH FED

Synopsis: Lead covered.

Reference: 62E-PX-62617 Serial 4

Details: Due to the change in status of this case to a fugitive matter, Intelligence Research Specialist (IRS) will no longer be reviewing Cooper's website, harvest-trust.org, on a daily basis.

This lead is considered covered.

IRS review the website on a weekly basis, and any pertinent information on the movements of Cooper or will be forwarded to SA

***

[Handwritten note: "Dry merge lead as covered by ACS. 4/19/99"]

62E PX 62617-60
On 6/29/99 Investigator contacted an investigator with the Arizona Department of Economic Security, in Arizona. The following information pertaining to Milton William Cooper, a.k.a. William Cooper, of Eager, Arizona, related the following:

Cooper is a fugitive with a federal bench warrant for failure to appear on IRS income tax evasion charges. In the past, on the internet, Cooper has vowed to shoot any federal agents that attempt to apprehend him, and he has requested others to assist him.

Cooper operates a business called, which maintains a web site: This web site is a link to William Cooper's, The Hour of the Time, another web site on the Internet.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) __________________ at Lakeside, Arizona:

On May 12, 1999, SA ______ received a fax from the Eagar Police Department concerning a phone call made by [_______] of the fugitive Bill Cooper. [_______] called the Eagar Police Department to indicate that he had received a disturbing e-mail message from [_______] in which Bill Cooper said that [_______] had left the country so they wouldn't be killed. Bill also told his father through e-mail that the government was going to try and arrest him, and he will not be taken alive.

On May 13, 1999, SA ______ attempted to call [_______] who lives in [_______] Texas. His telephone number is [_______]. He did not answer the phone, but SA ______ left a voice mail message requesting that he call.

On May 14, 1999, SA ______ returned to the Lakeside Resident Agency and retrieved a voice mail message from [_______]. SA ______ then called [_______] at his residence in [_______] and [_______] provided the following information:

[_______] confirmed that he is [_______] of Bill Cooper, whom he refers to by the nickname [_______] explained that while serving in the Air Force as a pilot, he acquired the nickname [_______]. As Bill was growing up, he was typically referred to as [_______]. Both [_______] and [_______] Bill Cooper share the same

[_______] advised that [_______] left [_______] when he was 18 years of age. Even then, Bill was having problems, but [_______] did not elaborate on what these problems were. He did explain, however, that at the age of 17, Cooper wanted to marry a Japanese girl, but [_______] resisted this. About a year later, Cooper tried to marry another Asian girl whom he had met while serving at Tinker Air Force Base.

Over the years Cooper has been married to or has lived with about nine different women. [_______] is acquainted with Cooper's [_______] does not believe that [_______] would leave Bill, and she is quite devoted to him. In a recent e-mail message, which [_______] described as disturbing, Cooper told [_______] that [_______] had gone out of the country. [_______] does not believe this statement. Although [_______] has received several e-mail messages of a disturbing nature from [_______] has chosen not to
respond, and he advised that he and his wife don't know what to do about.

During the course of this telephone conversation, SA explained to the situation regarding and the fact that Bill Cooper is considered a federal fugitive. confirmed that has an alcohol abuse problem, and is quite convinced that is mentally unstable. During the conversation, was asked if he or any other family member might be in a position to reason with Bill, but said that he could think of no one, either inside or outside the family who could talk sense into Bill. In fact, said that any approach by a family member was likely to make Cooper angry and even more unstable.

could not offer any suggestions as to how to deal with. He said that Bill has been separated from all of the family members for a long time.

During the course of the conversation, asked if was familiar with the circumstances involving a motorcycle accident which caused Bill to lose his foot. explained that the incident took place near Palo Alto, California when Bill came too fast around a corner and then had to brake to avoid a truck that was there. The result was that Cooper caught his foot in the rear bumper of a pickup truck, and Bill's foot was severed. Bill Cooper was then treated and cared for at the Stanford University Hospital in Palo Alto. The doctors there attempted several times to re-attach Bill's foot, but they were unsuccessful.

When told that claims to have been the victim of a CIA assassination plot, replied that often comes up with wild explanations for things, and he is not mentally stable.

At the conclusion of the conversation, indicated that he would contact SA if he should receive any information or e-mail messages that might indicate that Bill is in a state of crisis.
May 27, 1999

Guadalupe Gonzalez
Special Agent in Charge
210 East Indianola
Phoenix, AZ 85012


Dear Mr. Gonzalez:

As you may be aware, the above-named individuals were indicted for federal income tax evasion in June of 1998. Since that time a task force, including representatives of the FBI, has met regularly to discuss efforts to arrest and detain Cooper. Because they are involved with the militia movement, because Cooper has threatened violence if the government attempts to arrest him, and because he is believed to control substantial firepower and to have the potential to cause significant harm if the government attempts to arrest him, we believe that the F.B.I. should play an active role in the effort to arrest and detain Cooper pursuant to the outstanding warrants for their arrest.

If you should have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact the prosecutor on this case, or the case agent.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely yours,

JOSE de JESUS RIVERA
United States Attorney
District of Arizona

THOMAS P. HANNIS
Chief, Criminal Division
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
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ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: To provide status update on this case.

Details: On 07/28/99 SA was advised by SA of IRS of new developments in captioned case. It appears that Cooper's left her residence in Eagar about three months ago. She took with her. She has been living in the Los Angeles area, and her whereabouts were just ascertained recently when

Since the "discovery" of in California, she has retained an attorney, and AUSA has made contact with this attorney. It appears that will come to Phoenix voluntarily for an arraignment in the near future. Although could have been arrested by local police officers on the pending federal warrant, AUSA directed the California officers not to execute the warrant. In all likelihood the warrant will be quashed in the near future. AUSA would prefer not to pursue any charges against until has been apprehended.

Soon an attempt will be made to de-brief concerning daily routine, activities, travels, etc. She will also be de-briefed concerning Bill's financial dealings with regard to the pending charges of income tax evasion.
To: Phoenix  From: Phoenix  
Re: 62E-PX-62617, 07/29/1999

At this point, it appears that [ ] will receive favorable treatment from the prosecutor and the court if she assists investigators. The fact that she is represented by an attorney may actually be beneficial inasmuch as her lawyer may dampen the paranoia she is likely to feel towards representatives of the federal government.

The Phoenix Division case agent (SA [ ] ) intends to participate in the de-briefing of [ ] when she returns to Arizona. The fact that [ ] may allow for more and better options to apprehend Bill, while minimizing risks to federal agents, Cooper's associates, and Cooper himself. An inter-agency meeting will probably be scheduled very soon. This meeting will likely include the Phoenix Division, IRS, the US Marshals, and the US Attorney's Office.

Phoenix investigation continues.  

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
The following investigation was conducted by Intelligence Research Specialist (IRS) on July 8, 1999 in Phoenix, Arizona:

Reference 62E-PX-62617 serial 36, Lead 1. This lead is to be considered covered.

IRS reviewed taken from a in Eager, Arizona. These cover the period from through rendering it useless.

The remaining cover a period of . IRS maintained a log with observations of the date and time . Because identification of the is difficult after dark, this analysis addresses observations made during daylight hours, from

IRS created a database and entered the information from the were assigned a unique identifying number for the purposes of this analysis. Still photos were printed of the and are included in this folder. The data are presented as a series of events. An event is defined as:

IRS identified Cooper reportedly . It came from the West on the

Significant findings are:

1) It is possibly is Cooper's Monday through Friday, is seen leaving returns to This pattern suggests someone going to
It is assumed the after dark, thus not reflected in the database.

According to Cooper's Internet website, harvest-trust.org, at the "Cooper Family Update" page, the month of December was uneventful. This means he had no significant visitors and there was no law enforcement activity that he reported on the Internet.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) _______ at Lakeside, Arizona on July 28, 1999:

SA _______ received a telephone call from _______ a Special Agent with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). The telephone number is _______ called to advise SA _______ that _______ of Bill Cooper, had apparently moved to California three months ago. _______ further explained that he recently received a telephone call from the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Office (LACSO) concerning a man named _______ a registered sex offender.

Apparently _______ was recently _______ and then it was determined that _______ had been living with _______ at an apartment located at _______. The telephone number for _______.

Allegedly, officials from Child Protective Services (CPS) advised the local sheriff's office that _______ who was living with _______ was a registered sex offender. Supposedly, _______ were checked by a doctor for evidence of sexual abuse, but none was found. During the course of her conversations with the sheriff's deputies, _______ said that she left Arizona and _______ Bill Cooper three months before.

_______ explained that he had contacted AUSA _______ and that he was in the process of contacting _______ of the U.S. Marshall's Service. At the conclusion of this conversation, SA _______ recommended that _______ be contacted soon to see if she would be willing to provide further information concerning the status of _______ Bill Cooper. SA _______ suggested that _______ be debriefed in California in the near future.
The following investigation was conducted by Intelligence Research Specialist (IRS) on August 6, 1999 at Phoenix, Arizona:

A posting to the Internet newsgroup misc.activism.militia supposedly written by William Cooper is attached as part of this insert. This posting was sent by a [ ] (no further information). This posting states that Cooper’s [ ] and [ ] are no longer in the country, having left in mid-March. Cooper writes, “If anyone wants confirmation have them call [ ]

This posting was faxed to SA [ ] at the Lakeside Residence Agency on [ ].
[Handwritten notes:]
I pulled this off the Internet (misc. activism. militia). I'll write an insert and submit it to the file.
Subject: Re: Bill Cooper and Two Households?
Date: Fri, 6 Aug 99 3:20:00 GMT
From: "Monty Butterfield @ Radio Free Vermont 96.5 FM" <rtv@sover.net>
Organization: Vermont's Hometown Radio Station
Newsgroups: misc.activism.militia

***The following is posted by request of William Cooper***

Michael is Michael Pardo an atheist homosexual who runs a website called Universal Way. He is a mental case. I forced his discharge from the Second Continental Army on mental incompatability grounds. Needless to say he hates my guts.

I do not smoke... anything.

Michael Pardo is a liar.... and he sucks, literally.

Annie, Pooh, and Allyson did not leave in April they left in mid March when I made them pack, put them in the car, and forced them to leave. Doyel was here and helped. It was the hardest thing I have ever done. If anyone wants confirmation have them call Doyel Shamley at 520-333-4578. Since he works full time with a lot of overtime the best time to get him is at about 7:55 AM mountain standard time.

And yes I did deceive everyone simply by not telling anyone they had left in order to give them a really good head start. I did not ever lie to anyone but just simply did not tell anyone... and I felt bad about it. However their lives and Freedom depended upon having at least two or three months in which to accomplish their journey. They are no longer in this country.

Please post this to the newsgroup where you found this nasty worms lies.

William Cooper

The Happy Harpy wrote:

> Cc: wrote:
> > Listening to Bill Cooper's nightly show and heard Bill
> > had sent his family out of the country.
> > Untrue..
> > I would have asked him why but his topic was related to off
> > shore banking.
> > Yet another scam from the olde audio-visual clerk..
> > anyone know what is happening with Mr Cooper and his family?
This is the latest that I've heard...

> From: "Michael" <iamone@erols.com>
> Newsgroups: misc.activism.militia
> Message-ID: <931909803954@black-helicopter.psychetec7.com>
> Subject: Have you been deceived or misled by Billy C? Not me!
> Date: Tue, 13 Jul 99 23:50:03 GMT

> Have you been deceived or misled by Billy C? Not me!
> The Billy C. in this instance is Bill Clinton, but both of those Billy C's qualify to some degree, as a liar and deceiver, don't you agree?
> Were you misled by this recent Billy Cooper deception?
> Sometime in early-mid May of this year, after his family had
> left him on April 29 like he later publicly confessed on his
> radio show, Bill Cooper presented a radio show which was
> obviously designed to mislead his listeners into thinking
> that his wife and children were still on the mountain with
> him, when they were really not. Right from the beginning of
> the show, it had a strange and unusual sound about it, and
> it even sounded like Billy might have been drinking again or
> smoking doobies again (I smoked one with him myself many
> years ago).

> This particular show had an obvious uncomfortable and
> dishonest ring to it; it actually sounded like Billy was
> using taped material to reproduce a live-sounding
> environment, and during the course of the show Billy seemed
> to be trying very hard to prove that a wonderful time was
> being had that night by so many people up on the mountain,
> including his wife and children. After a while it began to
> become relatively obvious what had really happened, and
> anyone who did not already know that Billy had become
> estranged from his family, would have easily been able to
> use some sort of inverse deductive reasoning to figure out
> the truth in the matter from the desperate nature and the
> incongruent flaws of the Cooper presentation.

> What is clear about the show is that Billy obviously and
> undeniably tried to mislead his listeners into thinking that
> his family was still on the mountain with him, when they
> were not. Now, protecting his family while on-the-lamb
> during an escape, by misleading his radio audience, might be
> something that anyone would do, but this was coming from
> someone who declares 100% truth-telling status and who
> claims that he has never lied to his audience. Of course, it
> is true that as part of Billy's job as an Intelligence
> Officer of an alleged military organization, he would be
> required to lie on some occasions regarding certain issues
> in order to accomplish his desired result, and then after
lying, he would be compelled to continually assert that he
had never, in fact, lied in the first place, in order to
protect his credibility and continue the performance of his
duties; however, this does not change the fact that an
obvious deception was intentionally perpetrated for the
specific purpose of misleading his listeners about the truth
in the matter.

That particular radio show so affected me and made me feel
so sad about what had happened to Billy, that I removed some
materials from my web site that I thought might have been
adding to Billy's pain and suffering. In fact, this entire
story about Billy Cooper is a sad, sad story about an
unfortunate man who has lost everything that he once truly
cherished in his life, and to try to understand all of the
pain and suffering which has apparently befallen Billy
Cooper is also to wonder what a person needs to do to
satisfy a God such as the one chosen to be worshipped by
Billy.

Many people will surely ask; how is it possible that Bill
Cooper has allegedly served Jesus and God so well in his
life (as he asserts) but is continually burdened with such
sadness and suffering that it would make even his most hated
enemies shed a tear for his plight? How could someone who
has given so much of his life for his spiritual battle be
punished with so much sadness and suffering by their God?
What is it that Billy did and what could he possibly be
doing wrong now that still makes his vindictive, jealous and
just God deprive Billy of his freedom and rip his family
from his bosom?

If there is a God of the nature that Billy believes there to
be, then there must be an answer, but instead, in June of
1998, Bill Cooper was deprived of his freedom, when warrants
were placed for his arrest and when he holed himself up on
the mountain with his family in fear and self-defense
against impending attack by the Feds, ala Waco, Texas, Billy
thought. And then, the biggest insult of all must have been
when in April of 1999 (April 29 we have been told by Billy),
Bill Cooper was deprived of his beloved family, when his
wife Annie took her two children by Billy, Pooh and Allyson,
and secretly left the mountain and fled to safer lands.

Yes, a terrible tale it is, and it might be enough to
disrupt the faith of some people who are not able to see the
light, and who desperately wonder what a person has to do to
be appreciated by their God. But, in the end, perhaps the
truth is, after all, that there is a terrible betrayal that
has been perpetrated, and a terrible lie that has been told,
and is being told continually, even though he has been
presented with the truth in the matter in the past, and we
wonder if only because of this terrible betrayal and
terrible denial, does Billy continue to come under the
burdensome wrath of a God whom he allegedly so worships.
} > Michael
} > http://www.universalway.org/
} --chao..

--
The following investigation was conducted by SA [Redacted] at Lakeside, Arizona on 7/29/99:

SA [Redacted] received a call from [Redacted] who sometimes calls from Houston regarding his concerns about Bill Cooper. [Redacted] advised that Cooper's family is probably no longer in Eagar with Bill, and they may have even left the country. [Redacted] bases this assessment on statements Cooper has made on his short wave radio program or through the Internet. For example, just last night Cooper told radio listeners that he is now maintaining two households. A few weeks ago he said that [Redacted] are no longer with him.

Cooper's short wave broadcast on station WBCQ has now been cut back to one hour, four days a week (Monday through Thursday.)

Recently, Cooper was the subject of Internet speculation by a writer named [Redacted] who goes by the Internet address of [Redacted] suggested that Cooper's family is no longer with him in Arizona.
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Synopsis: To provide the Bureau (CID) with background information on this case.

Administrative: A request for a case update was made during a phone conversation on 08/20/1999 between A/SSRA____________ of the Flagstaff RA and SSA____________ of CID.

Details: In July 1998 federal bench warrants were issued for Bill Cooper and____________ because____________ refused to show up in court in response to charges of income tax evasion. In June 1998 a deputy US Marshal arrived at Cooper's residence in Eagar, Arizona with the intent of serving Cooper with a criminal summons. Cooper refused to receive the summons, and he ordered the deputy marshal off of his property. Regrettably, the federal officer had not been advised of Cooper's background before attempting to serve the summons.

Bill Cooper is well known in right wing militia circles. He publishes a periodical newspaper called "Veritas", he has published a couple of books, and he is the host of a talk show which is broadcast throughout the nation by means of short wave radio. Cooper also maintains an Internet website at www.harvest-trust.org. Through his writing and radio talk show
Cooper frequently vilifies the federal government in general, and the FBI, ATF and IRS in particular.

Since the bench warrants were issued, Cooper has threatened to kill any federal agent who attempts to apprehend him or approach his property. For example, on the Internet he has written: "Any attempt by the federal government or anyone else to execute these unconstitutional and unlawful arrest warrants issued by Judge Irwin will be met with armed resistance. Any person who attempts to___________________will be shot on sight." (Cooper______________)

Cooper's_________________describes_________________as being unstable and irrational. Even Cooper's friends are concerned that he might be capable of taking his own life and the lives of_________________given this mind set and the fact Cooper resides in a veritable fortress on a high ridge overlooking the otherwise peaceful town of Eagar, the involved federal agencies (IRS, US Marshals, Phoenix Division, and US Attorney's Office in Phoenix) have been in no hurry to bring Cooper into custody. Indeed, during the past 13 months Cooper has been in veritable state of house arrest, and he is probably irritated by the fact that the federal government has not "honored him" with a Waco-like siege.

Although Cooper probably leaves his residence on an infrequent basis, he is dependent upon others, most notably an admirer named_________________to bring him food, supplies, mail, etc. To date, no attempts have been made to disrupt Cooper's access to food and supplies, nor has any attempt been made to cut off his utility service. Thus far, the strategy for dealing with Cooper has been to ignore him and let him relax until he feels secure enough to start venturing into town.

To gain intelligence about Cooper, the Lakeside RA has maintained contact with local sources and has_________________for the purpose of_________________. This coverage has been only marginally useful because of the excessive_________________. During the past four months this_________________. Meanwhile, the IRS has maintained a_________________.

In late July 1999 the Phoenix Division got a break in this seemingly interminable fugitive investigation. It was determined that_________________had taken_________________and moved to southern California. Since then, Phoenix, in concert with the other involved federal agencies, has initiated a conference call with_________________and her attorney.
To: Criminal Investigative From: Phoenix
Re: 62E-PX-62617, 08/20/1999

It is not known if Cooper is aware that he has been located by federal investigators. Presumably, he is not maintaining any communication with anyone.

The US Attorney's Office has declined to have an arrest warrant executed. Instead, AUSA [redacted] is arranging for [redacted] and her attorney to come to Phoenix for an arraignment in the near future. At that time, [redacted] will be fully de-briefed, and it is hoped that [redacted]

During the course of the above referenced phone conversation between A/SSRA [redacted] and SSA [redacted] the two agents discussed the use of the [redacted] The Flagstaff RA was advised that the [redacted] was a legitimate investigative technique in such a case and that other logical, legal means could be employed, if necessary, to bring Cooper into custody.

Phoenix investigation continues.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

**
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) on July 29, 1999:

SA asked that a records search be done on whose date of birth is and brother, whose date of birth is. According to Arizona Motor Vehicle Division (AMVD) records, resides at in the town of Arizona. His mailing address is Social Security Account Number (SSAN) is

According to CJIS records, was arrested by the Arizona Department of Public Safety (ADPS) in May, 1997 for Possession of Drug Paraphernalia and Possession of Marijuana. In August, 1990, was arrested for Possessing A Dangerous Weapon and also for possessing a weapon at a school in Stockton, California.

In November, 1996, was arrested by the Mesquite Police Department in Nevada for a DUI. He was also charged by the Mesquite Police Department for Possession of a Hypodermic Device. AMVD records show that resides at
Source, who is not in a position to testify, provided
the following information to Special Agent (SA)
on April 22, 1999:

The Source provided information on a who
apparently has an affiliation with the right wing militia
movement and of Bill Cooper, a federal fugitive and accused tax evader.

married a woman by the name of

Allegedly, are setting up a Web page to
advertise their business. Reportedly, the
have firearms, including a semi-automatic .45 caliber
pistol and another semi-automatic pistol which resembles a Beretta.

[blanks]

is in the process of setting up a business to

Reportedly, will provide items like

etc. claims to be a “patriot.” He brags
about not having an Arizona driver’s license and about not paying
his taxes. He also claims to be

and allegedly he wants to

The Source suspects that may be selling other
products besides. Specifically, the Source
suspects that

Investigation on 4/22/1999 at Lakeside, Arizona
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The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) [redacted] at Lakeside, Arizona on August 24, 1999:

[redacted] (PROTECT IDENTITY) called SA [redacted] at the Lakeside Resident Agency (RA). [redacted] explained that Bill Cooper, the accused tax fugitive, recently sent an Internet response to a statement written by [redacted] (phonetic) who had accused Cooper of smoking marijuana with him sometime back. After Cooper attacked [redacted] statement on the Internet, [redacted] responded on the Internet, saying that he had smoked marijuana with Bill Cooper in Nevada in [redacted]. Apparently, [redacted] said that he and Cooper were in the vicinity of Site 51, a notorious secret government installation in Nevada.

According to [redacted], Bill Cooper has been playing lots of re-runs on his nightly radio program. Recently, he played a re-run which featured members of his family during the program. Last night was a live broadcast of Cooper's radio program, and Cooper said that he would like to slip away if he could. Specifically, he said to a caller from New Orleans that he would love to go out and have Cajun food. [redacted] mentioned that previously on his radio program, Cooper has said that he would like to get away from his house, but he is afraid that he would have to kill a police officer if an officer inadvertently stopped him on the highway.

A couple of months ago on his radio program Cooper mentioned a woman [redacted] who is helping him. Cooper did not specify what sort of help [redacted] was providing, and [redacted] said he has not heard mention of [redacted] since that particular radio program.

[redacted] advised that Cooper has not made mention of his associate [redacted] for quite some time. The last time [redacted] heard Cooper mention [redacted] was when Cooper said that [redacted] helped his family get moved. Cooper also said that [redacted] is working full time.

[redacted] advised that Cooper is presently encouraging people to invest money in offshore banks. Previously, Cooper had encouraged his listeners to set up special trust accounts for the purpose of tax avoidance.
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Synopsis: To document alleged sighting of captioned fugitives.

Details: On 09/03/1998, SA telephoned Scott Garms, the
Police Chief of the Eagar Police Department. Chief Garms
indicated that he had gotten a report from a city employee, (PROTECT IDENTITY), that Bill Cooper and
had been seen in town last weekend.

Following this conversation, SA immediately
 telephoned who is the in:
Eagar, telephone number is

stated that had come to the
earlier in the summer, but until last weekend he does not
recall having seen the Coopers since the end of June 1998.

Last Friday was at a
in Eagar called at approximately 7:00
p.m. While he was there, he was surprised to see Bill Cooper,
said that the Coopers were accompanied by a
who at the time was openly armed with a semi-
automatic pistol. This who is described as a
drove the Coopers in a white Bronco, which
Described as being like the Bronco driven by O.J. Simpson.

 does not know the name of the but he
has seen him around town. estimates his age as being in

b6 b7c b7d
b6 b7c b7d
b6 b7c b7d
has been seen in town paying for the water bill, and he also been observed over at the local Radio Shack.

advised that Bill Cooper is approximately 6'1" or 6'2" tall and weighs about 230 pounds. He is somewhat heavy or paunchy in the middle. Cooper wears eyeglasses. told SA[ ] that he would report any future sightings of Bill Cooper or his family.

Since this information was reported, SA[ ] has contacted [located in Eagar] but the agent has not been able to speak with anyone who can provide more information on the Coopers or whom SA[ ] has spoken with by phone. She seems cooperative, but she has not yet been asked about any possible association with the Coopers. She will be contacted in person soon.

This information will be conveyed to the IRS, US Marshals Service, and AUSA[ ] of the US Attorney's Office.

is one year old. I guess it was never uploaded. File is now 62E-6261.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) [PROTECT IDENTITY] at Lakeside, Arizona on September 13, 1999:

[PROTECT IDENTITY] called SA [PROTECT IDENTITY] and advised that Bill Cooper has apparently terminated his Website on the Internet. [PROTECT IDENTITY] advised that last Friday (September 10), [PROTECT IDENTITY] attempted to access Cooper's Website but was unable to do so. Furthermore, [PROTECT IDENTITY] indicated that lately Bill Cooper's radio program has consisted of taped programs from the past. [PROTECT IDENTITY] suggested that perhaps Bill Cooper has left his residence.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 09/24/99

Two employees of the United Parcel Service (UPS) were interviewed at their place of employment. Both employees asked for complete anonymity, and therefore their names will not be written in this report. The following information was provided:

UPS makes frequent pick-ups at the home of Bill Cooper on Clearview Circle in the town of Eagar, Arizona. Recently, Bill Cooper requested that the UPS driver call him before coming up to his residence. Allegedly, this is because Cooper is sending out fewer items than he used to. Previously, the UPS driver went to Cooper’s house on a daily basis to pick up items being sent out by the Coopers.

About once every week or two, Cooper also receives shipments through UPS. Often times these packages consist of heavy objects weighing over 70 pounds. Supposedly, some of these packages are related to equipment Cooper needs to set up a television studio. The packages that Cooper sends out through UPS are usually small, normally in boxes about 8" x 8" x 12".

Cooper was last seen at his residence yesterday (September 22, 1999). [ ] were last seen at least a month and a half ago.

When making deliveries at Cooper’s home, the UPS driver parks close to the front of Cooper’s residence, and Cooper emerges with a package to deliver. Two dogs are chained outside, one, the Rottweiler named “Crusher” is chained to the right (east) of the house, while the other dog is described which as a “mutt”, is chained on the left side (west). The UPS driver has to be careful to stay out of reach of the dogs which are restricted by chains. On one occasion two or three years ago, the smaller dog whose name is “Sugar Bear”, broke off his leash and bit the UPS driver on his boot.

Cooper has been receiving UPS deliveries at his home for several years. Since arrest warrants were issued over a year ago, UPS employees have not seen Cooper away from his residence, but his late model green Chevy truck has been missing on a couple of occasions. Apparently, [ ] has taken the

Investigation on 09/23/1999 at Lakeside, Arizona
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white Ford Bronco, because that vehicle has not been seen at the residence for some time.

Other than Bill Cooper, only one other individual has been seen at the residence, and that is [redacted] who works for the cable company called [redacted] drives a full-size Ford pickup truck, which is white in color. [redacted] also has access to a company truck which has a tool box on it.

Some months ago a UPS employee, who is not the regular driver for that route, showed up to make a delivery with a new driver. Because of the presence of two drivers, [redacted] came out and confronted the driver about the presence of more than one employee. At the same time, Bill Cooper circled around the outside of the house and watched suspiciously from a distance.

Most deliveries made to the Cooper residence are made in Bill Cooper's name or Harvest Trust. Before coming up to make pick-ups, the UPS driver calls Cooper at his home telephone, (520)333-4543, and asks if there is anything to pick up. Most pick-ups take place between 11:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
Source, who is not in a position to testify, provided the following information to Special Agent (SA) on July 29, 1999:

The Source advised that a resident of has two individuals living with him. One of them is has two individuals living with His Social Security Account Number (SSAN) is The other individual living with His SSAN is

According to the Source, of Bill Cooper, a federal tax fugitive. The Source was not aware if the two also have contact with Bill Cooper.
was interviewed in the U.S. Attorney's Office in Phoenix, Arizona. Also present during the interview were attorneys, Representing the government were of the U.S. Marshal's Service, of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA) was not advised of her Miranda Rights prior to the interview because her attorneys were present, and the subject matter of the interview was not intended to cover issues of

During the interview, provided the following information:

By coincidence, arrived at the Coopers' residence to stay in at the time a Deputy U.S. Marshal attempted to serve a summons on When arrived, he brought with

Investigation on 09/15/1999 at Phoenix, Arizona
File # 62E-PX-62617 -77 Date dictated 09/15/1999
by SA
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always carries a handgun with him.

At first, she said that Bill Cooper's relationship to her was only job was take care of security. Eventually, however, he secured a full-time job with the local cable company. He continues to live in Eagar, and he assists Bill in watching for intruders. Sometimes, she helps Bill perform his nightly radio broadcasts. Prior to moving to Eagar, she used to listen to Bill's radio broadcasts, and then he met her in California while Bill was traveling for a seminar. She and Bill have been acquainted for a couple of years, but she is the person who provides the most support to Bill Cooper since he has been in a fugitive status; other individuals in the town of Eagar also help out on occasion.

Since the federal arrest warrants were issued, Bill Cooper has advised that there are in Cooper's in Eagar.
acknowledged that with the passage of time

left Eagar. explained that after a
nightly radio broadcast, Bill[ ] and he began
to yell[ ] Finally, he said,

When[ ] left the

only took

After spending the first night in a motel in the town
of[ ] Arizona, they drove on to[ ] where
they stayed for two weeks.

insisted that, since[ ] she has had no contact whatever with[ ] She did
mention that Bill had[ ] some
and a note saying that he[ ] said that Cooper attempted to find out through
but[ ] did not reveal
her whereabouts.

acknowledged that in early September, 1998,[ ] she and Bill got[ ]

Bill learned that[ ] had
some money which had been given to[ ] Bill,[ ] after learning of the money, assumed that[ ] had taken the
money from the[ ] and he called his

While this was going on,

That night[ ] left the[ ] and
she drove to[ ] where she stayed in a motel room. The
next day she drove to ________ where she stayed for ten days.

From ________ but she didn't do so. Instead, ________ must showed up at the residence and continued to ________ On this trip, ________ took the Ford Bronco that belongs ________ advised that after her return to Eagar, she

According to ________ Bill Cooper

In addition to the Ford Bronco belonging to the ________ Bill Cooper has a 1958 Chevy and a 1977 Buick Skylark, ________ who continued to live in Cooper's residence at the time of ________ drives a gray or white Ford pickup truck ________ having an extra cab and a CB radio ________ said that Bill does not leave ________ denied that she got involved in ________

_______ was asked about certain things which Cooper had written on his Website ________ denied knowing anything about an alert or mobilization by the Second Continental Army of Republic (SCAR).
Cooper receives frequent deliveries from UPS, and said that the UPS man Coopper dislikes speaking to the media, and he has little contact with his family. mentioned that Cooper perhaps once a year, usually during the Christmas holiday.

believes that Cooper has gas masks at his residence. She denied having any knowledge of bombs or explosives at the house.

recalls that on several occasions individuals came up on the top of the ridge where the Coopers live. When such events would happen, Cooper would leave to confront the "visitors", accompanied by his dog "Crusher". Cooper would then order the visitors off his property, and normally he would be angry after such encounters.

Towards the end of the interview, was asked if there was some way in which Bill Cooper could be persuaded to come in to federal court to answer to the tax charges against him.
At the conclusion of the interview, [name] was asked if she would be willing to take a polygraph examination, and her attorney [name] said he didn't see any problem with this. [name] and her attorneys were then excused, and they said that evening they would be catching a plane and [name].
This investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) at Lakeside, Arizona on November 15, 1999:

___ received a telephone call from__ who is the publisher of a small town newspaper called the ___ advised that last night he had been listening to the nightly radio program of Bill Cooper, who is a nearby resident of_ was upset and concerned because Cooper attacked him over the airwaves and accused_ of being a "Judas" and having sold out to the feds.

During the course of this phone conversation with SA ___ acknowledged that Cooper is an arrogant man and he even strikes out at people who are philosophically aligned with him. ___ expressed concern about the safety of Cooper's ___

___ also advised that about a month ago___ had seen Bill Cooper in the local Safeway store in the town of Springerville, Arizona. Cooper has made statements to the effect that federal agents have rented a house down the street from Cooper's residence, and Cooper claims to know which house it is.

___ mentioned an incident in which he talked to an Eagar, Arizona patrol officer about the possibility of Cooper. Apparently, this information filtered back to Cooper, and___ suspects that this officer has sympathies for Bill Cooper. As a result,___ mentioned that in the future he will only convey information to Scott Garms, who is the Chief of Police.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) at Lakeside, Arizona on November 15, 1999:

(PROTECT IDENTITY) called the Lakeside Resident Agency (RA) and advised SA that Bill Cooper, a fugitive tax protestor,

suggested that this is probably a

also mentioned that a couple of months ago Cooper had on his radio program for two consecutive nights a guest named is notable because he is a former IRS Special Agent who has determined (in his own mind at least) that the U.S. Tax Code is unconstitutional, and therefore he resigned his position as a Special Agent for the federal government. Since then, has been featured on various right-wing or anti-government publications because of his strong views and his opposition to the U.S. Tax Code.

Allegedly, a woman named was on a radio program one day, and listened carefully to what she had to say. Apparently, he was so moved by her statements that he began his own examination into the legalities of the tax code.

is said to be a well-known tax protestor and a vocal opponent of the Federal Reserve Board.

According to has set up his own Website, he appears to be making a living by railing against the constitutionality of federal taxes.

According to sometime ago Cooper had on his radio program some local sheriff's deputies who claimed that the killing of back in the late 1970's was part of a federal conspiracy. Allegedly, federal marshals were killed because they knew too much about what had happened in this case.

also mentioned a conversation he heard on Cooper's radio program when a caller asked Cooper why he lives in such a "barren area." Cooper's response was that if he lived in a big city he would probably be dead because he couldn't protect himself.
Source, who is not in a position to testify, provided the following information on [______________________]

The Source advised that the family of Bill Cooper, who is currently a tax fugitive, is said to be [______________________] on a recent radio broadcast, Cooper remarked that he is "missing the kids." Apparently, Cooper has made a reference on his radio program to the fact that his family has left his residence. [______________________] has returned to the Arizona/New Mexico area.

The Source also advised that [______________________] a fugitive wanted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), was captured in [______________________]. Previously, the Source had advised that [______________________] has connections with a man whose last name is [______________________] who resides in that state.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) at Eagar, Arizona on November 30, 1999:

SA visited in the town of Eagar. checked her computer database and determined that there have been by since June of 1999. said she does not recall seeing visit in recent months. Furthermore, she indicated she has not seen Bill Cooper, for a very long time. did recall having seen on occasion, but when she queried her database, she saw no listing for a or for Bill Cooper in her database.

SA attempted to contact Chief Scott Garms, the Eagar Police Chief, but he was not in his office.

SA made a brief visit to the but had no new information concerning Bill Cooper.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) at Lakeside, Arizona on May 30, 2000:

SA received a phone call from a Criminal Investigator with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). SA advised that he checked the Internet website of Bill Cooper earlier that morning, and he found a "hit" for a daily update, dated May 11 through May 25. In this update, Cooper wrote that he had gotten his television station on the air, and he is broadcasting under the name of "Round Valley Television 15." According to Cooper's website address is:

After receiving this information from SA called Scott Garms, the Police Chief of the town of Eagar, Arizona. Chief Garms advised that very few people in Round Valley receive television transmissions by antenna. Instead, most of the local residents utilize cable television or satellite reception services. Chief Garms indicated he would attempt to locate a television with which he could receive a signal broadcast locally to confirm if Cooper's Internet statement is accurate.
The following investigation was conducted by SA [ ] on 6/8/2000:

Scott Garms, the police chief of the town of Eagar, advised that about a week ago there was an incident on the hilltop in Eagar where the fugitive Bill Cooper lives. At night a local man drove up the hill, and he was accompanied by a woman. Another man, presumably Bill Cooper, drove over and ordered the "intruder" to get off the hill and his property. Bill Cooper could not be positively identified because he was hidden by the headlights of his vehicle.

Later, the "intruder", whose name Garms doesn't recall off hand, filed a complaint with the Eagar Police Department. The man was plainly told of Cooper's fugitive situation and the fact that the town was unlikely to deal with Cooper until federal agents got around to apprehending him for more serious offenses. Garms said he would forward a copy of the incident report to the Lakeside RA.
The following investigation was conducted by SA [ ] at Lakeside, Arizona on 6/30/2000:

SA [ ] returned a call to [ ] who had left a voice mail message the day before. [ ] hom e telephone number is [ ]. During their phone conversation, [ ] asked SA [ ] what the real purpose was of the interview that was held at the [ ]

[ ] stated that he was upset about the tone of the interview, and he felt insulted when he was formally advised of the provisions of the federal harboring statute. [ ] denied harboring Cooper in any way, and he said he had not withheld useful information from federal agents.

[ ] stated that he would call SA [ ] if he contacted Cooper again in the future. He said he was no longer willing to talk to anyone in the federal government about Bill Cooper unless it is SA [ ] said he was offended by Deputy US Marshal [ ] during the interview. [ ] will only talk to other federal agents if their agencies make a formal request through senior DPS management, and then DPS orders [ ] to participate in such an interview.

[ ] reiterated a point he made in the previous interview, that is he said he would be willing to help the federal government with the Cooper situation if someone's life is in danger. [ ] believes Cooper may be developing suicidal tendencies. Other than intervening in a life threatening situation, [ ] said he would rather not be involved with the government's case at all.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) _______ on Lakeside, Arizona on June 29, 2000:

SA _______ received a call from _______ a trooper called [blank], because he was upset about a meeting the previous night which included himself, SA _______, a U.S. Deputy Marshal, and Sergeant (Sgt.) _______. The DPS sergeant and _______ said that he had nothing to hide concerning his relationship with Bill Cooper, who has been a federal fugitive since July, 1998. [Blank] said that he was particularly upset with the tone taken by _______ and he was angry about the way _______ had said that he was embarrassed to be in same room as _______.

[Blank] stated that in the future he would not make any statements to federal agents concerning Bill Cooper unless he was talking to SA _______ alone. Otherwise, _______ said that he would only talk to other federal agents if the FBI made a formal request from _______ through the regular chain of command. Then, if his agency required him to talk, he would speak to whichever federal agent agreed upon by his department.

During this conversation _______ confirmed again that he has had a few face-to-face visits with Bill Cooper, but he said that it had nothing to do with his duties as _______. He also acknowledged having had previous telephone conversations with Bill Cooper.

During the course of this conversation _______ made it clear that he felt insulted when he was formally advised of provisions of the federal harboring statute.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) ___________ at Lakeside, Arizona on July 13, 2000:

SA ___________ received a telephone call from ___________ who is presently a ___________ the office of County Sheriff in Apache County. During this conversation, ___________ acknowledged that recently he paid a visit to the home of Bill Cooper, who is a tax protester and federal fugitive residing on a hilltop in the town of Eagar, Arizona. ___________ a trooper sold ___________ on the idea of visiting Cooper. ___________ explained that ___________ is a ___________ and it was his ___________ belief that Cooper could be an influential voice in the community to persuade citizens ___________.

Although ___________ had misgivings about ___________ idea, ultimately he decided that a good word from Cooper and his supporters was better than a thousand negative words from Cooper, who hosts a radio program in Eagar. ___________ explained that a number of people in the community are quite supportive of Cooper, and there are a few school teachers who listen to him regularly and are quite persuaded by his rhetoric.

In any event, ___________ accompanied by ___________ paid a visit for a couple of hours at Cooper's home. ___________ noted that Cooper has a large, violent-looking dog named Crusher at the residence. Inside Cooper's residence, the house looks quite cluttered, and ___________ described the house as being more or less like a "cow trail." ___________ said that there were boxes and radio equipment stacked up, and it appears that Cooper effectively lives in his kitchen. When SA ___________ mentioned that Cooper's ___________ simply responded that he could understand why.

During the course of his conversation with Cooper, ___________ was asked if he is a "patriot." ___________ appreciating the nuances of the word "patriot," asked Cooper to define his term. Cooper really didn't do so, but nevertheless ___________ provided a response to Cooper's question. He said that if by the word "patriot" Cooper meant men running around with camouflage clothes, then the sheriff's candidate did not consider himself a patriot. If the term "patriot" referred to people who believed in and upheld the Constitution, then ___________ considered himself a true patriot.
Later learned that Cooper had made reference to his house and knocked on the door. Cooper gave a lukewarm endorsement in his statement to the effect that he is not a "true patriot." Apparently, Cooper made a mention of that sometime ago. Cooper's reception of her at his house was hostile. Cooper told her that she had to leave, and when she asked him who he was, he gave his name as "Bill Cooper." It wasn't until later that learned about Bill Cooper's situation with the law.
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Details: The National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime (NCAVC) agents SSA SSA and SSA now the SSRA for the Eugene, Oregon Resident Agency, traveled to Phoenix, Arizona and Bagar, Arizona on captured matter. The primary purpose of this trip was to survey the area around Bagar where Cooper and his family reside. (Cooper and

Prior to the Bagar survey, a meeting was held in Phoenix, Arizona with the following people to discuss captured case:
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USAO/Phoenix

The following background information on Cooper and were discussed at this time:

Both Cooper and were indicted on 06/10/1998, in Arizona for income tax evasion, and bench warrants were issued for them on 07/01/1998. Cooper is well known among members of the nation's militia groups, and he has stated that he will kill any federal agents who attempt to apprehend him. Cooper has also said that he would rather have his family die than be subjected to "federal tyranny". Following the indictments, Cooper isolated himself and his family in their residence which is located at the end of a long road atop a bluff overlooking Eagar. The house, which is in name, is situated so that anyone attempting to drive up the road would be easily seen by Cooper.

The Phoenix FBI had been coordinating with both the U.S. Marshals Service (USMS) as well as the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) in their investigations of Cooper. The USMS is responsible for the apprehension of Cooper and the tax investigation was being conducted by the IRS. The Bureau's role at the time of this meeting was to provide a tactical response plan should Cooper resist arrest and resort to violence. FBI case agent SA was also a primary source of intelligence for all the agencies since neither the USMS or the IRS had agents assigned in that rural area of eastern Arizona.

According to investigators, Cooper does not interact with members of his community, and it is anticipated there would be minimal community support for him should his arrest result in a stand-off.

There were reports of several incidents in which Cooper either threatened or assaulted someone. In one incident, Cooper threatened a former black police chief and appeared to be shielding himself from the officer using Reports of friends and acquaintances indicate that Cooper had on prior occasions. (Subsequent investigation conducted by Phoenix indicates that

Cooper had been described by those who knew him and interacted with him as being paranoid, having a sense of grandiosity, hypersensitive to real or perceived criticism;
possessing a sense of entitlement and a belief system susceptible to conspiracy theories.

Cooper is believed to possess a variety of weapons including a 50 caliber sniper rifle, and a 45 caliber pistol. He also owns a Rottweiler guard dog.

In order to determine the identity and number of visitors to Cooper's residence...

As the investigation continues, the importance of obtaining additional detailed and current information regarding Cooper, his [ ] their lifestyle, habits, family, friends, etc., was emphasized.

At this time, no further request for assistance has been made of the NCAVC, and no work remains outstanding. This lead is considered covered.
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Synopsis: To request technical assistance from Squad 20.

Details: On 9/28/98 a meeting was held at the US Attorney’s Office in Phoenix concerning the fugitive status of Bill Cooper and [Redacted]. Both have been indicted by IRS on federal tax evasion charges. Cooper has vowed to shoot any federal agents who attempt to arrest him.

Attending this meeting were high level representatives of the US Marshals Service, IRS, US Attorney’s Office, and ASAC Ray Churay of the Phoenix Division. Participants were updated on the status of Bill Cooper, who appears to have come out into town recently, an event not anticipated this soon in his self-imposed exile at his hilltop home in the town of Eagar.

During the meeting it was determined that more intelligence was needed on Cooper’s activities, but the time was not yet right for deploying a team to conduct surveillance or to arrest him. Instead, it was determined that the Phoenix Division would examine the feasibility of using technical means to monitor Cooper’s activities.

Another inter-agency planning meeting will held in the future after more intelligence on Cooper’s activities has been gathered and assessed. On 9/29/98 SA [Redacted] contacted SA [Redacted] in Lakeside and scheduled a site survey to be conducted in Eagar on October 6 and 7.
The following investigation was conducted by Special
Agent (SA) at Lakeside, Arizona on October 12,
2000:

SA called a Deputy U.S. Marshal
who works in Phoenix, Arizona. SA called to
determine if the U.S. Marshals Service (USMS) intends to take
proactive measures to apprehend Bill Cooper, a fugitive now
residing in the town in Eagar, Arizona. replied that he
had submitted a proposal for surveilling Cooper's residence, but
boss had told him that his agency would not carry out any
operations against Bill Cooper until after the new calendar year
begins.

During this phone conversation, confirmed that
Bill Cooper's had visited him a few months ago, and the
had said that a woman was planning to move in with Bill
Cooper. Apparently, this woman is Cooper's present girlfriend.
Supposedly, Cooper and the woman spent a weekend at the Thunder
Horse Ranch, which lies just outside of Lakeside.

reminded that a visit had been paid
by SA to the Thunder Horse Ranch a couple of years ago, and
the ranch should have advised the FBI of
Cooper's presence there. recommended against taking any
action against the Thunder Horse Ranch, because any
contact now would simply let Cooper know that he was still being
watched and monitored. Reluctantly, SA agreed with this
line of reasoning although he would have liked to have "gotten in
the face" of of the Thunder Horse Ranch.
Source, who is not in a position to testify, provided the following information to Special Agent (SA) ____________________________

The Source advised that ____________________________ close to Bill Cooper, a militia radio talk show host, who is currently the subject of a federal tax warrant in Arizona.

______________________________

The Source advised that the ____________________________ used to reside at ____________________________ Apparenty they resided at that address for about ____________________________

The Source believes that the ____________________________ probably became earnest listeners of Bill Cooper's radio show before deciding to move out to ____________________________

The Source also provided a copy of a letter written to ____________________________ concerning letters to the ____________________________

This letter is not related to Bill Cooper.

______________________________

Investigation on 09/28/2000 at Lakeside, Arizona

File # 62E-PX-62617 Date dictated 09/28/2000

by SA /dkm

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE  
To: Phoenix  
From: Phoenix  
Squad 13, Flagstaff RA  
Contact: SA  

Date: 01/29/2001  
Attn: Rotor 13  

Approved By:  
Drafted By: J:dh  

Case ID #: 62E-PX-62617 (Pending)  
Title: MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, a.k.a., Bill Cooper-FUGITIVE;  
AOT-DT;  

ARMED AND DANGEROUS  

Synopsis: Request for change of title and reassignment of case:  

Administrative: Per conversation between SSRA and SA this matter is being re-classified as an AOT-DT matter.  

Details: Special Agent (SA) transferred from the Lakeside Resident Agency (RA) to the Provo RA in December of 2000. Recently, SA of the Flagstaff RA was notified that he was being re-assigned to the Lakeside RA to work Domestic Terrorism (DT) matters.  

Due to the nature of the above captioned matter and due to the fact that Milton William Cooper has stated that he will kill any federal officers who attempt to arrest him for Income Tax Evasion, it is recommended that this matter be re-instated as matter and reassigned to SA  

ARMED AND DANGEROUS  

**
Precedence: ROUTINE
Date: 05/08/2001

To: Houston
Attn: Squad CT-2
Phoenix

From: Dallas
Tyler RA
Contact: SA

Approved By:

Drafted By: A:jah

Case ID #: 62E-PX-62617 (INFO ONLY) (Pending) -92
2

Title: AOT-VC
OO: DALLAS

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: Information concerning possible threats against and Milton William Cooper.

Reference: Serial 9

Enclosure(s): Enclosed for Phoenix is one copy of referenced Houston EC to Dallas, dated 4/18/2001 and a copy of the enclosures included with the EC.

Details: For information of Houston and Phoenix, During April 2001, voluntarily appeared at the Tyler Office of the FBI and furnished information concerning on a one time basis. His information was related to local authorities handling the case. He is not a source for the FBI and is not known to be a source for any local authorities. Both and local authorities have been advised of the possible threats against.

For information of Phoenix, a Preliminary Inquiry has been initiated by the Dallas Office concerning Investigation initiated subsequent to receipt of a request for assistance from Texas Ranger Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS) and the Henderson County Sheriff's Office in obtaining background information concerning in effort to
facilitate the execution of state felony warrants that were
issued for the arrest of__________ On 12/24/99, ________
were stopped by a DPS officer during a
routine traffic stop. Both were armed at the
time of the stop. ________ gave no resistance and was arrested for
weapons violations. ________ became involved in a fight with the
officer wherein he bit the officer and attempted to take control
of the officer's weapon. Another officer arrived on the scene
and assisted in arresting ________. was later released on bond
and subsequently indicted by a state grand jury for two felony
counts of assaulting a police officer and attempting to take a
weapon from a police officer. ________ resides on ________ in a
rural area in ________ County. Sources have advised local
authorities that ________ and has
threatened to shoot any police officers that come on his
property. Sources have advised local authorities that ________ has
previously been associated with the Republic of
Texas. He has a locked gate at the entrance to his property with
signs warning authorities to stay off his property. Sources have
advised that ________ has stated that he plans to

Local authorities believe that others
sympathetic to ________ views concerning the government might also
be living on ________ property. Approximately a year and a half
ago, ________ filed for divorce from her husband with
________. They are believed to be living on ________ property.
The husband has been ________ Local
authorities have attempted to serve papers concerning this
custody suit and have not been allowed on ________ property. The
husband has been threatened with a gun by ________ to stay away from
the property.

For information of Houston, ________ is
subject of Phoenix case 625-PX-62617 and information concerning
________ can be obtained from FOIMS. ________ is a fugitive
similar in circumstances to ________

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

++
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Precedence: PRIORITY

To: Dallas
Houston

From: Houston
Texas City R.A.

Date: 04/18/2001

Attn: SSA
DOMTER Squad - Dallas
SSA CT-2

Title:
AOT-DT-VC;
CO:DL

Synopsis: Information from Houston CW regarding identification of possible source.

Enclosure(s): E-mail messages received from

Details: On 4/18/2001, reliable Houston source provided the attached two E-mail messages to Houston (Texas City R.A.) agent.

The first E-mail message was sent by unknown to Houston. The message was posted to the

According to [Redacted] is much more vocal than it is active and it's leadership is more concerned with being the dominant force in the militia movement than in actually conducting anti-government activities.

In the message, [Redacted] exhorts recipients of the E-mail to attempt to locate [their local militia county coordinators or commanding officer nearest them].
[Redacted] does not say why this should be done but the obvious inference is that perceived informant relationship.
To: Dallas From: Houston
Re: _, 04/18/2001

The second E-mail is more threatening but somewhat confusing. It was posted to the [ ], but appears to be a forwarding from someone who uses the E-mail address of [ ] This message from [ ] Unknown to Houston is how the name MILTON WILLIAM COOPER enters the message. In the message [ ]

that will come to MILTON WILLIAM COOPER. However, then goes on to say he has identified the aforementioned "EIT informant" as [ ]

Houston of course has no knowledge to determine whether [ ] is a source of the Dallas division or possibly a source for the State of Texas or a local agency. Regardless of whether [ ] is a source of law enforcement, he is believed to be so and his life has been threatened. Therefore, the following lead is being set.
LEAD(s): 

Set Lead 1:

DALLAS

AT DALLAS

Set Lead 2:

DALLAS

Set Lead 3:

HOUSTON

AT HOUSTON

++

3
Source, who is not in a position to testify, provided the following information:

has contacted [ ] and stated that he is willing to make arrangements for [ ] Cooper. As the Department of Economic Security (DES) has [ ] which have not been to make the arrangements for [ ] Cooper, DES is considering allowing [ ] inasmuch as after [ ] Cooper. DES would file [ ]

Investigation on 04/26/01 at Pinetop-Lakeside, AZ

File # 62E-PX-62617-93 Date dictated 05/04/01

by SÁ

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it is not to be distributed outside your agency.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) [Redacted] at Eagar, Arizona on August 3, 2001:

SA [Redacted] contacted Chief B. Scott Grams and Detective (Det.) [Redacted] of the Eagar Police Department (APD) who had requested a meeting with SA [Redacted] concerning Bill Cooper.

Recently a local Eagar doctor and his family had driven up a mountainside in order to overlook the Eagar valley and spend some time together. Shortly after arriving on the mountainside, Bill Cooper approached the doctor and threatened him that if he didn't depart, Cooper would kill him. Some words were exchanged and the doctor, with his family, departed.

Cooper followed the doctor down the mountainside and back to the doctor's residence, where he once again confronted the doctor. The doctor informed Cooper that he would call the police if Cooper did not leave. At this time, Cooper walked back to his truck and retrieved a pistol, returned to the doctor and pointed it at the head of the doctor telling him if he ever came back, Cooper would kill him. Cooper then departed the area.

It is believed by Chief Grams and Det [Redacted] that Cooper, at times, places himself in a position where he does not have a firearm in his possession, though close at hand in his vehicle, and is vulnerable to arrest.
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent (SA) Arizona on August 8 and 9, 2001:

Sergeant (Sgt.) of the Springerville Office of the Arizona Department of Public Safety (DPS) contacted SA and stated that on Friday through Saturday, August 3-4, 2001, the DPS Special Operations Unit (SOU) had been called out to assist the Snowflake-Taylor Police Department (STPD) during a barricade situation in Arizona. Sgt. stated that after negotiations broke down, the SOU fired between 80-100 rounds of CS gas into the residence of Ultimately exited the residence and was taken into custody.

Prior to exiting the residence, located at Arizona, fired several rounds from inside the residence. Upon exiting, it was discovered that had been injured during the firing of the CS gas into the residence. had been struck in the hand by one of the rounds. DPS ultimately transported down to Phoenix, Arizona for treatment.

According to Sgt. has been seen by Sgt. at the residence of Bill Cooper in Eagar, Arizona. Sgt. lives near Cooper and is able to see who enters and exits Cooper's property.

An Arizona driver's license was run on which provided the following identifiable information:

Name:
Date of Birth:
Sex:
Race:
Height:
Weight:
Hair:
Eyes:
Social Security:
Driver's License:
Address:
An NCIC Criminal History was run on [redacted] which revealed numerous weapons offenses and escape.
Source, who is not in a position to testify, provided the following information:

Source advised that information indicates that deputies for Apache County Sheriff's Department working under Sheriff Brian Hounshell will try to get the names of the who are involved.

Source advised that Bill Cooper, a militia radio talk show host, who is currently subject of a federal tax warrant in Arizona, is the belief of the Source that Bill Cooper could be picked up without incident. Source advised that Bill Cooper continues to use illegal short wave radio to pass on his militia philosophy. This talk show is recorded and sent to other militia affiliated radio stations throughout the United States.

Investigation on 05/08/2001 at Alpine, Arizona

File # 62E-PX-62617 Date dictated 05/14/2001
by SA /clp

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
McVeigh listened to militia-inspired Arizona broadcaster

By Mark Shaffer
The Arizona Republic

EAGAR — He lives in the only house atop a high mesa with a bird's-eye view of scenic Round Valley.

Better to broadcast that way and look out for agents of the federal government, say friends of William Cooper, whose apocalyptic, militia-inspired shortwave radio programs attracted Timothy McVeigh as a regular listener in the months before the Oklahoma City bombing.

When McVeigh needed written inspiration, he repeatedly read William Pierce's The Turner Diaries. However, McVeigh is said to have turned his shortwave dial to Cooper's inventive for verbal inspiration. James Nichols, brother of Oklahoma bombing co-defendant Terry Nichols, testified about Cooper's broadcasts in 1996 during a pretrial hearing in Oklahoma City.

McVeigh even paid a personal visit to Cooper, who at the time was living and broadcasting 30 miles up the highway in St. Johns, a couple of

Tom McCombs, chief deputy marshal for the district of Arizona, did not return phone calls regarding Cooper.

Cooper noted on his Web site that he sent most of his family out of the country in 1999 for "security reasons" and that "they are now safe from Nazi Jack-Booted Thugs."

In more recent entries on his Web site, Cooper says that he was not able to attend his mother's funeral because of a threat from the "Nazi Gestapo" and that federal agents had attempted to coerce his daughter into helping with his apprehension.

"I am prepared and ready for them. I will resist this tyranny even unto death," Cooper posted on his Web site.

Udall said the only way the situation can be handled peacefully is if federal agents will answer Cooper's questions about the government's right to collect taxes.

"Someone is going to die if they go up there with force because Bill carries a handgun on himself at all times," Udall said.
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From: Phoenix
Squad 13, Pinetop-Lakeside RA
Contact: SA

Approved By: 
Drafted By: djh
Case ID #: 62E-PX-62617 (Pending)

Title: CHANGED
aka
AOT-DT-FIREARMS;

CHANGED
MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, aka
Bill Cooper-FUGITIVE (DECEASED);
FUGITIVE INVESTIGATIONS
FOR OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES;
VCMO-FU;

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: Leads set to interview Domestic Terrorism sources regarding threats.

Previous Title: Title marked "Changed" to reflect removal of WCC from caption. Title previously carried as AOT-DT-WCC-FIREARMS; "
aka

Title marked "changed" to reflect Milton William Cooper as deceased. Title previously carried as "MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, aka Bill Cooper-FUGITIVE; FUGITIVE INVESTIGATIONS FOR OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES; VCMO-FU;."

Details: Milton William "Bill" Cooper is a Right Wing "patriot," who was nationally known in the Militia movement for his controversial broadcasts by means of short wave radio. Cooper also maintained a web site wherein he espoused his anti-government rhetoric and threatened to kill any law enforcement officer(s) who attempted to arrest him.

In 1998 was charged by the Internal Revenue Service for failure to pay taxes and an attempt to serve him with a summons resulted in his refusal to accept the summons and his ordering a Deputy United States (U.S.) Marshal off his property. Subsequently, a federal warrant was issued for the arrest of Cooper.

To date, no attempt to arrest Cooper has been made by the U.S. Government for two reasons. First, Cooper had threatened to have a shoot out with anyone attempting to arrest him and he had the means to do so. In addition, Cooper's house sat on a hill top with a 360 degree view of anyone approaching his residence, and second, Cooper had imprisoned himself at his residence where he would not come off the mountainside. The FBI and U.S. Marshall's Service did not wish to cause another Ruby Ridge type of situation and therefore, Cooper's activities were simply monitored pending his departure from his residence and a safe way to effect an arrest.

On numerous occasions, individuals would drive up to a cul-de-sac near Cooper's residence where they would watch the sun set. On each occasion, Cooper would drive down to them and threaten to kill them if they did not depart. Approximately two months ago, [dove up to the cul-de-sac to observe the sun set. Cooper approached and ordered them off the mountainside.]

Apparently some words were exchanged and [departed and drove home. Cooper followed to his residence and approached him in his parking lot where an argument ensued with Cooper poking in the chest with his finger. grabbed Cooper's finger and bent it back, ordering Cooper off his property or he would call the police. Cooper retreated to his pickup truck and retrieved a semi-automatic pistol which he cocked and pointed at telling him that if he ever saw him again, Cooper would kill him. This
incident was reported to the Eagar Police Department and a warrant was issued for the arrest of Cooper for aggravated assault.

On November 5, 2001, The Apache County Sheriff's Office (ACSO) attempted to arrest Cooper via a rouse. Utilizing a pickup truck with a Lieutenant and female deputy inside and four ACSO SWAT team members in the bed, parked near Cooper's cul-de-sac. An ACSO SWAT van was parked at the base of the hill as backup. Approximately ten-minutes after setting up, Cooper came out of his residence and drove down to the pickup truck where a verbal confrontation ensued, with Cooper ordering them off the hillside. At this point, the four SWAT Team members identified themselves.

Cooper drove away from the scene back to his residence, followed on foot by at least two of the SWAT Team members from the bed of the truck. One ACSO Deputy arrived at Cooper's residence just as Cooper was exiting his truck. Cooper fired several rounds from a .357 revolver, striking Deputy Marinas twice in the head. At this point, the second Deputy arrived and fired nine rounds from his service .45, striking Cooper numerous times and killing him.

Shortly after the shooting, the arrived at the residence of and threatened him that as he was the cause of Cooper being killed, several militia units from California and possibly other places, would be sending individuals who would kill him and the law enforcement agencies involved in this incident. According to reliable source information and

is currently on state probation for providing a false "International Driving Permit" to an Arizona Department of Public Safety (DPS) Officer. In addition, has previously been convicted in California of felony selling and furnishing Marijuana and Hashish. Therefore, based on both of these, is currently a prohibited possessor.

This information was not known to the Arizona DPS when Officer pulled over several times and discovered a pistol on the front seat of vehicle. In addition, approximately a month ago, an Assistant Scout Master for the son, saw two rifles in the trunk of vehicle along with what appeared to be a couple of cases of ammunition.

Another reliable source has provided information that
According to all involved, [Redacted] is very upset over the death of Cooper and though Cooper has alienated himself from the mainstream militia movement, Cooper may have other individuals who are listeners and/or followers who also believe a shoot out with law enforcement is necessary. It is unknown as to whether or not the [Redacted] have contact with any of these individuals but it is a concern in light of what has happened.
CONTACT Domestic Terrorism sources to determine if they have any information concerning plans to travel to Arizona for support or to attend the funeral of William Cooper. In addition, determine whether they have any information concerning retaliation for the shooting of Cooper. Please note the deadline for response due to the expiration of Preliminary Inquiry.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
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Date: 11/15/2001

To: Counterterrorism

Phoenix

From: Milwaukee

Squad 5/MRA

Contact: SA khm

Approved By: W

Drafted By: H:khm

Case ID #: (Pending) 62E-PX-62617 (Pending)

Title: aka

AOT-DT-FIREARMS;

MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, aka
Bill Cooper - FUGITIVE (DECEASED);

FUGITIVE INVESTIGATIONS FOR
OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES;
VCMO - FU;

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: No positive information developed by Milwaukee Division re captioned investigation. Lead considered covered.

Reference: Serial 9

Details: For information of Phoenix, captioned subjects are unknown to Domestic Terrorism sources in the Milwaukee Division. Milwaukee considers this lead covered.
LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1:

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON, DC

Read and clear.

Set Lead 2:

PHOENIX

AT PINETOP, AZ

Read and clear.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
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ARMS AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: No positive information obtained.


The Kansas City Division has no information to indicate travel plans to Arizona for support of or to attend the funeral of William Cooper. There is no known retaliation for the shooting of Cooper.

Due to deadline of 11/16/2001, Kansas City was unable to query all domestic terrorism sources. Kansas City will check remaining sources and if positive information obtained, Phoenix will be immediately notified.

This lead is considered covered at Kansas City.

ARMS AND DANGEROUS
To: Phoenix
From: Kansas City
Re: (Pending) 62E-PX-62617 (Pending), 11/15/2001
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: DEADLINE 11/16/2001
To: Phoenix
Attn: SA

From: Little Rock
Squad 5
Contact: SA

Approved By: 

Drafted By: E: jes

Case ID #: 62E-PX-62617 (Pending)

Title: aka
AOT-DT-FIREARMS

MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, aka
Bell Cooper-FUGITIVE (DECEASED);
FUGITIVE;
FUGITIVE INVESTIGATIONS
FOR OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES;
VCMO-FU

Synopsis: To report contact with source.

Details: On 11/14/2001, a Little Rock confidential informant (hereinafter source) who has been active in the "patriot and militia" movement was contacted regarding captioned matter.

The source advised that he/she had discussed the Cooper incident with Source surmised that Cooper's problem with the Government was personal in nature and that his views were not representative of the overall militia movement.

Source did not believe that the militia movement would support any further activity, Source had no information re travel to Arizona.
LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1: (Adm)

PHOENIX

AT PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Read and clear. No paper copies to follow.

♦♦R
Officers kill militia voice; deputy shot

Broadcaster was wanted man

By Mark Shaffer
The Arizona Republic

EAGAR — One of the country's most influential militia radio broadcasters was killed early Tuesday in a hail of gunfire when law officers tried to arrest him on a warrant accusing him of aggravated assault.

William Milton Cooper, 58, whose apocalyptic, constitutionalist shortwave radio programs were a major influence on Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh, was shot to death after Cooper shot and critically wounded an Apache County sheriff's deputy who had tried to arrest him, officers said.

The officer, Robert Marinez, 40, was listed in critical condition at St Joseph's Hospital and Medical Center in Phoenix.

Apache County Sheriff Brian Hounshell said Marinez, a former Marine and Persian Gulf War veteran, was shot twice in the head by what was believed to be a .45-caliber pistol. The officer was expected to survive, Hounshell said, after undergoing two hours of surgery Tuesday morning. Marinez's skull was fractured, and surgeons removed bone fragments from near his brain, the sheriff said.

See MILITA Page A2
Cooper had been indicted on federal charges of failing to pay taxes from 1992 to 1994 and became a fugitive after failing to appear for a U.S. District Court hearing in Phoenix three years ago.

Scott Garms, Eager's police chief, said he had urged federal law officers to stay away from Cooper's two-story compound, high on a mesa overlooking Round Valley, because militia group members do not recognize the legitimacy of federal law officers.

“We certainly didn't want to make him a martyr,” Garms said.

The police chief said the effort to arrest Cooper became a local law enforcement matter in July after Cooper ordered a local man to leave land that Cooper did not own atop the mesa and then followed the man about two miles to his home. Cooper then pulled a gun and pointed it at the man's face, Garms said. That resulted in a warrant for Cooper's arrest.

Seventeen officers were involved in the operation, which started at 11:40 p.m. Monday, Garms and Hounshell said.

Garms said a group of undercover officers in a pickup truck pretended to be "people just acting normal up there at night" in a ruse to draw Cooper out of his house to adjoining property 200 yards away. But Cooper surprised the officers by driving, not walking, to them, and he never left the vehicle during a verbal altercation.

During that confrontation, a second undercover police vehicle drove to Cooper's property line and blocked the road, Garms said. But on the way back to his house, Cooper drove off the side of the road and tried to run over sheriff's Sgt. Steve Brown, who dived out of the way, Hounshell said.

Cooper then parked his vehicle in front of his house, and Martinez followed him toward his front door while admonishing him to surrender, Hounshell said. Near the door, Cooper turned and fired an undetermined number of rounds at Martinez, who was wearing a bulletproof vest but no helmet, Hounshell said, adding that officers had not seen Cooper's handgun before he fired it.

At that point, another sheriff's deputy who had been at the side of Cooper's home, approached Cooper and opened fire. Hounshell said he did not know where or how many times Cooper was struck, saying a state Department of Public Safety shooting-review team had been dispatched to the site. Hounshell declined to identify the officer.

Cooper had said numerous times on his radio show, Hour of the Time, and posted on his Web site, that he had been under siege by "Nazi jackbooted thugs." He also had solicited donations for what he said was his fight against the U.S. government, which he said was responsible for the 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City.

"He had vowed that he would not be taken alive," said Tom McCombs, a spokesman for the U.S. Marshal's Service in Phoenix.

Garms said Cooper's radio show had been off the air for about a month because of a shortage of money. But in one of his last programs, Garms said, Cooper had accused the federal government of the Sept. 11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center in New York City.

Glenn Jacobs, a Round Valley newspaper publisher and friend of Cooper, said he didn't think the police operation was unjustified.

"I think Bill just went nuts. He was looking for martyrdom anyway and swore he would never surrender," Jacobs said. "They had him dead to rights on the aggravated assault."

Jacobs also said that if the sheriff's deputies had allowed Cooper to enter his house, "they would have had a bloodbath on their hands."

"He kept an AK-47 just inside his front door by a magazine rack," Jacobs said.

A spokesman for a group that tracks militias said the shooting wasn't surprising given Cooper's history. In addition to his show, he was known within the militia movement for an influential book called Behold a Pale Horse, in which he wrote about global elites and conspiracies.

"For more than 3½ years, he had been holed up in his house in Eager, threatening to kill police officers and federal agents," said Mark Potok of the Southern Poverty Law Center. "He was talked about as a guy who talked crazy and made a lot of threats. The reality is that people like him are frequently exceedingly dangerous."

James Nichols, brother of Oklahoma bombing co-defendant Terry Nichols, said during a 1996 court proceeding that McVeigh had been a regular listener of Cooper's programs in the months leading up to the Murrah bombing.
Precedence: DEADLINE 11/16/2001  
Date: 12/03/2001

To: Phoenix  
Attn: Pinetop-Lakeside RA

From: Portland  
Squad 9
Contact: SA

Approved By: 
Drafted By: S:csc

Case ID #: 62E-PX-62617 (Pending)

Title: AOT-DT-FIREARMS;

MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, aka 
Bill Cooper-FUGITIVE (DECEASED);
FUGITIVE INVESTIGATIONS
FOR OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES;
VCMO-FU;

Synopsis: To report results of investigation at Portland. Lead covered.

Reference: Serial 9
62E-PX-62617 Serial 98

Details: Investigation at Portland consisted of writer contacting several local, state and federal agencies, to include those within the FBI in Portland who work Domestic Terrorism matters. Those who were contacted had no positive information to report. Results of this investigation were negative.

Portland considers this lead covered.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 11/29/2001

To: Phoenix

From: Phoenix
Squad 13, Pinetop-Lakeside RA
Contact: SA

Approved By: VR
Drafted By: J: djh

Case ID #: 62E-PX-62617 (Pending)

Title: MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, aka
Bill Cooper - FUGITIVE (DECEASED);
FUGITIVE INVESTIGATIONS
FOR OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES;
VCMO-FUG;

Synopsis: Closure of case due to the death of Milton William Cooper.

Details: On Tuesday, November 6, 2001, at approximately 12:15 a.m., Milton William Cooper was killed in a shootout with Apache County Sheriff's Office (ACSO) Deputies at his residence located in Eagar, Arizona.

In 1998, a federal warrant was issued for the arrest of Cooper charging him with Income Tax Evasion. As this warrant was a misdemeanor and due to Cooper's repeated threats of violence and the belief that Cooper's residence had been converted to a fortress, Federal Agents chose not to pursue an arrest of Cooper at his residence.

Cooper self-imposed himself to house arrest for several years. However, on numerous occasions, Cooper would approach individuals who had driven up the hillside where his residence was located and threaten them if they did not depart. Cooper appeared to become more and more unstable and on at least two separate occasions, Cooper threatened individuals with a firearm, including a local doctor whom Cooper followed off the hillside and approached in the doctor's driveway.

Based upon these incidents, an arrest warrant was obtained by the Eagar Police Department. On numerous occasions, Federal Agents recommended against attempting to arrest Cooper at his residence. However, on the evening of Monday, November 5,
To: Phoenix  From: Phoenix  
Re: 62B-PX-62617, 11/29/2001

2001, a plan was set into motion by members of the Apache County to arrest Cooper near his residence utilizing a ruse.

After the death of Cooper, there was a concern about retaliation from other individuals, in particularly during Cooper's funeral. However, the only individual who was making loud noises concerning Cooper's death is currently on State probation. This individual, was contacted by his Probation Officer and informed that if he associated with any individuals who had a felony record or was wanted, or if he created problems, his probation would be revoked and he would be taken into custody.

A Command Post was set up at the ACSO Round Valley Substation starting the day prior to Cooper's funeral and extending into the day after the funeral. No incidents were reported by any law enforcement agency and the Command Post was disassembled.

Based upon the death of Cooper, it is requested that this case be closed at this time.
Source, who is not in a position to testify, provided the following information:

On November 06, 2001, Source was telephonically contacted by SA and questioned regarding the Apache County Sheriff's Office attempted arrest and subsequent gunfight resulting in the death of Bill Cooper and an Apache County Sheriff's Officer being wounded. Source advised that Bill Cooper in the past year had "gone crazy". Source advised that Cooper's illegal radio program had gotten more and more radical in the last few months. The local militia and patriot movement of the White Mountain area has stated that Bill Cooper brought these problems on himself. Source advised that the militia/patriot movement is not interested in

Source advised that

Source advised that and the former Bill Cooper

Source advised that

Source advised that to his knowledge, there will be no movement by the militia/patriot movement

Source advised that apparently is

Source advised that this

Source advised that bbtains money from Source

Source advised that recently, traded a

Source advised that could be dangerous if attempting to arrest him due to his

Source advised that he recently spoke with

used to be a

Investigation on 11/06/2001 at Lakeside, Arizona

File # 62E-PX-62617 Date dictated 11/07/2001

by SA clp

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Source advised that he utilizes his henchmen. Source advised that he utilizes the power to keep people in place, to sway the vote, and to influence people to do things that he wants done. Source advised that he runs his organization like the mafia. The person acts like his "muscle." Source advised that the people are tired of the situation; however, due to his control of the county, he is expected to continue to remain
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE  Date: 12/04/2001
To: Phoenix

Attn: Squad 13,
Pinegrove-Lakeside, PA

From: Atlanta
Squad 18/Joint Terrorism Task Force
Contact: SA

Approved By: [Signature]
Drafted By: [Signature]

Case ID #: 62E-PX-62617 (Pending), 1020

Title: aka
AOT-DT-FIREARMS;
MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, aka
Bill Cooper-FUGITIVE (DECEASED);
FUGITIVE INVESTIGATIONS
FOR OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES;
VCMO-FU;

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: Lead covered to interview domestic terrorism source.

Details: In an electronic communication dated 11/07/01, Phoenix set a lead to interview sources for information regarding travel to William Cooper's funeral. An Atlanta source with contacts among right-wing extremists was asked if he/she had any information suggesting that Georgia-based people would attend. The source had said there had been no discussions of the issue in among those in his/her contact.

Lead covered.
LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

PHOENIX

AT PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Read and clear.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

★★
March 30, 1999

Guadalupe Gonzalez
Special Agent in Charge
Federal Bureau of Investigation
201 East Indianola, Suite 400
Phoenix, AZ 85012

Re: Milton William Cooper

Dear SAC Gonzalez:

The above-named individuals are both presently fugitives for failing to appear in federal court pursuant to an indictment charging them both with tax evasion. Arrest warrants have been issued for both.

Enclosed is a letter from James B. Collie, Chief of the Criminal Investigation Division for the Internal Revenue Service describing Cooper’s background and his stated intentions to forcefully resist any government efforts to arrest him in connection with these charges. In light of his clearly stated intentions and his apparent ability to carry those out, we are making every effort to proceed cautiously in attempting to effect the arrest of Cooper and To accomplish that goal, we have been meeting informally to plan the best way to proceed.

Please consider this letter my formal request for your agency to join our office, the IRS and the U.S. Marshal’s in a formal task force to safely accomplish this objective. Please feel free to call me or my Criminal Chief, Tom Hannis, if you have any questions concerning this matter. Thank you for your anticipated cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

JOSÉ JESUS RIVERA
United States Attorney
District of Arizona

JJR: TPH: vmm

pc: James B. Collie
March 30, 1999

James B. Collie  
Chief, Criminal Investigation Division  
Internal Revenue Service  
210 East Earll Drive  
Phoenix, AZ 85012

Re: Cooper 

Dear Mr. Collie:

I am writing in response to your letter describing the formation of an informal task force composed of representatives of this office, your office, the FBI, and the U.S. Marshal’s Service for the purpose of sharing intelligence concerning the above-named individuals and formulating a plan for their safe arrest. None of us want another incident like the ones at Waco or Ruby Ridge and we appreciate your concerns. We will contact both the FBI and the U.S. Marshal’s and formally request them to assist in this project. Thank you for bringing this matter to my attention.

Sincerely yours,

JOSÉ de JESUS RIVERA  
United States Attorney  
District of Arizona

THOMAS P. HANNIS  
Chief, Criminal Section

TPH:vmm
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

Date: 03/12/2002

To: Phoenix

Attn: ECU

From: Phoenix

Squad 13, Pinetop-Lakeside RA

Contact: SA

Approved By: DVR

Drafted By: J: djh

Case ID #: 62E-PX-62617 (Closed)

Title: MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, aka

Bill Cooper - FUGITIVE (DECEASED);

FUGITIVE INVESTIGATIONS FOR

OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES;

Synopsis: Destruction of evidence.

Administrative: Per telephone call between SA and AUSA and telephone call between SA and of the ECU on March 12, 2002.

Details: This case was closed after the death of Milton William Cooper during a shootout with Apache County Sheriff's Deputies. As Cooper is deceased and there will be no prosecution in this case, Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA) granted permission to destroy items found in the Evidence Control Room (ECU) numbers 1B1, legal documents prepared by Bill Cooper and provided by Chief, Scott Carms of the T Peaks Police Department and 1C1.

**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precedence</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Immediate</td>
<td>□ Top Secret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Priority</td>
<td>□ Secret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✗ Routine</td>
<td>□ Confidential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Sensitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Unclassified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To: Lakeside R A  

Facsimile Number: 

Attn:  

From: Phoenix  

Subject: William Cooper  

Special Handling Instructions:  

Originator's Name:  

Telephone:  

Originator's Facsimile Number:  

Approved:  

Brief Description of Communication Faxed: just a new item on his web page.  

Number of Pages: 9  

Time Transmitted: 5:20 p.m.  
Sender's Initials:  

Date: 5/12/99  

Please put in file

Thank you.

SAC

See reverse side

Office

Offshore Secrets Network!


Did you know that the wealthiest People of the world have most or all of their assets offshore? Did you know that assets held offshore allow you to have more privacy, pay little or no taxes, and increase your wealth more than any other method of asset protection available?

Harvest Trust has arranged for a 10% discount for all of our friends and supporters who are serious
about taking themselves or their money offshore.

Offshore Secrets is the cheapest, best, and most professional source of Trusts, offshore business corporations, and financial services. We personally recommend these programs to those who need them.

NOTE!! If you purchase any product from Offshore Secrets be sure and select the following AGENT ID# at the bottom of the Offshore Secrets Order Page in order to claim your 10% discount.

OSN9905WC

If you fail to select the above AGENT ID# at the bottom of the Offshore Secrets Order form you will NOT get a discount. You will pay full price.

These programs are for serious People that for personal reasons need to take themselves and/or their assets offshore. These excellent
programs cost money, make no mistake about it, but are more professional and much cheaper than most all other sources. The personal, financial, tax, residency, banking, and privacy benefits derived are worth a hundred times, maybe even a thousand times, the cost of these excellent programs. Applied properly, and within the law, these programs might save you tens of thousands or maybe even millions of dollars over the next few years.

Go now to: Offshore Secrets Network

Table of Contents

Disclaimer! Due to the fact that some People can be very foolish when it comes to money, seldom admitting responsibility for their own actions, we must make the following disclaimer. We warn you that the foolish placement of your assets could result in major losses. Harvest Trust is not responsible for your decisions, actions, profits, gains, or any losses which you may or may not incur. Any investment is a risk. You are responsible to invest your assets with due diligence and with full knowledge that you might gain or lose money. You are responsible to know and adhere to all laws which may be applicable to you concerning the use or application of any offshore program. You are responsible to file and pay any tax in any jurisdiction in which you may be liable. Harvest Trust is not responsible for your money, your decisions, your actions or failure to meet your responsibilities concerning taxes, investments, or any other aspect concerning any offshore program which you may decide to purchase. Please excercise due diligence and full responsibility when committing your assets at any time anywhere.

Copyright © 1997 Harvest Trust. All rights reserved.
Revised: May 12, 1999.
The Offshore Secrets Network

Fast, Safe, Private, and Affordable Offshore Services

CLICK ON THE BEACH TO SUBSCRIBE TO OUR FREE UPDATE NEWSLETTER

PRIVACY & OFFSHORE BANKING:
What the IRS doesn’t want you to know!
Offshore, Credit, card, trust, bank account, Sparkassa, finance, financial planning, bahamas lbc, nevada Delaware, bvi, british virgin islands, trust, fund, panama, malta, cyprus, offshore camouplone, monaco?

Gibraltar, isle of man, isle of man, ireland, ireland, citizenship, dublin, pt, permanent tourist, permanent traveler, perpetual tourist, privacy tools, privacy freedom, government control, bank... Secrecy, security, confidential, offshore online, banking, bank formations, passport, citizenship, 2nd second, eu, european union, european community, finance, venture fund secured unsecured!
Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 04/25/2002

To: Denver Attn: Squad 9

✓ Phoenix

From: Albany
Squad 5
Contact: 

Approved By: 
Drafted By: Jack 

Case ID #: 52C-DN-61068 (Pending)
62E-PX-62617 (Closed) 

Title:
THEFT OF NIGHT VISION EQUIPMENT FROM PE WARREN AIR FORCE BASE, WYOMING;
TOP
WILLIAM COOPER:
ASSISTANCE TO ANOTHER AGENCY

Synopsis: Cover lead set at Albany.

Administrative: Reference telcals on 04/24/2002 and 04/25/2002, between SA________ and SA________

Enclosure(s): Copy of credit check, military housing quarters termination orders, criminal history and Department of Motor Vehicle (DMV) checks.

Details: On 04/23/2002, SA____ ran DMV, __________ and criminal history checks in order to identify and locate ______. New York DMV and criminal history checks were negative. Choicepoint documents show a with a most current address as ______.

On 04/24/2002, SA____ went to ______ to interview ______. Records at the ______________________ Housing Office show ______ social security number ______ permanently departed the military quarters in duty station was the Military Entrance
To: Denver  From: Albany
Re: 52C-DN-61068, 04/25/2002

On 04/25/2002, SA interviewed Major USMC Commanding Officer, regarding Major. Major stated that was transfer from for.

He then provided a current address for:

Albany considers lead covered.
LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1:

DENVER

AT CHEYENNE RA

Read and clear.

Set Lead 2:

PHOENIX

AT PHOENIX, AZ

Read and clear.

**
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Date Filed</th>
<th>To be returned</th>
<th>Disposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Photos of Cooper's residence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>11 page questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7-21-20-?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7D1920-11-1c1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Universal Case File Number
Field Office Acquiring Evidence
Serial # of Originating Document
Date Received 8/17/98

From
(Name of Contributor)

(Address of Contributor)

By
(Name of Special Agent)

To Be Returned □ Yes □ No
Receipt Given □ Yes □ No

Grand Jury Material - Disseminate Only Pursuant to Rule 6 (e)
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure □ Yes □ No

Title:

Reference: (Communication Enclosing Material)

Description: □ Original notes re interview of

PHOTO OF COOPER RESIDENCE

[Signature]
NO.59/016 23-1 NMNMA -SAU 6873
FD-340 (Rev. 8-7-97)

Universal Case File Number ____________________________

Field Office Acquiring Evidence: San Antonio

Serial # of Originating Document ____________________________

Date Received: 02/19/1999

From: ____________________________

(Address of Contributor)

Austin, TX

(City and State)

By: SA ____________________________

(Name of Special Agent)

To Be Returned □ Yes X No

Receipt Given □ Yes X No

Grand Jury Material - Disseminate Only Pursuant to Rule 6 (e)

Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure □ Yes X No

Title: ____________________________

Reference: EC did 02/16/1999

(Communication Enclosing Material)

Description: □ Original notes re interview of

Page questionnaire

________________________

________________________
Universal Case File Number: 627x-626(7) 7A(3)
Field Office Acquiring Evidence: 
Serial # of Originating Document: 3/27/02
Date Received: 
From: (Name of Contributor)
(Address of Contributor)
(City and State)
By: 
To Be Returned: □ Yes □ No
Receipt Given: □ Yes □ No
Grand Jury Material - Disseminate Only Pursuant to Rule 6(e) Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure: □ Yes □ No
Federal Taxpayer Information (FTI): □ Yes □ No
Title: 
Reference: (Communication Enclosing Material)
Description: □ Original notes re interview of f0192-15(c) + f0192a 62 15(c)
Precedence: ROUTINE                                      Date: 03/12/2002

To: Phoenix                                               Attn: ECU

From: Phoenix
      Squad 13, Pinetop-Lakeside RA
      Contact: SA

Approved By:                                              Drafted By: J:djh

Case ID #: 62E-PX-62617 (Closed)

Title: MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, aka
       Bill Cooper-FUGITIVE (DECEASED);
       FUGITIVE INVESTIGATIONS FOR
       OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES;

Synopsis: Destruction of evidence.

Administrative: Per telephone call between SA and AUSA and telephone call between SA and _______________________ of the ECU on March 12, 2002.

Details: This case was closed after the death of Milton William Cooper during a shootout with Apache County Sheriff's Deputies. As Cooper is deceased and there will be no prosecution in this case, Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA) ______________________ granted permission to destroy items found in the Evidence Control Room (ECU) numbers 1B1, legal documents prepared by Bill Cooper and provided by ____________________________________________ of the Eagar Police Department and 1CL, ____________

**
Title and Character of Case:

COOPER WILLIAM

Date Property Acquired: Source from which Property Acquired:

05/19/1999

Anticipated Disposition: Acquired By: Case Agent:

Description of Property:

Date Entered

Barcode: Location: BULKY UNIT6 08/05/1999

Case Number: 62E-PX-62617

Owning Office: PHOENIX -1C(1)
Title and Character of Case:

COOPER, WILLIAM

Date Property Acquired: 07/02/1998

Source from which Property Acquired: EAGAR AZ PD

Anticipated Disposition: Acquired By: Case Agent:

Description of Property: LEGAL DOCUMENTS PREPARED BY BILL COOPER


Case Number: 1B 1

Owning Office: PHOENIX
Title and Character of Case:

COOPER WILLIAM

Date Property Acquired: Source from which Property Acquired:
08/03/1998

Anticipated Disposition: Acquired By: Case Agent:

Description of Property: Date Entered
ID 1

Barcode: E1416841 Location: ELSUR 1 UNIT23 08/17/1998

Case Number: 1D(1)

Owning Office: PHOENIX
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
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Title and Character of Case

Acquired From:

Date Acquired

To Be Returned

Acquiring Agent

Date 11/09/1998

JA

.File No.

Oo: Phoenix

DATE

Acquired: 8/1998

See Serial

To Be Returned: No

Yes No

N/A

Yes No

Grand Jury Material - Disseminate Only Pursuant to Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

Yes No

Property To Be Forfeited To The U.S. Government

Description of Property (Be Specific)

Various documents providing background information on captured subjects.

Material was originally located August 20, 1998. It has been located by SSA on the last month. It is being located for the second time. Material was bled off the pages. This material while it was

For Administrative Use:

Location of Property:

Control Number:

(Package Copy)

Material will be maintained by SSA

Blockstamp: SEP 24, 1998

Federal Field Office

N/A
Cooper Family Targeted by Feds

Public Notice

and update page

Judicial notice is hereby served by affiants upon the United States any other interested party named within. This public notice will be construed to comply with provisions necessary to establish presumed fact under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and attending State rules should interested parties fail to rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed herein. The position will be construed as adequate to meet requirements of judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. Matters addressed herein, if not rebutted, will be construed to have general application. This public notice includes all information which will be found by following the links on this page and by following the links found on any page that is linked from this page. A true and correct copy of this Public Notice is on file with and available for inspection at the office of VERITAS national newspaper and at the office of Harvest Trust. This public notice addresses federal jurisdiction, federal authority, jurisdiction and authority of federal agents, the Constitutionality and lawful character of the income tax and the Internal Revenue Service, and other agencies of the United States government including but not limited to the Department of the Treasury, and legal application of the Internal Revenue Code.

Any statements or claims made by the Affiants in this public notice, properly rebutted by facts of Law, or by overriding Constitution for the United States of America, Article Three, Supreme Court rulings, shall not prejudice the Lawful validity of other claims not properly rebutted or invalidated by facts of Law.

This public notice has been published on this WebPages for more than three days which fulfills the legal requirement under the law in accordance to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and attending rules of the State of Arizona. This public notice is mirrored on three websites in addition to this website.

On July 2, 1998 Special Agent Steve Fillerup of the Federal Bureau of Investigation approached the bottom of the hill and honked his horn. He attempted to entice us to accept a document that he held in his hand. We refused the document and refused to enter into discussion with him. I told him he was out of his jurisdiction and cited the documentation and Supreme Court
cases to that effect which we have in our possession. I told him to inform his traitor supervisors that, "Tell them they stepped on their dicks this time." Special Agent Fillerup replied, "I think we probably did." He got back in his blazer and drove away.

On July 1, 1998, U. S. District Court Judge Irwin (ADL) unconstitutionally and unlawfully stepped outside the jurisdiction and authority of the United States when he issued a bench warrant for the arrest of William and Annie Cooper for not appearing in "his" court on an unconstitutional and unlawful summons which was NEVER served. The United States has no jurisdiction or venue within the territorial boundaries of the State of Arizona except over land that was ceded to the United States by the by the State Legislature.

WARNING !! Any attempt by the federal government or anyone else to execute the unconstitutional and unlawful arrest warrants issued by Judge Irwin will be met with armed resistance. Any person who attempts to kidnap our children will be shot upon discovery.

We are formed as the Constitutional and Lawful unorganized Militia of the State of Arizona and the united States of America and have made many public statements to that affect since 1990. All of these statements are on record on tapes of our lectures and broadcasts. These tapes are dispersed in the hands of Americans across the nation. By invading the Sovereign jurisdiction of the State of Arizona to attack the Citizens of the State of Arizona the United States has declared war upon the Citizens of the several States of the Union.

Therefore a STATE OF WAR exists between the Citizens of the Union States and the corporate United States.

We will be Free under Constitutional Republican government guaranteed to us by the organic Constitution for the united States of America or we will be dead. This is the land of the free and the home of the brave. We have drawn our line in the sand.
Biography of William Cooper

William Cooper was reared in an Air Force family. As a child he lived in many different countries, graduating from Yamato High School Japan. William served with the Strategic Air Command, United States Air Force. He held a secret clearance working on B-52 bombers, KC-135 refueling aircraft, and Minuteman missiles. William received his Honorable Discharge in 1965.

Fulfilling a dream previously frustrated by chronic motion sickness, William joined the United States Navy. He served aboard the submarine USS Tiru (SS-416), aboard the USS Tombigbee (AOG-11), USS Charles Berry (DE-1035), and the USS Oriskany (CVA-34).

Cooper was a member of the Office of Naval Security and Intelligence serving as a Harbor and River Patrol Boat Captain at DaNang and the Dong Ha River Security Group, Cua Viet, Republic of Vietnam. William Cooper was awarded several medals for his leadership and heroism during combat including two with "V" for Valor.

He served on the Intelligence Briefing Team for the Commander In Chief of the Pacific Fleet. William was the designated SPECAT operator in the CINCPACFLT Command Center at Makalapa Hawaii. There he held a Top Secret, Q, SI, security clearance achieving the rank of First Class Petty Officer, QM1, E-6 after only 8 years of Naval service. William Cooper received an Honorable Discharge in 1975.

William attended Long Beach City College where he picked up an Associate of Science Degree in Photography. He founded the Absolute Image Studio and Gallery of Fine Art Photography.

William held the position of Executive Director of Adelphi Business College, Pacific Coast Technical Institute, and National Technical College. Mr. Cooper was the National Marketing Coordinator for National Education and Software.

He produced several documentaries covering subjects such as the Kennedy assassination and secret black projects that have built flying disk shaped craft. William is an internationally acclaimed radio personality broadcasting the Hour Of The Time on WRMI worldwide short-wave 9.955 MHz at 8 PM eastern time Monday thru Friday nights.

William Cooper, Trustee, has founded for Harvest Trust, the CAJI News Service, VERITAS, national full size newspaper, The Intelligence Service, Harvest Publications, and has helped over 700 low power FM affiliate stations get equipped and on the air... including the station he manages, as Trustee, for the Independence Foundation Trust, 101.1 Eagar, Arizona, broadcasting to 7,000 people.

William Cooper is a world class lecturer, one of the few other than superstars, monarchs, and Popes who have appeared at Wembly in London. William Cooper is the Secretary Trustee of the Harvest Trust.

Under his leadership Harvest Trust ventured into the publishing trade. The first book under the Harvest Trust imprint was Oklahoma City: Day One by Michele Marie Moore... the definitive classic on the Oklahoma City bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building on April 19, 1995.

William is Native American, English, Scotch, and Irish. He lives in Arizona...
with his beautiful and their dogs, Sugarbear, and Crusher.
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SSA Mel Davis

Trip to Phoenix & Eager
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBI/NCACV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRS/CID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRS/CID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBI - Luteceia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBI - Phoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRSMS - Phoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USAO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Authorities say Cooper never sued the IRS

nes Donahue
Independent

EAGAR — A claim by Eagar resident William Cooper that he filed a lawsuit three years ago protesting the legality of the federal income tax has been disputed by a federal attorney. Assistant U.S. Attorney Steven Nerri, of Phoenix, said he did not know of any lawsuit filed by Cooper.

The claim was dismissed in the U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona. "I personally don't know of such a suit," he said. "If there was one, I would expect to come to my attention."

Winerip d

Winerip is the man in charge of the Virginia arrest warrants on Cooper and his common-law wife, Annie Mordrost, for failing to file federal income returns in 1993 and 1994.

Mordhorst was charged with giving false information to a bank to obtain a loan to purchase radio equipment.

"We are going to do everything possible to expedite the warrants without a violent confrontation," he said. "We are going to do everything possible to expedite the warrants without a violent confrontation,

Cooper and Mordhorst say they plan to resist arrest and do not expect to be taken alive.

While he has refused to be interviewed, Cooper claims in both his publication and on his Internet website that he and his wife plan to "stand and fight...with all the means at our disposal any assault, which may be mounted upon our property or persons."

He also claims he has been promised help by an area militia group, which has been "placed on standby alert for deployment should we be attacked by the government."

Winerip says he has been reading Cooper's website and is concerned about developments in Eagar.

"We are going to do everything possible to expedite the warrants without a violent confrontation," he said. "We are going to do everything possible to expedite the warrants without a violent confrontation,

Cooper, a former Navy intelligence officer, and his wife operate what they describe as a militia information service called Harvest Trust.

The organization, which operates out of the Cooper home, involves a regular radio broadcasting station, a newspaper called "Veritas," several self-published books, and an active website on the Internet.

Cooper said last month in a story published in his newsletter that he filed suit against "the United States Government, the IRS, Attorney General Janet Reno, U.S. Attorney for the District of Arizona Janet Napolitano, and others, demanding the court simply order the defendants to either produce the documentation that allows the IRS to tax...or admit that no such documentation exists."

He said the suit has been active for almost three years "and the federal judge has refused to order the defendants to obey the law and produce their authority or admit that it does not exist."

A search of Cooper's website, however, revealed that Cooper apparently has withdrawn his lawsuit because of a technicality.

He wrote: "Upon discovery that U.S. District Court in Phoenix is an Article I court, we withdrew our suit against defendants for the reason that Title I courts have no jurisdiction over citizens of the Union States. Only Article III courts and the U.S. Supreme Court have jurisdiction in cases concerning Citizens of Union States.

"We cannot find an Article III Court existing anywhere in the United States of America," he wrote.

Winerip said there is no such thing as a Class I or Class III federal court.

He said he understands, however, that citizens like Cooper who are challenging the authority of the tax law and federal judges claim the Constitution makes a distinction between the authority granted Article I and Article III judges.

"These people just don't believe the fellows who serve as federal district judges have the authority to rule on their complaints," the assistant U.S. attorney said.

BRIEFS
Eagar tax protester says militia will help him

Eagar — Residents of Eagar are quietly watching a house on the hill where federal tax resister William Cooper is waiting for federal marshals to make their move.

Nobody knows if Cooper is alone or if he is accompanied by a small army of militia members, who he now claims are committed to standing with him, their guns cocked and loaded, against any move authorities might be planning.

Nobody knows how such a standoff will end, including the U.S. Attorney's office in Phoenix, which has already assigned the job of serving arrest warrants on Cooper and his common-law wife, Annie Mordhorst.

"We are going to do everything possible to expel the warrants without a violent confrontation," said Attorney G. Winerip, assistant U.S. Attorney, said Tuesday.

Winerip said he has been reading Cooper's web site and did not miss an entry on July 10 that a militia group agreed to stand with Cooper and Mordhorst during their resistance.

The statement read: "The Commanding General of the Second Continental Army of the Republic (Militia) has ordered special operations units of experienced combat veterans placed on standby alert for deployment should we be attacked by the government."

Cooper has declined to be interviewed by this newspaper. He has given permission to use information from his web site, however.

In what appears to be a daily diary of events now going on at his home, Cooper also noted that "trip flares and alarm systems (are) in place and operating."

He also wrote that a 24-hour civilian sky watch is in place so that aircraft flying within 15 miles of his home are tracked. He indicated that he has a supply of stored food and water, a generator and emergency equipment as well as other equipment stocked in the home in preparation for a lengthy siege.

Winerip said federal marshals will arrest Cooper and Mordhorst at some time, but they will attempt to do it in a peaceful way so that nobody is harmed.

He said the warrants for their arrest were issued July 1 by U.S. District Judge Stephen M. McNamee following indictments by a federal grand jury on four counts of violation of U.S. tax laws.

The indictments claim that Cooper and Mordhorst filed false tax returns to the Internal Revenue Service in 1993 and 1994, and that Mordhorst made false statements to Frontier State Bank to secure a loan to purchase a satellite system.

The indictment said Mordhorst falsely told the bank she was employed as vice president of a company...
Eagar tax protestor vows to resist federal court

He said Fillerup left without serving the warrant.

"Allowing our children, to disappear into the immoral and destructive government child care and foster home industry run by the mind controlling bogus psychology profession only to be abused and sexually assaulted for many years is a fate worse than death, and we simply will not allow such a thing to happen to our precious little girls." Cooper said people must understand "we are not anti-government, radical, fundamentalist, crazy, suicidal or anything else we may be called."

"Since no service was made, the court can take no action if the court obeys the law," Cooper wrote.

A public relations spokesperson for the U.S. Attorney's office in Phoenix was not available Wednesday for comment.

In a lengthy document titled "Notice, Contract, Declaration of Citizenship, Affidavit, and Demand" posted on Cooper's web page on Tuesday, he explained that the 16th Amendment, which the federal government claims gives it the right to tax its citizens, "was not properly, lawfully or constitutionally ratified by the states of the union" and is thus not a legal instrument.

Even if it had been ratified, Cooper argues that it does not provide for the taxing of domestic income from the people.

Mr. and Mrs. Cooper have two daughters, Dorothy and Allyson, estimated at about seven and four years old, who they say will remain with them to perish if there is an armed confrontation.

"They are not shields, as our enemies will claim, any more than children have been shields for families, which have been attacked by despotism throughout history," the story read.

"Allowing our children to disappear into the immoral and destructive government child care and foster home industry run by the mind controlling bogus psychology profession only to be abused and sexually assaulted for many years is a fate worse than death, and we simply will not allow such a thing to happen to our precious little girls."

Cooper said people must understand "we are not anti-government, radical, fundamentalist, crazy, suicidal or anything else we may be called."
Daily Update

August 9, 1998 - Uneventful - Still receiving word from People who have been interrogated by FBI Special Agent Steve Fillerup that he is, "really concerned about Cooper's children." We think it's very funny that Fillerup (and the government as a whole) were never worried about our children until our family came under threat of mass murder by the United States. Fillerup knows when they finally come to get us the children will be murdered along with Annie and because they might grow up to be Patriot leaders. It's the old, "we did it for the children ploy." Apparently government agents are taught that the only life that is sacred is the life of a child. They are taught to use this ploy to gain support of some people who cannot think for themselves but can be easily manipulated by an emotional response to children whom they are told may be in danger. All life is sacred not just the lives of children... and there are fates that children can suffer at the hands of a despotic government that are worse than death.

We LOVE our children. They are happier than most children you will ever meet. They are better educated than any child their age who attends any Public School in the nation. They have never been abused, beaten, hungry, or without shelter in their lives. I have taught them about Freedom, the great Principles and Ideals which have made their country great, and the Constitution for the United States of America for which we are fighting. Their mother comes from a People (Taiwan) and a family (Pang) that has fought socialism and communism for many decades. They have been taught by their mother the deceptions and dangers of socialism and communism. Our children are not now and never will be in danger from me or their mother.

The only danger to our children is the Nazi FBI Special Agent Fillerup and all the other little federal Nazis like him.

William Cooper

August 8, 1998 - Uneventful

August 7, 1998 - Uneventful

August 6, 1998 - Uneventful

August 5, 1998 - Uneventful
Cooper Family Targeted by Feds

The Cooper Family

L. to r. Annie & William Cooper

Dorothy & Allyson Cooper

The scandal known as "Filegate". President Clinton ordered that all agencies of government begin an investigation naming us enemies of the administration and domestic terrorists. Since when is telling the truth terrorism in this country?

After 14 issues of VERITAS which exposed, documented, and sourced the facts of the treason being brought about by the Illuminati's socialist change agents in government, and through the activities of Secret Societies and organizations such as the subversive Anti Defamation League. They picked on the wrong you think this is far fetched be forewarned that these people are noted in the Internal Revenue Manual as being subject to the tax. My research was confirmed when I found the following quote by Supreme Court Justice Felds:

"The power of the United States to tax is limited to persons, property, and business within their jurisdiction, as much as that of a state is limited to the same subjects within its jurisdiction."

Tobacco, and Firearms, or the Secret Service, nor are any of these bogu agencies listed in the United States Code as agencies of any other branch of government. These agencies are in fact fictions. And then I discovered the reason why. The United States Supreme Court in Brushaber v. Union Pacific Railroad Company had already ruled the federal income tax VOID because Congress had unconstitutionally delegated legislative power to the Secretary of the Treasury to write the Law concerning the administrative and enforcement procedures. It was a blatant and unconstitutional breach of the separation of powers and in any case the Constitution does not grant Congress the ability to delegate its powers to anyone or anything or any entity. That is why there are so many lies and so much subterfuge involved in the administration and enforcement of the tax by the so-called Internal Revenue Service.

Copyright 1998 by Harvest Trust All Rights Reserved

Cooper family targeted by Feds by William Cooper

CAJI News Service

We (William and Annie Cooper) have been targeted for imprisonment or extermination by the federal government and the Anti Defamation League (ADL) for documenting and exposing the truth about the tyranny and despotism of the Illuminati's coming socialist totalitarian new world order. We have worked feverishly since 1989 documenting and exposing the facts of the treason being brought about by the Illuminati's socialist change agents in government, and through the activities of Secret Societies and organizations such as the subversive Anti Defamation League. They picked on the wrong
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 9/17/96

DN LEAD #15111
PX LEAD #2302

On September 13, 1996, William Cooper, who goes by the nickname "Bill", was contacted by telephone at (520)333-4543. This telephone appears to be subscribed to by of in Eagar, Arizona.

After advising Cooper of the purpose of the call, which was to elicit information on a possible association with the bombing suspect Timothy McVeigh, Cooper provided the following information:

Cooper advised that he broadcasts a radio program oriented to the American Militia Movement. He also confirmed that previously he had made use of a business called "American Voice Retrieval (AVR)" which allowed him to record and leave messages on current events that could be accessed by telephone by his listeners. Typically, these messages were one to two minutes in length.

Cooper was asked about any association he had with Timothy McVeigh. Cooper responded that he has never met McVeigh, and he is not aware of ever having spoken to him. Cooper explained that if McVeigh called his AVR number in 1993, it was only to listen to recorded messages, because the AVR system did not allow for the taking of purchase orders or leaving listener messages.

Cooper did explain, however, that in November, 1994, he received a visit at his research center in St. Johns, Arizona from two males, one of whom resembled the composite sketch of John Doe #1. Cooper said the man had short hair and an appearance like that of Timothy McVeigh, but he was definitely shorter than Timothy McVeigh.

Investigation on 9/13/96 at Lakeside, Arizona (telephonically)

Date dictated 9/13/96

by /dkm
Cooper went on to say that the man looked a lot like the first composite sketch released by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) after the bombing in Oklahoma City. Cooper then remarked that the FBI later changed the composite sketch to fit a photograph that had been taken.

While visiting with Cooper, the man who resembled McVeigh told Cooper to "watch Oklahoma." After the two men left the research center, they headed north on HWY 666 toward I-40. Cooper said the men were under surveillance, and he intimated that the interviewing Agent was aware of this surveillance.

Cooper stated that it is possible that he had a phone conversation with Timothy McVeigh without being aware of it, because Cooper receives thousands of letters and telephone calls. Cooper insisted that the man that visited him in November, 1994 and said "watch Oklahoma" is not Timothy McVeigh, the man who is presently awaiting trial concerning the bombing of the Oklahoma City federal building.

Cooper said that there are many misperceptions and lies about him and his work. Cooper stated that the news media is a "pack of liars." For example, Cooper said he has often been accused of being a white supremacist and an anti-Semite. He denied both of these charges, saying and that he possesses some Native American blood.

Cooper also denied advocating the violent overthrow of the U.S. government. He said he served in the Armed Forces (Navy and Air Force) during the Vietnam War, and Cooper said he loved his country. He also claimed not to have any hostility or animosity to federal officers unless they are actively working to undermine the constitutional principles upon which our country was founded. Cooper denied being a hate-monger.

In explaining his opposition to violence against the government, Cooper claimed that he tried to talk the right wing activist out of marching on Washington.

At the conclusion of the interview, Special Agent (SA) expressed a desire to meet with Cooper personally, and Cooper encouraged him to do so in the near future.
William Cooper, who goes by the nickname "Bill Cooper", was interviewed at a rest stop area just off Highway 60 within the city limits of the town of Springerville, Arizona. Cooper said he was born on May 6, 1943. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the purpose of the interview, Cooper provided the following information:

Cooper advised that around November of 1994, he received an unannounced visit by two young men (white males) at his "research center" in St. Johns, Arizona. Cooper described these two young men as being carbon copies of two men depicted in composite sketches released by the FBI soon after the bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma City in April, 1995. Cooper did not recall the names of the two visiting men. (For the sake of clarification they will be referred to as John Doe One and John Doe Two in view of the fact that they closely resembled the two individuals named as such on the FBI composite sketches.)

According to Cooper, John Doe Two did virtually all of the talking, while his partner, John Doe One, was silent. John Doe Two told Cooper that they were interested in his philosophical and political messages, but they disagreed with him on his methods. Cooper elaborated, explaining that he advocates fighting the unconstitutional policies and practices of the government by any legal, non-violent means. John Doe Two suggested that more action was needed, and he asked Cooper if he would join them in their cause, although they did not articulate specifically what their cause or mission entailed. Cooper declined, and the men left soon thereafter, ending a visit of perhaps ten minutes that day.

While they walked out to their car, which Cooper could only describe as being yellow in color, John Doe Two opened the trunk and said that he wanted to give Cooper something. He proceeded to remove from the trunk a copy of the book, "The Turner Diaries" and handed it to Cooper. Cooper remarked that he already had a copy of "that racist book", but the two men left the book with him anyway.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
At this point in the interview, Cooper was asked if he had retained their copy of "The Turner Diaries". Cooper responded that he already had a copy of that book, and he wasn't sure if he retained the copy left with him by the two men. Cooper further explained that when he moved his research center from St. Johns, he packed volumes and volumes of written work and books in a large number of boxes, most of which are now stacked up. Cooper said that if he looked for the copy of the book, it might take him months to find it.

After giving Cooper "The Turner Diaries", the two men got in their car and headed north on the highway toward I-40. As they were leaving, Cooper, who had been inside with the two men during the visit, noted that there were two vehicles down the road. Cooper was convinced that the two vehicles were conducting a surveillance of the men. One of the vehicles was described as a generic-looking white government motorpool vehicle. The driver was taking photographs of the men with Cooper. On the other side of the road was a brown pickup truck with a camper shell. A man, presumably the driver, was taking snapshots as if he were a tourist, but he periodically turned in the direction of Cooper's place to snap photographs of that area.

Cooper recalled that during the brief conversation with the two men that they cautioned him to "watch Oklahoma City" just before they left. Furthermore, John Doe Two asked Cooper if he knew where they could sell valuable historical documents. The man explained that he was talking about documents that might bear the signature of an important person like George Washington. Cooper responded that he had no idea where such documents could be sold.

Cooper provided a physical description of the two men. John Doe Two was the taller of the two. He was perhaps 5'10" tall to 6'0" in height, with a stocky, muscular build. He was clean-shaven and had dark hair. During the course of their visit, Cooper noted that John Doe Two had a tattoo on his left arm, and Cooper believes that it was a fake or temporary tattoo. Cooper said that during the conversation he even mentioned to John Doe Two that he had a phony tattoo, and the man did not disagree.

John Doe Two did not appear to be Hispanic. His age seemed to be that of a man in his late twenties.
Continuation of FD-302 of WILLIAM COOPER

John Doe. One was thinner and shorter than his counterpart. Cooper estimated John Doe One's height as being between 5'8" and 5'10" tall. Cooper was insistent that John Doe One was certainly shorter than the man who has been identified as Timothy McVeigh, who is tall, perhaps 6'2" in height. John Doe One appeared to be in his early twenties.

Cooper said that both men were very polite, neatly dressed, and gave the appearance of clean cut military men who were off-duty or on leave. Both wore Levis or denim pants and short-sleeved, conservative shirts. When responding to questions, John Doe Two used polite terms such as "Yes, sir; no, sir."

After the two men left, Cooper said that he did not give them a second thought. However, about two weeks later, while broadcasting on his short wave radio program, Cooper received a call from an individual who asked him what was going on in Oklahoma. At first, Cooper responded that he had no idea, but then he recalled the visit of the two men around November of 1994, and he briefly recounted what had transpired.

At this point in the interview, Cooper was asked if he recorded his radio broadcasts. He responded that he did, and he was then asked if he would make the tape concerning that telephone call available for review by the FBI. Cooper agreed with this, but he said that it would take some time to locate that specific tape since he was unsure of the exact date or even the exact month when the visit from the two men had taken place.

Cooper was then told that if finding that tape or a copy of the book "The Turner Diaries" was simply a matter of making the time to do it, he was asked if he would permit the FBI to search for these items on his behalf. Cooper responded that he absolutely would not permit the FBI to go through his records or property. He further explained that he did not trust the FBI with his property and said that the federal government and its agents were too lacking in credibility to permit him to allow such a search. He agreed, however, that he would try and locate the tape and when found, would make the tape available to the FBI. He also indicated that he would try and find the book "The Turner Diaries".
Continuation of FD-302 of WILLIAM COOPER

Cooper mentioned that his group, which he called the Intelligence Service, has done an extensive investigation of what transpired in Oklahoma City and the government's actions to investigate after the bombing. Cooper stated that around October 1, 1996, he will be publishing a three-volume report on these very issues. In summarizing the results of his report, Cooper stated that in his opinion the federal building in Oklahoma City blew up because it was a government "sting" that went awry or that it was an intentional explosion to ensure that the anti-terrorism bill would be passed by Congress and that the federal government would be given additional law enforcement powers in order to form a police state.

Cooper said that he moved his research center and intelligence service out of St. Johns about six months ago. He said the move was precipitated by a conflict that he had with one background check on anyone who worked for his intelligence service. He also required that his intelligence service associates take an oath to support and defend the Constitution of the State of Arizona and the Constitution of the United States. Cooper said that thus far he has had good results with his associates with the exception of two, and Ron Peterson. According to Cooper, Peterson was an ex-police officer out of New York State and initially gave the appearance of being a very competent associate. Eventually, Peterson let his supposed power go to his head, and Cooper had to discharge him. Allegedly, Peterson has since been charged with a bank robbery in New York.

Cooper began his first radio broadcast in May, 1992. At first, he broadcast through Radio Station WWCR in Nashville, Tennessee. He performed broadcasts five nights a week. Since then, Cooper has terminated his association with WWCR.

Presently, Cooper sends out his radio broadcasts by satellite which are then picked up by over 600 FM stations around the country. Cooper also publishes a political newspaper called "The Cadgy News" (phonetic). Cooper stated that he has published a book entitled, "Behold a Pale Horse", which has sold well among militia members and people of like minds. Cooper said he still
receives royalties from sales of that book, even though he has done nothing to advertise the book.

Cooper advised that when he was a young man he served in the Navy, but left disillusioned with the policy decisions of the Senior Admiral for whom he worked. He gave as an example the fact that he handled communications concerning sensitive matters such as the bombing of Laos, Cambodia, and North Vietnam at a time when the president of the United States was disavowing any such actions. After leaving the Navy, Cooper stated that he also served in the Air Force.

At the conclusion of the interview, Cooper, without prompting, said that he believed that he was the subject of Federal Grand Jury deliberations in Phoenix. When asked about the nature of the deliberations, Cooper responded that he has not paid his taxes nor filed income tax returns. Cooper explained that the income tax was an unconstitutional and illegal revenue, and that the income tax amendment to the Constitution was never properly ratified. Cooper said that as a young man he was willing to fight and die for his country even though he later learned that the war in Vietnam had nothing to do with the national interests of the United States. Cooper stated that at this point in his life he is more than willing to fight, and if necessary, die for matters that really count in his country.
April 10, 1997

Special Agent
Federal Bureau of Investigation
P.O. Box 488
Lakeside, Arizona 85929

Agent [Blank]

Our Intelligence Operatives in the state of Florida have information that a member of the Lee County Militia [Blank] is actively attempting to recruit personnel to bomb a Federal building. He has stated on several occasions that he belongs to an organization that will pay $30,000 to any group who will blow up a Federal building.

[Blank] was apparently recruited by a terrorist organization in January 1997 while attending a meeting of the so-called 3rd Continental Congress. This unknown terrorist organization, according to our information, is offering large sums of money to militias and militia members if they will participate in the bombing of a Federal building.

According to our operatives all members of the Lee County Militia have refused to be recruited by [Blank]. Our operatives tell us that [Blank] has been expelled from the Lee County Militia for these activities.

This communication is made in the interest of preventing damage to property and loss of lives.

Sincerely,

William Cooper
Director, Intelligence Service
2nd Continental Army of the Republic, Militia

WC/cf

P.O. Box 1420, Show Low, Arizona 85901 - Phone/Fax (520) 333-4578
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 04/14/1997

To: Criminal Investigative Tampa

From: Phoenix
     Squad 13/ Lakeside RA
     Contact: 

Approved By: 
Drafted By: 
Case ID #: 

Title: POSSIBLE CONSPIRACY TO BOMB
       FEDERAL BUILDING;
       AT-DT

Synopsis: To advise of possible conspiracy.

Enclosures: Enclosed for FBIHQ and Tampa are copies of a letter recently received at the Lakeside RA of the Phoenix Division.

Details: On 4/10/97 William Cooper sent a letter to the Lakeside RA in which he mentions the activities of [ ], a former member of the Lee County Militia in Florida. Allegedly, [ ] belongs to a terrorist organization that is attempting to recruit members to blow up a federal building.

By way of background, William Cooper, who resides in a rural area of eastern Arizona, is well known in the militia movement throughout the nation. Cooper is a radio broadcast personality whose programming is oriented to militia members and disaffected right wingers. His radio program has been carried across the nation by short wave radio and other transmission link-ups. Cooper publishes a newsletter called "Veritas," and he is the Director of the "Intelligence Service" of the "Second Continental Army of the Republic." Cooper boasts of having intelligence operatives throughout the nation.

Lest these claims be taken lightly, it should be noted that a former associate of Cooper's, Ronald Eric Petersen, was the "Station Chief" of Cooper's Intelligence Service in the state of New York. Cooper eventually fired Petersen because he kept exceeding his authority and alienating Cooper's intelligence operatives in New York. Eventually, Petersen was killed by a Buffalo Division's SWAT team in August 1996 as he prepared to carry out a bank robbery. He was a suspect in nine bank robberies in New York State. (91A-AL-40396 and [ ])
Cooper is exceedingly distrustful of the federal government in general and the FBI and BATF in particular. Thus, his recent letter comes as a great surprise to the Lakeside Resident Agent (SA____________), who in recent months spoke with Cooper on several occasions and attempted without apparent success to cultivate a cooperative relationship.

In a letter written to SA____________ in January 1997, Cooper accused the Resident Agent and the Bureau of being "engaged in treason against the United States of America" and of being "Nazi, jack-booted thugs." Cooper believes that Timothy McVeigh is a "fall guy" in the plot to bomb the federal building in Oklahoma City. He asserts that government agents placed and detonated the fatal bomb.

Following a telephone conversation with Cooper in February 1997, SA____________ advised Phoenix management that he was breaking off all contact with Cooper. During that final phone conversation, Cooper was agitated and angry, and he screamed epithets, accusing the Resident Agent and the FBI of being liars, traitors, and of never having read the constitution. His language during this tirade was profane and "colorful."

Phoenix cannot vouch for the reliability of the information provided in Cooper's recent letter, nor can Cooper's motives be accurately predicted. In previous conversations, the Lakeside Resident Agent emphasized to Cooper the importance of coming forward should he become aware of dangerous, violent individuals conspiring within militia circles.

It should be noted that while Cooper's hostility for the FBI and federal government runs deep, he claims to oppose the use of violence to overthrow the government. Also he is adamant about rejecting the racist litanies of the white supremacists and neo-Nazis.

Follow up action and investigation concerning Cooper's allegations are left to the discretion of Tampa. According to FOIMS____________ Tuten is the subject of a Tampa investigation:_________
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To: NCAVC
From: SPECIAL AGENT, FBI (LAKESIDE, AZ)
PO Box 488 Lakeside, AZ 85929

Subject: BILL COOPER - FUGITIVE
Date: 8/12/98

I’ve enclosed some documents concerning the present federal stand-off with the accused tax evader, Bill Cooper. Recently, I’ve interviewed a few of his associates, and you may find their observations interesting.

Over the past two or three weeks, things have been very quiet in Eagar, AZ, Cooper’s home, or perhaps it just appears so because I haven’t been doing anything with this situation. While I can certainly be accused of being passive, this passive approach is part of our existing strategy of letting Cooper stew in his own juice.

Please call me if you have any questions...
Precedence: PRIORITY

To: Phoenix
Attn: Lakeside RA

From: Oklahoma City
Squad 4
Contact: SA

Approved By: ____________________________

Drafted By: ____________________________ A:mac

Case ID #: ____________________________ (Pending)

Title: MILTON WILLIAM COOPER, aka
Bill Cooper - FUGITIVE;
AOT-DT - FUGITIVE;

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Synopsis: To report the results of lead to interview of Milton William Cooper and complete "General Assessment Questionnaire."

Enclosures: Enclosed for Phoenix is the original and two copies of an FD-302 re interview with. Also, enclosed in a 1A is the 11-page "General Assessment Questionnaire," the original interview notes and EC.

Details: On 2/11/99, Agents from the Oklahoma City Division interviewed regarding Milton William Cooper’s current situation as a barricaded fugitive.

During the interview, Agents completed the "General Assessment Questionnaire" provided by the National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crimes (NCAVC), Quantico, Virginia. was very receptive to the questionnaire and cooperated with the interviewing Agents. answers to the NCAVC questionnaire outline in detail, several aspects of Milton William Cooper’s life.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

Case ID : 62E-FX-62617 Serial : 48
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 5/4/95

[Redacted information]

Contacted and interviewed [redacted information] furnished the following information after being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent:

[Redacted information] advised that he is a short-wave radio enthusiast. He listens to a variety of talk shows on a frequent basis. [Redacted information] has had occasion to listen to some "left wing" militia type programs in the recent past and he believes that these programs involve individuals who are indirectly tied to TIMOTHY J. McVEIGH.

[Redacted information] has heard programs of WILLIAM COOPER who is a self proclaimed anti-government militia member from Cheno, Arizona, having ties to [redacted information] and possible McVEIGH. [Redacted information] openly criticizes the government for the handling of the Waco incident and blames the Federal government for the Oklahoma City bombing stating that the government blew up the Federal building.

[Redacted information] also has heard LINDA THOMPSON, 1-800-749-9939 on a short-wave and she is "of the same molding" that COOPER is. THOMPSON went to Waco, Texas, and chastised government officials over the handling of the matter.

[Redacted information] stated that JACK MOHR and TOM MOHR also broadcast a program on short-wave and he believes that they are individuals who associate with McVEIGH.

[Redacted information] said that WILLIAM COOPER supposedly has operatives all over the United States who collect intelligence on the Federal government and furnish such information to him. For instance, COOPER's operatives are instructed to take photographs of various government and military installations and provide them
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to him. His operatives are known to take pictures of Federal buildings all across the nation, including Oklahoma City. said that although COOPER has never been to Oklahoma City, he seems to be unusually knowledgeable about the local streets and building structures.

has heard threats made against former Senator DAVID BOREN on the short-wave in which COOPER is affiliated with.

provided two tape cassettes of short-wave radio broadcasts in which COOPER and THOMPSON speak out against the U.S. Government. These tapes have been entered into evidence by the interviewing Agent.

This is in reference to Lead Number 2059.
Lead Control # 13255.

1A-3391 contains a copy of a video tape provided to the Federal Bureau of Investigation on April 24, 1995 by [Redacted]. The original tape was provided to [Redacted] by TIMOTHY McVEIGH.

A review of this video tape was conducted. The tape, entitled "Waco, the Big Lie" is an examination and explanation of the Branch Davidian standoff in Waco, Texas. The tape was produced by WILLIAM COOPER, P.O. Box 1420, Showlow, Arizona 85901. It contains no information regarding the bombing of the Murrah Federal Building on April 19, 1995.
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On September 13, 1996, William Cooper, who goes by the nickname "Bill", was contacted by telephone at _________. This telephone appears to be subscribed to by ________. He is believed to be ________.  

After advising Cooper of the purpose of the call, which was to elicit information on a possible association with the bombing suspect Timothy McVeigh, Cooper provided the following information:

Cooper advised that he broadcasts a radio program oriented to the American Militia Movement. He also confirmed that previously he had made use of a business called "American Voice Retrieval (AVR)" which allowed him to record and leave messages on current events that could be accessed by telephone by his listeners. Typically, these messages were one to two minutes in length.

Cooper was asked about any association he had with Timothy McVeigh. Cooper responded that he has never met McVeigh, and he is not aware of ever having spoken to him. Cooper explained that if McVeigh called his AVR number in 1993, it was only to listen to recorded messages, because the AVR system did not allow for the taking of purchase orders or leaving listener messages.

Cooper did explain, however, that in November, 1994, he received a visit at his research center in St. Johns, Arizona from two males, one of whom resembled the composite sketch of John Doe #1. Cooper said the man had _________.
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Cooper went on to say that the first composite sketch released by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) after the bombing in Oklahoma City. Cooper then remarked that the FBI later changed the composite sketch to fit a photograph that had been taken.

While visiting with Cooper, told Cooper to "watch Oklahoma." After the two men left the research center, they headed north on HWY 666 toward I-40. Cooper said the men were under surveillance, and he intimated that the interviewing Agent was aware of this surveillance.

Cooper stated that it is possible that he had a phone conversation with Timothy McVeigh without being aware of it, because Cooper receives thousands of letters and telephone calls. Cooper insisted that the man that visited him in November, 1994 and said "watch Oklahoma" is not Timothy McVeigh, the man who is presently awaiting trial concerning the bombing of the Oklahoma City Federal building.

Cooper said that there are many misperceptions and lies about him and his work. Cooper stated that the news media is a "pack of liars." For example, Cooper said he has often been accused of being a white supremacist and an anti-Semite. He denied both of these charges, saying and that he possesses some Native American blood.

Cooper also denied advocating the violent overthrow of the U.S. government. He said he served in the Armed Forces (Navy and Air Force) during the Vietnam War, and Cooper said he loved his country. He also claimed not to have any hostility or animosity to federal officers unless they are actively working to undermine the constitutional principles upon which our country was founded. Cooper denied being a hate-monger.

In explaining his opposition to violence against the government, Cooper claimed that he tried to talk the right wing activist Linda Thompson out of marching on Washington.

At the conclusion of the interview, Special Agent (SA) expressed a desire to meet with Cooper personally, and Cooper encouraged him to do so in the near future.
William Cooper, who goes by the nickname "Bill Cooper", was interviewed at a rest stop area just off Highway 60 within the city limits of the town of Springerville, Arizona. Cooper said he was born on May 6, 1943. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the purpose of the interview, Cooper provided the following information:

Cooper advised that around November of 1994, he received an unannounced visit by two young men (white males) at his "research center" in St. Johns, Arizona. Cooper described these two young men as being composite sketches released by the FBI soon after the bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma City in April, 1995. Cooper did not recall the names of the two visiting men. (For the sake of clarification they will be referred to as John Doe One and John Doe Two in view of the fact that the two individuals named as such on the FBI composite sketches.

According to Cooper, John Doe Two did virtually all of the talking, while his partner, John Doe One, was silent. John Doe Two told Cooper that they were interested in his philosophical and political messages, but they disagreed with him on his methods. Cooper elaborated, explaining that he advocates fighting the unconstitutional policies and practices of the government by any legal, non-violent means. John Doe Two suggested that more action was needed, and he asked Cooper if he would join them in their cause, although they did not articulate specifically what their cause or mission entailed. Cooper declined, and the men left soon thereafter, ending a visit of perhaps ten minutes that day.

While they walked out to their car, which Cooper could only describe as being yellow in color, John Doe Two opened the trunk and said that he wanted to give Cooper something. He proceeded to remove from the trunk a copy of the book, "The Turner Diaries" and handed it to Cooper. Cooper remarked that he already had a copy of "that racist book", but the two men left the book with him anyway.
At this point in the interview, Cooper was asked if he had retained their copy of "The Turner Diaries". Cooper responded that he already had a copy of that book, and he wasn't sure if he retained the copy left with him by the two men. Cooper further explained that when he moved his research center from St. Johns, he packed volumes and volumes of written work and books in a large number of boxes, most of which are now stacked up. Cooper said that if he looked for the copy of the book, it might take him months to find it.

After giving Cooper "The Turner Diaries", the two men got in their car and headed north on the highway toward I-40. As they were leaving, Cooper, who had been inside with the two men during the visit, noted that there were two vehicles down the road. Cooper was convinced that the two vehicles were conducting a surveillance of the men. One of the vehicles was described as a generic-looking white government motorpool vehicle. The driver was taking photographs of the men with Cooper. On the other side of the road was a brown pickup truck with a camper shell. A man, presumably the driver, was taking snapshots as if he were a tourist, but he periodically turned in the direction of Cooper's place to snap photographs of that area.

Cooper recalled that during the brief conversation with the two men that they cautioned him to "watch Oklahoma City" just before they left. Furthermore, John Doe Two asked Cooper if he knew where they could sell valuable historical documents. The man explained that he was talking about documents that might bear the signature of an important person like George Washington. Cooper responded that he had no idea where such documents could be sold.

Cooper provided a physical description of the two men. John Doe Two was the in height, with a build. He was and had hair. During the course of their visit, Cooper had noted that John Doe Two had and Cooper believes that it was a. Cooper said that during the conversation he even mentioned to John Doe Two that he had a and the man did not disagree.

John Doe Two did not appear to be His age seemed to be that of a man in his
John Doe One was _______ and _______ than his counterpart. Cooper estimated John Doe One's height as being between _______ and _______ tall. Cooper was insistent that John Doe One was certainly _______ than the man who has been identified as Timothy McVeigh, who _______ perhaps _______ in height. John Doe One appeared to be in his _______.

Cooper said that both men were very polite, neatly dressed, and gave the appearance of _______. Both wore Levis or denim pants and short-sleeved, conservative shirts. When responding to questions, John Doe Two used polite terms such as "Yes, sir; no, sir."

After the two men left, Cooper said that he did not give them a second thought. However, about two weeks later, while broadcasting on his short wave radio program, Cooper received a call from an individual who asked him what was going on in Oklahoma. At first, Cooper responded that he had no idea, but then he recalled the visit of the two men around November of 1994, and he briefly recounted what had transpired.

At this point in the interview, Cooper was asked if he recorded his radio broadcasts. He responded that he did, and he was then asked if he would make the tape concerning that telephone call available for review by the FBI. Cooper agreed with this, but he said that it would take some time to locate that specific tape since he was unsure of the exact date or even the exact month when the visit from the two men had taken place.

Cooper was then told that if finding that tape or a copy of the book "The Turner Diaries" was simply a matter of making the time to do it, he was asked if he would permit the FBI to search for these items on his behalf. Cooper responded that he absolutely would not permit the FBI to go through his records or property. He further explained that he did not trust the FBI with his property and said that the federal government and its agents were too lacking in credibility to permit him to allow such a search. He agreed, however, that he would try and locate the tape and when found, would make the tape available to the FBI. He also indicated that he would try and find the book "The Turner Diaries".
Cooper mentioned that his group, which he called the Intelligence Service, has done an extensive investigation of what transpired in Oklahoma City and the government’s actions to investigate after the bombing. Cooper stated that around October 1, 1996, he will be publishing a three-volume report on these very issues. In summarizing the results of his report, Cooper stated that in his opinion the federal building in Oklahoma City blew up because it was a government “sting” that went awry or that it was an intentional explosion to ensure that the anti-terrorism bill would be passed by Congress and that the federal government would be given additional law enforcement powers in order to form a police state.

Cooper said that he moved his research center and intelligence service out of St. Johns about six months ago. He said the move was precipitated by a conflict that he had with one of

Cooper stated that he conducted a detailed and thorough background check on anyone who worked for his intelligence service. He also required that his intelligence service associates take an oath to support and defend the Constitution of the State of Arizona and the Constitution of the United States. Cooper said that thus far he has had good results with his associates with the exception of two (phonetic) and (phonetic) was an oil out of and initially gave the appearance of being a very competent associate. Eventually, let his supposed power go to his head, and Cooper had to discharge him. Allegedly, has since been

in

Cooper began his first radio broadcast in May, 1992. At first, he broadcast through Radio Station WWCR in Nashville, Tennessee. He performed broadcasts five nights a week. Since then, Cooper has terminated his association with WWCR.

Presently, Cooper sends out his radio broadcasts by satellite which are then picked up by over 600 FM stations around the country. Cooper also publishes a political newspaper called "The Cadgy News" (phonetic). Cooper stated that he has published a book entitled, "Behold a Pale Horse", which has sold well among militia members and people of like minds. Cooper said he still
receives royalties from sales of that book, even though he has done nothing to advertise the book.

Cooper advised that when he was a young man he served in the Navy, but left disillusioned with the policy decisions of the Senior Admiral for whom he worked. He gave as an example the fact that he handled communications concerning sensitive matters such as the bombing of Laos, Cambodia, and North Vietnam at a time when the president of the United States was disavowing any such actions. After leaving the Navy, Cooper stated that he also served in the Air Force.

At the conclusion of the interview, Cooper, without prompting, said that he believed that he was the subject of Federal Grand Jury deliberations in Phoenix. When asked about the nature of the deliberations, Cooper responded that he has not paid his taxes nor filed income tax returns. Cooper explained that the income tax was an unconstitutional and illegal revenue, and that the income tax amendment to the Constitution was never properly ratified. Cooper said that as a young man he was willing to fight and die for his country even though he later learned that the war in Vietnam had nothing to do with the national interests of the United States. Cooper stated that at this point in his life he is more than willing to fight, and if necessary, die for matters that really count in his country.
A review of Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) item number 1B-2554 was conducted on October 2, 1996. This item was a video cassette tape given to McVeigh titled, "WACO-The Big Lie."

This production was done by WILLIAM COOPER, in association with LINDA THOMPSON, the AMERICAN JUSTICE FEDERATION, 3850 South Emerson Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana, telephone number 317/780-5204, facsimile number 317/780-5209, and the CAJ (Citizens Agency Joint Intelligence), Box 1420, Show Low, Arizona, 85901. It can be obtained from WILLIAM COOPER, same address as CAJ, for twenty-five dollars. This production is intended to sympathize with the Branch Davidians. It gives a one-sided history of the events leading up to the confrontation at WACO. The production contains trial footage, home video clips, purported interviews with BATF (Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms) Agent news footage and footage of the conflict at the compound. It attacks the affidavit for the search warrant, the government's actions and motivation, claiming the government is corrupt and deceitful.
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[Redacted] mobile telephone number [Redacted] pager number was contacted at his residence, where he provided the following information:

[Redacted] provided the U.S. Multitasking's handbook which he had discussed with the interviewing agent two days before, as well as six video tapes which include information about the so-called New World Order [Redacted] also provided numerous other items of literature which he had obtained at gun shows in Oklahoma City, along with the handbook and video tapes. The video tapes provided by [Redacted] are as follows:

1. World War III, 1999?
2. The Covenant
3. Iron Mountain, Blueprint for a Tyranny
4. Iron Mountain II, Part 1
5. Iron Mountain II, Part 2
6. Iron Mountain II, Part 3

[Redacted] advised he has decided to cooperate in this matter.


4. An article in Flash Point, entitled, "Mysterious National Identification Center Established."

5. An article entitled, "The New MARC Card - "Don't Leave Home Without it!"", also from the October, 1994, Flash Point newsletter.

6. A copy of a hand-printed letter to [redacted] get a good portable short-wave radio and listen at night to BILL COOPER on WYCE, Nashville, Tennessee, about 5.6 on the AM NHC megahertz dial, Monday through Friday, at 11:00 to 12:00 a.m.

7. Also attached, a Flash Bulletin article entitled, "The Beast is Arising."

[redacted] provided a ticket, [redacted] to see Mark from Michigan on January 21, 1995, at the TULSA MARRIOTT by Americans for Constitutional Awareness and a ticket for SARAH BRADY for Wednesday, March 22, 7:00 p.m., at the OKLAHOMA MEMORIAL UNION, ticket [redacted]
also provided the following documents:


3. A hand-drawn map of the Kingfisher, Oklahoma, area.


8. Common-Law Special Appointment of Citizens Special Grand Jury Men Justices, People of Oklahoma in and For Alfalfa County, with signatures on two pages of this document.


10. Document with suggested fee schedule $508 - $677 annual fee at the top.
11. Unidentified document dated August, 1993, page 1, with calendar of small business tax seminars at the top.

12. Copy of the Title 51, Section 152, Governmental Tort Claims Act.


14. "Networking the Nuts and Bolts," with the back sheet stamped, care of [redacted] telephone number [redacted]


17. Copy of a poem entitled, "Big Brother Loves You!".


20. Document entitled, "Getting Your Claim Ready!", with "We the People" written at the top of page one of this document.

also provided a card from REED HARRIS' INDOOR RANGE AND SUPPLY, 416 West Kenv, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, with the back of the card containing writing of 1-800-360-9070 and the title of a book, "IRS," by J. D. QUINNENBERGY, which is a book that was recommended to

also provided notes attached to a card for United Sovereigns of America, Route 1, Box 192, Sat. Oklahoma 73149; home number whose identified as being very big in the We The People Movement. Attached to this card of were notes of people described as being radical members of the militia, as follows:

1. ROSS HULLETT
   Eufaula, Oklahoma
   leader of the Oklahoma Militia
   telephone number (918) 689-2229,
   also (918) 689-5252.

He advised HULLETT has gone underground at this time.

2. Oklahoma City
   Business telephone

advised is of the Oklahoma Militia.

3. 

He is involved with We The People and Common Court, and has a business telephone of in the area.
4. (protect), (protect) 4/24/95

4. Advised [redacted] is dangerous and possibly armed, and that if anyone were to go interview him, they should use caution and be prepared for a possible confrontation. [Redacted] has [redacted] hair and [redacted] who has a real hatred for the federal government. Telephone number at home is [redacted] Also on his list is [redacted] home telephone [redacted] in [redacted] who is the [redacted]

Page two of the list has radio stations and presentations that were recommended by militia people that he listened to, as follows:

1. WHAI, 9.455, 1:00 to 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, CHUCK HARDER, For the People.

2. WWCX, 5.065, 9:00 to 11:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, Radio Free America - Spotlight.

3. WWCX, 5.065, 11:00 to 12:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, BILL CRHISER, The Hour of the Time.

4. WRNO, 7.155, 8:00 to 8:30 p.m., Saturday, American Dissident Voices.

[Redacted] advised that the government should take extra precautions including stepped up security at the detention facility of the U.S. Marshals, which was recently built by Will Rogers Airport. [Redacted] advised that two or three months ago, he had heard the Texas Militia had targeted this facility and he still believes there is a very real possibility this location could be bombed.